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Montana Newspaper H all o f Fame
William K. Harber, a British newspaperman who
settled in Fort Benton, Montana, in 1883, seldom
wrote editorials but when he did— in the words of
a colleague— "they made the rounds of the state.”
Mr. Harber was born in Pentlow, Essex County,
England, Nov. 22, 1858, the son of the Reverend and
Mrs. Stephen Harber. He attended Catersham Col
lege, then served the long apprenticeship required in
England to learn the printer’s trade.
He worked as a printer and writer in London and
was the London correspondent for the Deer Lodge,
Montana, New Northwest.
Mr. Harber had lent money to a brother who
emigrated to Fort Benton in 1881 and invested in
the River Press, founded Oct. 27, 1880. When the
newspaper appeared to be losing in an intense rivalry
with the Fort Benton Record, Mr. Harber journeyed
to Fort Benton to help manage the River Press. Both
newspapers at that time published weekly and daily
editions, and Fort Benton was known as the smallest
American city with two daily publications.
Under Mr. Harber’s guidance, the River Press won
the circulation battle and the Record suspended pub
lication in 1885. That same year the River Press
building was destroyed by fire, although most of the
equipment was saved. Only one edition was missed.
The daily River Press was published from 1882 to
1920. Mr. Harber became editor and manager Sept.
19, 1891.
Mr. Harber was a member of the Fort Benton
school board for 20 years. Long after his death it was
learned he had for years anonymously donated $60
annually for scholarships for outstanding Fort Ben
ton students.
A fellow editor once said Mr. Harber wrote an
editorial "only when he thought there was something
worth writing about.” On those occasions, he usually
discussed developments in Fort Benton and north
central Montana or the Republican party, which he
supported.
Joel R. Overholser, who became editor of the River
Press when Mr. Harber died, commented that he was
"a clear thinker, a user of pure English and fearless
in expressing his views.”
Mr. Harber died July 19, 1922, at age 64 while
vacationing in Seattle. His legacy, the River Press, is
the second oldest weekly in Montana.
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W. K. Harber
1858-1922
Sixteenth Member
Installed May 20, 1971
The Montana Newspaper Hall of Fame, established Aug.
16, 1958, is sponsored jointly by the Montana Press Associa
tion and the Montana School bf Journalism. A committee
comprising six members of the Press Association and the
dean of the School of Journalism recommends to the Associa
tion one person for the Hall of Fame each year. A candidate
may be nominated five years after his death.
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DEAN A. L. STONE ADDRESS:
WE MUST BE DOING SOMETHING RIGHT
By R O B E R T

PIERPOINT I

Mr. Pierpoint, a CBS News correspondent since 1949, covered Scandinavia as
a special correspondent and in 1951 was assigned to report the Korean War.
In 1953 he was appointed Far East Bureau Chief for CBS News. He continued
in that post until 1957, when he was named White House correspondent—an
assignment he has held since then except for brief periods. Mr. Pierpoint has
reported the activities of Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon
and has traveled extensively with those Chief Executives. Mr. Pierpoint, the
1971 professional lecturer at the Montana School of Journalism, gave this
address May 20, 1971, at the 15th annual banquet honoring the first dean of
the journalism school.

What follows is an impassioned, opinionated and thor
oughly subjective defense of that American institution
known collectively as the press.
Since last fall’s rock-throwing at President Nixon’s
motorcade, a lot of people besides songwriters seem to be
asking "do you know the way to San Jose?” The FBI
sensed a plot, as it frequently does, and began quizzing re
porters who had been there. Other reporters, who had not
been there, sensed a second-day story and developed assorted
theories about what had happened.
One theory is that President Nixon deliberately precipi
tated the whole incident by standing on his limousine and
taunting the crowd, possibly with the aid of some agents
provocateurs who helped him by handing out the rocks.
This is more Machiavellian than accurate.
Another theory propounded by some of my colleagues
who weren’t there is that no one really threw rocks at the
President— that the entire story was simply concocted by
White House image-makers and Secret Service agents to
glorify the bravery of Richard Nixon and the violenceprone wickedness of his enemies, Democrats and others.
The facts shoot down that theory.
The White House press bus, which normally follows the
President’s limousine by about 50 yards, was hit by a shower
of rocks and bricks that broke several windows and scat
tered glass on some of the reporters inside. There are those
who say this was part of the President’s plot. I do not
agree. My theory is that the rock-throwers did exactly what
they set out to do. They were after the reporters in the
White House press bus!

2
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During the 13 years that I have covered Presidents of the
United States, I have observed increased hostility against
the press.
When I first began following President Eisenhower
around the country, people used to smile and wave at those
of us in the press bus behind him, and sometimes they
even would applaud. In recent years they still applaud and
wave at the President. But about the only people who
seemed to be genuinely happy to see the press, to the point
of applauding at least, were the crowds lining the roads in
Communist Rumania and Yugoslavia.
Elsewhere, we still see laughter now and then, but it
appears to be more of the derisive, jeering kind. The much
more common greeting for the White House press bus
nowadays is a nasty gesture— at best the thumb turned
down. Thousands of people have made it clear everywhere
we travel that they simply don’t like reporters.
Let me give you a specific illustration of how this can
hurt. Almost every moment of that terrible day in Dallas
when President Kennedy was killed is still etched clearly in
my mind. After hearing the shots from the press bus, many
of us feared the worst. The President’s limousine disap
peared and our bus drove on alone to the Dallas Trade Mart
Building, where a large public luncheon was scheduled. It
took a few minutes to learn that the President had been
driven to the hospital and a few more minutes to get there
in a commandeered car. As I jumped out at the emergency
entrance, things looked bad. The presidential limousine
was standing off to one side, empty. Two Texas congress
men, who had been riding in cars directly behind President
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Kennedy, looked stunned and were barely able to talk to a
small but growing knot of hospital personnel and specta
tors. I asked Senator Ralph Yarborough what had happened
and, brokenly, he said President Kennedy had been shot,
that he had been hit in the head and it looked as if he had
little chance to live. Frantically, then, I began searching for
a telephone. With notebook in hand I ran to the nearest
door, just in time to see a nurse lock it in my face. I tried
another door, to see doctors standing on the other side
simply staring at my futile efforts to open it. I pleaded for
help and the crowd inside stood stony-faced. After what
seemed many minutes, but was probably only a few seconds,
a black woman in a white uniform came up to me and said,
"You’re a reporter aren’t you. Come, I’ll lead you to a
telephone.” She took me through the crowd and the police
lines to a phone just inside the emergency ward, where the
doctors were still trying futilely to save President Kennedy
and from where I finally could file my story.
Why this dislike, this almost instinctive fear, of re
porters? I used to think it was partly due to what I call
the "Meet the Press” syndrome. There are reporters, and
good ones, who cannot ask a question without causing
irritation. Some reporters use the needle as a professional
instrument even more than the pencil. For them the needle
may work, but it has not helped the image of the profession.

On further reflection, however, particularly in recent
months, I have concluded that some of this bad image is
due to the fact that we are doing a good job. One of the
greatest reporters I’ve known was Edward R. Murrow,
whose favorite journalistic goal was—as he put it—to
"make 'em itch.” By that, Murrow meant to report and
analyze and criticize in such a way that the audience was
made uncomfortable, stirred up, forced to think. Ed Mur
row made ’em itch so much with a couple of television
broadcasts on Senator Joseph McCarthy that he helped end
an era that had lasted too long.

agnew9s criticism
A couple of things that have occurred recently lead me to
think the media may be making the public itch a little. In
the fall of 1969, Vice President Agnew launched a strong
attack on network television news. CBS News had carried
that speech live on both radio and television that night,
and since I had participated in "instant analysis” after the
broadcast, I was still at the studio when the phone calls
began. They came in floods. They inundated our switch
boards in Washington, New York and at various affiliated
stations around the country. Generally the callers agreed
with the Vice President and were critical of network news.
But the interesting thing was that the critics came from both
ends of the political spectrum—both the extremes of right
and left.
I took a few of those calls and listened to others, and you
frequently could guess a caller’s political attitude from his
language. Some were saying, "W e sure are glad the Vice
President told you pro-Commies where to go,” while others
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said, "Yeah, man, the Veep’s finally telling it like it is and
you monopolistic, Fascist, establishment types better watch
out now!” On reflection I doubt that many "radiclibs” are
applauding Agnew anymore, but that was the way it was
that night. Personally, I took some comfort from the fact
we were getting it from both extremes.
Agnewism is something more than the adversary relation
ship that normally should exist between government and
the media. In fairness to the Vice President, this strident,
coordinated attack is not strictly his baby. It springs from
the almost endemic paranoia of some Republicans who
insist the press is out to get them. Two pieces of evidence
come readily to mind.
W ho can forget the bitter but highly revealing outburst
of Richard N ixon after the California governor’s race of
1962. The losing candidate blamed his defeat on the news
men who had covered him, then added that they should be
glad because "you won’t have N ixon to kick around any
more.”
Then in 1964 in Pasadena there was the Goldwater sup
porter who rushed up to one of the Senator’s aides in the
back of the room and sputtered, "D o you see those report
ers? They’re writing down every word Senator Goldwater
says. Do something!”
N or is it an accident that almost every time President
N ixon speaks nowadays he makes some semi-bitter remark
about the media— almost always noting quickly that he
doesn’t "mean to be critical.”

That is the velvet glove. The clenched fist is the Vice
President’s. He means to be critical. In 1969, when Agnew
ism was born, the Nixon Administration was facing rising
criticism of its Vietnam policies. The President and his
aides feared that this criticism was dividing the nation and
encouraging Hanoi to continue the war. They apparently
believed that if they could only silence the media and still
the criticism, they could end the war faster. So Vice Presi
dent Agnew launched his campaign against the media.
Neither tactic has worked, however. Agnew has failed to
silence criticism of the Administration’s Vietnam policies,
and Hanoi has not sued for peace. But the Vice President
has not allowed the failure of his tactics to soften his
swings. They are still almost as wild as his golf game.
A clear case of Murrow’s "itch” has been the reaction of
the media to the intervention of President Nixon in the
Calley case. Let’s look first at what happened. Lieutenant
Calley was found guilty of the murder of at least 22 un
armed prisoners, including women and babies. He was
convicted by a jury of his peers in a trial no responsible
person has questioned for its impartiality and fairness. He
was sentenced to life in prison with the probability of
parole after a few years. Y et the public outcry was enor
mous. The W hite House announced its teletypes were
jammed with thousands of telegrams protesting at the rate
of 100 to 1 Calley’s conviction.
President N ixon saw a parade forming and quickly
moved to the head of it. First he ordered that Lieutenant
Calley be released from the stockade and granted the rela
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tive freedom of the Fort Benning area for the duration of
the review proceedings. Then, as the public protests con
tinued to pour in, the President announced that he per
sonally would act as the final reviewing officer. As Com
mander in Chief of the Armed Forces, he was acting within
his legal rights, but his intervention was a clear signal to
both the public and the officers reviewing the case that
their President felt some special sympathy for Calley.
As the White House communications director, Herb
Klein, pointed out afterward, polls showed that 79 per cent
of the public backed President Nixon’s intervention. While
I have not taken a scientific poll, I would say that a very
high percentage of the news media— reporters, columnists,
commentators and editors—have opposed the President’s
action. On this issue there has been more press unanimity
than I can remember since I began broadcasting for CBS 20
years ago. Columnists from James Kilpatrick and William
Buckley through Joseph Alsop to Joseph Kraft and Mark
Childs have chided President Nixon for political interven
tion in the course of justice. Editorials from the Washing
ton Post on the liberal left to the conservative Chicago
Tribune have tried to calm public opinion by pointing out
Calley’s crimes and the justice of his conviction. While
most political leaders at first remained silent on the Presi
dent’s action or backed him, the press was almost unani
mously critical. This proud moment will not help us win
popularity.
There are those who may ask whether this interpretation
of presidential action is the proper role of the press. I say
damn right it is! In this increasingly complex world, the
basic facts of a story are seldom enough to do the vital job
of keeping the public informed.
As an example, take that very Calley story and the Presi
dent’s intervention. The White House version gave very
little information besides the President’s decision to act
and a vague, completely self-serving explanation. In
fairness, there also was a thorough briefing by presidential
assistant John Erlichmann on the legality of the President’s
action. All that was reported. What had to be inferred,
analyzed and interpreted were Mr. Nixon’s motives as well
as the possible long-term effect of his actions. The political
objectives were fairly obvious. But it takes knowledge, ex
perience, perception and some degree of understanding of
human nature to point out the effect on the officers now
involved in the reviewing process.
This type of interpretive reporting led most commenta
tors to conclude that by the time Calley’s case reaches Presi
dent Nixon’s desk, his sentence will have been so reduced
by officers aware of their Commander in Chief’s attitude
that the punishment will be minimal. Then the President,
having accomplished his political purpose, will be able to
uphold the final review, while appearing to uphold the very
judicial system he has subverted. To the general public
this may sound like an outrageous extension of the bare
facts given to reporters by the White House. But that is
the way most reporters reasoned and so wrote. Profession
ally, to have done less would have been dishonest.
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Perhaps this is the point to interject admission of a
problem that seems more serious in the broadcast branch
of the media than the print. Many people resent interpre
tive reporting, especially when it is on the air. A writer for
the eye can use hundreds of words and dozens of paragraphs
to tell his story, beginning with the bare facts, interpreting
them and ending with his projection of the likely outcome
or effect. A broadcaster seldom has more than 100 words
in which to do all that.

objective reporting
None of this should be taken as opposition to what is
called objectivity. I believe in objective reporting. I dis
believe in subjective reporting. There are writers today,
printed particularly in the underground and so-called avantgarde journals, who make no pretense at objectivity. In
fact, some scorn it, as their work shows. They are, of
course, not reporters. Their efforts are not to inform but
to propagandize— not to make people think, so much as to
make them run in the direction the writer points. It is
true, as these advocates of causes claim, that there is no
perfect objectivity. It is true that the very selection of the
facts to include in a story is a subjective process and much
more so the interpretation of those facts. But that does not
excuse the reporter from the burden of fairness in present
ing his story. Any reporter worthy of the title must attempt
to get as many of the pertinent facts as possible and arrange
them in as fair a manner as he can. His interpretation may
not necessarily align with the facts, but that is up to his
audience to judge.
President Johnson, when he was angry about a reporter’s
story, which was frequently, used to ask, "Why do you al
ways have to be so critical?” He was treading a well-worn
presidential path. Thomas Jefferson, for instance, once
proposed: "Perhaps an editor might . . . divide his paper
into four chapters, heading the first, truths; second, prob
abilities; third, possibilities; fourth, lies.” And most Presi
dents since then have had their share of problems with the
press. Still, President Johnson’s complaint deserves con
sideration. What right do reporters have to criticize? One
of the great journalists of this century, Walter Lippmann,
has written what I consider a classic answer to that:
If the country is to be governed with the consent of
the governed, then the governed must arrive at opinions
about what their governors want them to consent to.
How do they do this? They do it by hearing on the
radio and reading in the newspapers what the corps of
correspondents tell them is going on in Washington and
in the country at large, and in the world. Here we per
form an essential service. In some field of interest we
make it our business to find out what is going on under
the surface and beyond the horizon, to infer, to deduce, to
imagine and to guess what is going on inside, and what
this meant yesterday, and what it could mean tomorrow.
In this we do what every sovereign citizen is supposed to
do, but has not the time or the interest to do for him
self. This is our job. It is no mean calling, and we have
a right to be proud of it, and to be glad that it is our
work.
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I would add to Mr. Lippmann’s eloquent remarks only
my own touch of ego— namely, that after seven years as a
foreign correspondent and 13 years covering the White
House, I know more than most people about the problems
and policies on which I report. Admittedly, this is to some
extent an attempt to silence criticism, a trick learned from
LBJ! It was not easy to question former President Johnson
on his foreign policies, particularly the war in Vietnam,
because one quickly touched sensitive nerves. At those
times the President was very prone to shut off the discus
sion by saying very firmly, "Your President knows more
than you do. You don’t have all the facts I have.” This may
have been partly true, but a follow-up effort by the reporter
to get President Johnson to give more of those facts seldom
got anywhere. Neither side ever said so, but both sides
knew why. The reporter usually had all the pertinent facts,
and the President was simply trying to silence criticism.
It is rare for any reporter to get all the facts of any story.
But it is imperative to get as many as he can and publish
them. I have become increasingly convinced of this impera
tive, even when so-called national security is involved.
Obviously I do not advocate publishing vital secrets or
wartime information, such as the time and location of an
attack by U.S. forces. But national security can be over
done.
Self-censorship is almost always a bad idea, even under
threats by government officials. Recently we have all been
fascinated by the reports of those lucky few American
reporters who finally have gotten into Communist China.
It is possible that they could have been reporting from
inside China, however, for many years. Soon after the war
in Korea ended, the government in Peking granted some
30 American reporters visas to enter Communist China.
But at that time the U.S. secretary of state, John Foster
Dulles, thought this somehow would aid and abet a Com
munist enemy.
Most of the reporters who received the visas, including
myself, thought Dulles was absolutely wrong. W e also had
strong doubts about his legal right to punish us if we went
to China without his permission. If all or most of us had
gone, we felt quite certain that it would have been difficult
politically for the Eisenhower Administration to have jailed
us. So we tried to talk our own news organizations into
defying the Dulles dictum. I regret to say that only two
news organizations did so— Look magazine and the Balti
more Afro-American. By 1957, when Dulles changed his
mind, the angered Chinese Communists no longer were
interested in American newsmen. Thus, it was 22 years
from the time American reporters were last inside China
until they were allowed back again this year. At least some
of those years, when reporting on the world’s most populous
nation could have been invaluable, were lost because of
the timidity of the major American news media. History
cannot show us what else was lost.
I am now going to indulge myself as an old pro in this
field and promulgate three rules for reporters: 1) Get the
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facts right; 2 ) put out the story as you see it; and 3) pick
a boss who will back you. Of the three, the last may be the
hardest rule to follow. Reporters on the national level are
more fortunate in this regard. National news organizations
are in the public eye. At least partly for that reason, their
standards are sometimes higher. They have to be or more
people complain. The national media are also more remote
from the direct pressures of the market place. Local re
porters and editors must deal with and live next door to
local advertisers. They also must bear the direct results of
their news, as it affects the lives of the people they report
on— their neighbors, the local police, the city councilmen,
the mayor. That direct pressure can be quite devastating,
as some of you know much better than I. W e in Washing
ton live in a somewhat more professional atmosphere.
This does not mean that Presidents are above putting on
pressure. A story has been told that President Johnson was
so angry at a report he heard me broadcast one morning
that he seized the phone, while still in bed, and demanded
to talk to Dr. Frank Stanton, the president of CBS. Stanton
is a longtime friend of Mr. Johnson’s. But that particular
morning the President shouted into the telephone that his
breakfast tasted very sour and his meals would continue to
taste bad until Stanton found out the source of that so-andso Pierpoint’s morning story and revealed it to the Presi
dent. To Stanton’s credit, neither he nor anyone else at
CBS ever discussed the subject with me. I heard about it
later from an aide to LBJ.
CBS is currently engaged in a strong battle with members
of the N ixon Administration and certain pro-military poli
ticians over the one-hour documentary "The Selling of the
Pentagon.” There is pressure on CBS, plenty of it, but the
network has stood firmly behind the program and its pro
ducers. So far as I know, the only pressure from adver
tisers, however, is the threat by the Army to recall some of
its recruitment advertising. CBS probably can survive that.
As I believe these incidents demonstrate, the problems of
newsmen in a democracy are basically similar. From the
courthouse to the state house to the White House, we sup
port the system by fighting it. W e report, we interpret, we
criticize. When we pull our punches, when we favor our
friends, when we join the forces we are supposed to be
covering, we are contributing to the breakdown of the
system itself.
It is no accident that when the Soviet Union crushed the
outburst of freedom in Czechoslovakia in 1968, it moved
first to close opposition news organizations and jail their
reporters. That was completely consistent with the pattern
of totalitarian governments. The free press is normally the
first victim of forces intending to enslave a free society.
That is just as true in Missoula or Helena or Washington
as it is in Prague. A free press cannot exist outside a free
democratic society. But more important, freedom and
democracy cannot exist without a curious, critical, energetic,
unintimidated, fair but free press. So far we are still here.
W e must be doing something right!
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THE MAN AND THE BOOK:
GUTHRIE’S ‘THE BIG SKY*
B y C H A R L E S E. H O O D J R.

Mr. Hood, an instructor in the Montana School of Journalism, was on leave in
1970-71 to work toward a Ph.D. in American studies at Wdshington State Uni
versity. He earned a B.A. in 1961 and an M.A. in 1969 from the Montana
journalism school. He has worked for the Lewistown (Mont.) Daily News,
the Helena bureau of United Press International, the Great Falls Tribune and
the Missoula Missoulian. A. B. Guthrie Jr., a 1923 graduate of the Montana
School of Journalism, is author of The Big Sky, The Way West (which won the
Pulitzer Prize for fiction in 1930), These Thousand Hills, The Big It, The Blue
Hen’s Chick, Arfive and numerous magazine articles and stories. This article
is based on two chapters of Mr. Hood’s master’s thesis, rfHard Work and Tough
Dreaming: A Biography of A. B. Guthrie Jr.”

A. B. Guthrie Jr. was looking for a publisher for his
manuscript "Murders at Moon Dance” when he began to
think about a second novel. The idea for it had occurred
to him early in 1940, because "so far as I knew, no honest
story about the fur trade had been written.”1
Although the research and writing would have to be
done at night when he returned from his desk job at the
Lexington, Ky., Leader, the prospect of such a challenge
excited him:
I would write a second novel . . . one about the moun
tain man in the period from, say, about 1830 through
the high years of his rule to about 1843, to the time of
his self-wrought ruin. I would tell of the fur-hunters
who followed hard on the heels of Lewis and Clark, of
men in the molds of Bill Williams, Hugh Glass, Joe
Meek, John Colter, K it Carson, Provot and the Sublettes.
By boat and by horse and by foot we’d penetrate, my
men and I, the surprised wilderness. We’d trap the
clucking, beavered streams and bed down in the wonder
ing parks of the almost-untouched young West; and we’d
love squaws and fight Indians and spree big at rendez
vous and, broke and sober and satisfied, signal goodbye
and ride on to untried, rich rivers. . . .
interview with A. B. Guthrie Jr., Twin Lakes, Mont., Aug. 4,

1968 .
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With the exception of a couple of antique and ardess
attempts only one novel was tied to the fur trade insofar
as I knew. That was one in a series whose protagonist
was Stewart Edward White’s Andy Burnett. I had fol
lowed Andy’s adventures with pleasure and inactive con
sideration. White told a good and clean and therefore
short-of-truth story. Not for me a Sunday-school repre
sentation of men mostly amoral, I thought with growing
conviction. N o bowdlerizing of documented behavior.
N o heroes, or villains for that matter, who never un
buttoned whether to make water or squaws. Be wholly
honest! Get to the whole truth! Live and make live
again that unfettered life! Don’t heroize, keeping in
mind that all heroes are errant and that the mountains
counted cowardice the first sin and seldom listed a
second!*

To Guthrie the project— in size and intent— seemed
"wildly ambitious, preposterous in relation to the sum of
my credentials.” His "Murders at Moon Dance” would be
published, though he never would be proud of that first
novel. He knew much about the West, and he had as
sembled a "small but select” early-Western library. His
interest in the West— in his words—was real and almost
nostalgic. Moreover, a "typewriter sat at home, ignored
*A. B. Guthrie Jr., The Blue Hen’s Chick: A Life in Context
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1965), pp. 148-149.
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and sullen. Scant and weak for the venture, there was my
muster.”3
Guthrie’s friend Thomas Clark remembers Guthrie’s in
itial efforts:
When Bud finally found the direction in which he
intended to go, he began gathering materials for The Big
Sky. He did his research as carefully as a historian, and
perhaps even more so. He sensed in his new project its
importance in opening the advance into the Far West.
Again he gathered books, maps, and information wher
ever he could find it. I was impressed with the care with
which he checked his materials on a series of maps which
he kept. I am reasonably sure that he was the first man
to locate precisely all of the rendezvous sites [of the
mountain men].*

Guthrie selected the name Boone Caudill for his moun
tain man. "Caudill is an old Kentucky name, and since

aIbid., p. 149- Guthrie also discussed in the Montana Magazine of
History his motivations for writing the book: "I don’t know
when I began feeling that justice hadn’t been done to the fur
hunter of the 1820’s and the 1830’s, justice not in the sense of
idolatry but of truth, of proportion. We have enough creators
of idols, who make one admirable quality the sum of the man;
not enough honest appraisers who recognize that a part of all
heroes is the clay common to all of us. The great men of our
folklore are made to appear almost spotless. I don’t believe
in them. I don’t even like them very well. Perfection is some
thing we strive for, but that no one ever attains, thank heavens!
What we need to remember, in the reconstruction of heroes,
is just that no one ever was perfect I wanted to show the
mountain man— in this first book of mine— for what he was, or
what he seemed honestly to me to have been— not the romantic
character, the virtuous if unlettered Leatherstocking, but the en
gaging, uncouth, admirable, odious, thoughtless, resourceful, loyal,
sinful, smart, stupid, courageous character that he was and had
to be.
“ It occurred to me, as I worked at the idea, that another uni
versal entered here, the universal of Oscar Wilde and "The Ballad
of Reading Gaol.” Each man kills the thing he loves. N o men
ever did it more thoroughly or in a shorter time than the fur
hunters of General Ashley and Jed Smith and Jim Bridger. For
a short thirty years they knew their paradise— freedom, excite
ment, adventure, solitude, the cozy satisfaction of planting feet
where white feet had not trod before. And then it was all over—
beaver trapped out, Indians tamed, buffalo on the wane, lonely
trails peopled by home-seekers, the rule of free action supplanted
by statutes filed in courthouses. Nothing was left.
“All of us, it seems to me, do the same thing, if not so spec
tacularly or completely, through some evil accident of existence.
Not that we are unconscious or wanton. We kill the thing we
love because we don’t have clean choices and, lacking them, de
stroy our loves by a sort of attrition until at last, numbed and
sullied by necessity, we may wonder what it was we ever loved,
or how it was that once we loved it. That is one of the tragedies
of the lives we have to lead. W e never have the clean choices
that our youth and innocence have led us to expect; and not hav
ing them, weaken or lose our attachments in the compromises we
can’t avoid.
“Well, in any case, there was a theme here that attracted me.
I would write the story of the mountain man.” Guthrie, “The
Historical Novel,” Montana Magazine of History, 4, Autumn,
1954, pp. 3-4.
‘Letter from Thomas Clark to the author.
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Boone came along not so long after Daniel Boone, I just
put the two together.”5
Clark recalls that Guthrie "came to think like the moun
tain men, and at times I thought he felt that he was, in a
way, vicariously at least, a reincarnation of Boone Caudill.”6

language of the mountain men
Guthrie even attempted to recreate the vernacular used
by the mountain men. "A man would refer to himself as
this child, this coon or this nigger,” Guthrie said. "They
[the mountain men] didn’t use the first person singular. I
don’t know why.”7
After writing the opening chapters, Guthrie became de
pressed. His writing was poor, and he realized he needed
help:
I had no enlightener and small perseverance— two
negatives that left me at virtual zero. After writing three
chapters I suspected my imagined reader had quit me.
I couldn’t blame him. My copy stank.
That much was apparent. The reasons weren’t. Not
even one reason was. N ot overwriting, for one. Or jour
nalese. Or the precious insertion of personal wisdom that
stood in the way of the story. Or long-loved long words.
Or declaration instead of evidential suggestion. Or the
confinement, not the release, of imagination brought
about by adverbs and adjectives. Or lack of imagery. Or
wandering viewpoint, if any. To most of these consider
ations I’d never given thought. Whatever thought I had
given to the few was no aid to detection of guilt. Case
filed away as unsolved.8

That attitude was to prevail until 1944, when Guthrie
was accepted as a Nieman Fellow at Harvard. "It was the
big break,” he recalled.9
Clark said:
This was a major landmark in his life. There he came
into contact with several people who either impressed
him or gave him real assistance. Among those were
Frederick Merk, Arthur M. Schlesinger Sr., and Ted Mor
rison. Too, he met and formed a fast friendship with
Bernard DeVoto. These new friends and the environ
ment surrounding the Nieman Fellows had a marked in
fluence on Bud.10

Louis M. Lyons, curator of the Nieman Foundation at
that time, recalled that Guthrie asked and was granted per
mission to work on his novel in addition to his other work:
Then 43, he [Guthrie] had done some fiction pulps.
In applying for the fellowship, besides indicating the
studies he wanted as background for his newspaper work
— which is the purpose of the fellowships— he proposed
'Guthrie interview.
*Clark letter.
7Guthrie interview.
*The Blue Hen's Chick, pp. 149-150.
*Guthrie interview.
10Clark letter.
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a major piece of writing. This was accepted. To his
studies in international affairs, he added Frederick Merk’s
American history course— The Western Movement—
then the broadest sweep of American history at Harvard
— and a writing course with Theodore Morrison. Merk’s
course gave him background, in addition to his own
Montana youth and Kentucky milieu.11

When Merk retired in 1957, editorial writers called his
influence on Guthrie one of the high points of Merk’s
teaching career. The May 5, 1957, Portland Oregon Journal
said: "H e [Merk] has written comparatively little, his in
fluence being that chiefly of a teacher. One well-known
direct result of his inspiration is A. B. Guthrie’s grand
trilogy of novels on the West. . . .”12
Robert R. Brunn, assistant American news editor of the
Christian Science Monitor, noted that Merk introduced
Guthrie "to the raw material from which he wrote two
among the first accurate novels of the frontier, The Big Sky
and The Way West.”13
Morrison, whom Lyons described as "a very effective
critic and coach,”14 was to become the enlightener Guthrie
needed. Guthrie recalls Morrison’s comments on the first
chapters:
The best parts, he said when I saw him later, were the
bits of internal monologue, the passages in which I held
closest to my protagonist. "Internal monologue” was a
phrase new to me. As he went on, I recognized that
"best” was a relative term. Best of a bad lot. My dis
tance from my character necessarily would vary, he said,
but did I want to divorce him completely, as in my de
scriptions? Would an unlettered country boy have
thought of "cirrus” clouds and "sluggard” suns? (God
Almighty.)
I had written of the boy, "H e was hungry.” Well,
maybe all right, Morrison said. Sometimes the quickest
and flattest way of expression justified itself in the con
text, though it had no appeal to the senses and smacked
of authorial intrusion besides. But what if I substituted
for that dead declaration of hunger: "H e thought of the
corn dodger and spring greens Ma might be fixing” ?
I make Ted sound blunter and more positive than he
was, and I have shown only a few, ready grains of his
seeding. He was always considerate, kindly and tentative
in his words of disturbance and never authoritative, be
ing the first to admit and announce that if a thing
worked, then it worked, and that was all there was to it.
Lesson One, I thought as I came away from that first
meeting with him. Food for thought. I had a time
digesting it.15

"It took me about six weeks to begin to comprehend
what he [Morrison] was talking about,” Guthrie said.16 He
recalled:
“ Louis M. Lyons, letter to the author, Nov. 2, 1968.
“ Donald J. Sterling Jr., "Influence of U. S. Frontier,” Nieman
Reports, 11, July, 1957, p. 31, quoting the Portland Oregon
Journal, May 5, 1957.
“ Robert R. Brunn, "Merk Makes Mark as Maker of Teachers,”
Nieman Reports, 11, July, 1957, p. 32.
“ Lyons letter.
1BThe Blue Hen’s Chick, pp. 169-170.
“ Guthrie interview, Missoula, Oct. 31, 1968.
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All those first weeks with Ted as my tutor were hard.
I would go home after a session and torture my brain.
What was it he meant? What really was wrong, what
really had he suggested? Like other beginners I was im
patient with inexactitude in a critic and dejected 1py it.
The course should be easy to chart. A guide shouldn’t
lose a man in a thicket. I didn’t know then, though I
surely learned later, that a teacher can only suggest, can
at best reveal some of the tricks by which illusion is
wrought. The rest is up to the student, to what there is
in him, to his guts and his heart and his head, all work
ing from the meager base camp that the teacher has
managed to pitch.17

It took a bad movie to bring Morrison’s criticism into
focus:
When I was most confused and sorest beset, my wife
and I went to a movie. Make it two movies. Boston was
blighted, like towns everywhere, by the double feature.
The second feature, so-called, was bad beyond any im
aginable efforts to worsen it, but we saw it through,
munching popcorn with no injury to illusion. While the
plot unfolded to no one’s astonishment and the dreary
dialogue sounded and actors acted as if their emotions
could be communicated only through seizures, a curtain
lifted for me. I had been hamming. Plain, by-God ham
ming. That was part of what Ted had been trying to
tell me.
A bridge crossed, though not the last one by far. I
needed to understand and to apply other suggestions,
advanced with a moderation that only dented my igno
rance. I had to show and not tell, a difficult achieve
ment in any case and more difficult in the case of a news
paperman who had spent his life telling. In my char
acters I had to forget myself. They were my creatures
to be sure, but they had to have a vitality of their own,
an independence of me except that, as the invisible
manager, I kept their waywardness in check. Even that
management was demanding, for characters, once con
ceived, have a willful habit of jumping the reservation
and must be herded back into the boundaries of story.18

In ensuing weeks, Guthrie noticed that Morrison, read
ing the chapters, laughed at passages Guthrie had worked
to make funny and "held tight or nodded” where he wanted
him to. Guthrie said Morrison’s eyes would sparkle and
he would say, "Good, Bud, good.” To Guthrie the words
were "benediction and benzedrine.”19

a question of style
Morrison, who minimizes his role in Guthrie’s develop
ment as a writer, recalled that his pupil faced "one serious
obstacle” when he began writing The Big Sky:
As has happened before and since, his very success and
distinction as a journalist did not stand him in good
stead when he turned to historical fiction. He had to
learn, or revive his knowledge of, the crucial differences
between these two forms. But he had The Big Sky in
17The Blue Hen’s Chick, p. 170.
™lbid., pp. 170-171.
” lbid., pp. 172-173.
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If I’d have made an outline . . . I’d never have had Dick Summers.

him, and after a time it began to write itself naturally.
My recollection is that the essential change occurred with
the appearance of Jim Deakins in Chapter 3. If I did
anything, it was to point out that Jim had a rightness
and a naturalness that hadn’t before shown itself in the
book. Guthrie was able to go back and rewrite the pre
ceding chapters, bring them into harmony with the
method and tone of Chapter 3; from then on, with only
one brief snarl, the book flowed as easily as good water
from an untroubled spring.20

In response, Guthrie said of Morrison:
He doesn’t give himself enough credit. He commented
on every chapter after I got back to Lexington. After a
while, we got to understand each other so well he could
just start to say something and I’d say:
"H ell, why didn’t I see that before.”21

Morrison’s recollection that the entrance of Jim Deakins
in Chapter 3 marked the turning point in The B ig Sky was
mildly disputed by Guthrie. "Perhaps it was a little before
that when Ted told me, 'Your problem is when you go out
side your internal monologue.’ I had to learn not to look
at my characters like a bug under a microscope.”22 Once
Guthrie had learned this, the story and characters began to
develop in an uncontrived way. H e used no outline:
Characters made themselves what they were. That
may, and I underscore may, be the mark of all fiction
worth reading. I doubt that anyone starts out by saying,
"This is what my character will be like.”
My characters assume a kind of vitality and life of
their own and the characters make themselves after they
begin to assert themselves.
In my first chapter of The Big Sky, I hadn’t even
thought about Jim Deakins. Or Teal Eye. Don t call this
inspiration; rather it is an inner organization of the sub
conscious reserved for writers.
I never make an outline. I always feel I’d be impris
oned in one. If I’d have made an outline of The Big
Sky, I’d never have had Dick Summers. He just strolled
onto the page.24

take your writing apart for different reasons. Pick one critic
and stay with him.”26
After Guthrie had rewritten the first chapters, Morrison’s
role as an adviser— according to Morrison— was minor:
I can only remember one other chapter that gave
more than incidental and very minor trouble, and that
for the best of reasons. It was the chapter in which
Boone kills Jim [Deakins], and I think it was unsatis
factory at first because the author emotionally resisted
this inevitable and climactic act of violence to a friend,
the crowning irony of the whole structure. On second
try, the chapter came right and took its place in the book.
Fundamentally, Guthrie had the intelligence to conceive
of the book and the talent to write it. He had to rid
himself of some incrustations of journalistic habit at the
start. After that, nothing could have prevented the book
from reaching its goal. My part became very simple: it
was to cheer from the sidelines as the chapters went
past.27

Morrison was "psychoing it” when he said Guthrie was
reluctant to face Deakins’ death, Guthrie said. "But he was
right; it [the chapter] didn’t work right at first.”28
A s to Morrison’s reference to the "incrustations of jour
nalistic habit,” Guthrie agrees and regards his tutor’s advice
as crucial in helping him overcome this problem:
My eyes were opened, really, to the difference between
journalese and the language of fiction. Quite different.
So many people assume that because you can move earth
you can build a foundation. These don’t necessarily go
together.29

Without Morrison’s help and the fellowship at Harvard,
The B ig Sky surely would have been different, if ever com
pleted. "I might have written it,” Guthrie said, "but it
wouldn’t be the book it is.”30* Guthrie dedicated a later
book, These Thousand Hills, to Morrison.

educated guesses

Guthrie believes he was wise to find one good critic.
"Too many critics are like too many cooks. Everyone will

A t first, Guthrie would write nothing without obtaining
documentation through research. A s he gained confidence,
he began writing beyond his research: I was taking edu
cated guesses— surmises— and then my research backed me
up. Remember, though, my surmises were made on the
basis of a lot of reading. But I never found specific refer
ences until later.”81
Guthrie’s writing progressed so well that he was granted

“Theodore Morrison, letter to the author, Oct. 24, 1968.
“ Guthrie interview, Missoula.
“ Ibid.
“ Ibid.
“ Ibid., Twin Lakes.
“ Ibid., Missoula.

“ Ibid.
27Morrison letter.
“ Guthrie interview, Missoula.
“ Ibid., Twin Lakes.
*°Ibid.
*'lbid.

When I re-wrote the first chapters of The Big Sky, I
don’t think I used a word of the same prose, although
some situations were the same. When I finally was sat
isfied with the first chapter, it had been rewritten 12
times.28
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an extension at Harvard and received a fellowship to the
Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference in August, 1945. Lyons
said:
He completed 60,000 words of the novel during the
Nieman year, and all the research. He then got us to
extend his fellowship three months (to a full 12
months) and went to the Bread Loaf Writers’ Confer
ence, run by Morrison. . . .S2

The extension (Guthrie said it was two months) allowed
Guthrie to remain at Harvard during the summer to con
tinue his writing. He recalled:
The two months I spent there were lonely. Family
gone, Nieman friends gone, classrooms, professors, semi
nars gone. There remained, not for me to impose on
overmuch, Ted Morrison, Louis Lyons, Benny DeVoto,
Charlie Morton of the Atlantic Monthly and the few nonacademic friends we had made. There remained the
Widener Library and the typewriter with its demands
on me.
In unproductive fits I read or reread The Great Gatsby,
The Charterhouse of Parma, Dracula and other books
that excused me from working on my own. I even had
a go at The Golden Bough but could find no excuse
there and said the hell with it. Reading, I wondered
why so many people considered Tender Is the Night to
be Fitzgerald’s best work. I wondered about Charlie
Morton’s great liking for Stendhal.
But word by word and line by line my manuscript
proceeded. N ot in bursts, though. For me, writing is a
slow and painful business. It demands concentration and
search and presents the obstacles of dissatisfaction with
what could be said better. And there’s no immediate
reward in putting words on paper. The reward, great
but fugitive, is in having written, in having found the
word, the line, the paragraph, the chapter that is as good
as ever you can make it. I spent a full day on one line
of dialogue and knocked off satisfied.
Lonely, I found company in my characters, who grew
as I came to understand them. They assumed their own
qualities independent of me and hence became more
demanding. And names. They took or had taken their
own with scarcely a thought on my part. Their inde
pendence, along with their development, made me almost
superstitious. Writing ahead of my research, I kept find
ing my guesses jibed with the facts. A final experience
came close to closing the case. One of my characters
called himself Deakins, a name unheard of. A couple of
years after I had completed my manuscript, I wandered
along the crest of Independence Rock in eastern Wyo
ming. There, on what was called the great register of
the desert, fur-hunters and others who followed the sun
had painted or chiseled their names. One leaped to my
incredulous eye. DEAKINS. Standing there, staring at a
name inscribed long ago, gazing at distances too far for
the mind to reach, I thought: I have been here before.
My manuscript was two-fifths finished when I set out
for Bread Loaf. Looking back at my loneliness, renew
ing in recollection my almost physical hunger for the
West, sometimes I think that whatever The Big Sky is,
it owes much to nostalgia.33

went to Bread Loaf, and he admits having been awed by
the historian at the conference:
A difficult man, a curmudgeon, given to extremes and
tantrums, he made me uneasy, and uneasier still because
he was an authority on the early West, a student with
knowledge undoubtedly far beyond mine even in appli
cation to the limited years I’d researched. Fortunately,
I didn’t know that in a sense I had stolen his subject,
and was writing the kind of novel he had long wanted
to write and perhaps would have written already but for
a growing shakiness of faith in himself as a writer of
fiction.
Another man might have resented my usurpation of
his western preserve, might have cried down through
vexation the kind of novel he’d had in mind before
me. Not DeVoto. He read The Big Sky in manuscript
and promptly beat all drums to promote it.31

Lyons described the acquaintanceship of Guthrie and De
Voto as "a fruitful association, doubtless influential on
Guthrie’s style and in intensifying his western studies.”**35

a $5,000 advance
Among those who read and appreciated Guthrie’s manu
script at the conference was publisher William Sloane, who
summoned Guthrie one afternoon:
Bill had my manuscript before him. He filled his
pipe. That took some time. Once he had lighted his fire,
he raised his hazel-nut, hypnotic eyes. He asked, "How
near are you through?”
I said, "Two-fifths, maybe.”
And how long would it take me to finish?
I said that depended. I had to go back to my job.
He puffed on his pipe and shook his head in what
seemed like negation. "This is great stuff,” he told me,
"simply great.”
I panted my thanks.
Would I consider, he asked, a five-thousand-dollar
advance?
It was hard to consider. I had never seen that much
money all in one pile.
The trees weren’t there, or cottages, or friends, as I
raced to Bread Loaf’s single phone. From it I wired Har
riet: "Swinging on a star. Five thousand in advance.”
I think I knew then that I was done, or close to done,
with newspapermaking.3®

Guthrie returned to Lexington after the conference and
resumed work with the Leader as executive editor. He was
permitted to spend only as much time as necessary to direct
the newsroom so he could concentrate on The Big Sky.
Clark said:
When Guthrie came home The Big Sky to all intents
and purposes had been finished. He had signed a con
tract with Henry Holt, but in the interval Henry Holt
was sold to the Texas millionaires, and Bill Sloane, now
editor of the Rutgers Press, and a group had withdrawn
to form their own company. One of the books they took

Guthrie did not know Bernard DeVoto well before he
32Lyons letter.
**The Blue Hen’s Chick, pp. 185-186.
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“ Ibid., pp. 189-190.
35Lyons letter.
*®The Blue Hen’s Chick, p. 194.
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with them was The Big Sky. In many ways this no doubt
was a fortunate thing. The new publishers pushed their
best book, and with good results. I should add that the
last four chapters were added after the manuscript was
finished, and— I am not at all certain that Bud would
agree— perhaps injured rather than helped his wonderful
manuscript.87

Guthrie considered the additional chapters necessary. W ith
out them, The Big Sky would have ended with Boone Cau
dill returning home after ruining his idyllic mountain exist
ence. The realization that Caudill did not belong in civil
ized society would have been lost.
Determining an appropriate ending involved consider
able deliberation, however. W hat was to become of Boone
Caudill, the mountain man who had wrecked his own para
dise? Guthrie commented:
My first impulse was to have him become a buffalo
hunter, a trade he would have scorned. But I decided
to leave his outcome up to the imagination of the read
ers. . . . I think that was a wise decision. Hundreds of
people have asked me what happened to Boone. . . .
So don’t wrap up your book in a neat package. Leave
something for the reader to imagine.88

Asked in 1968 if Boone Caudill is a hero or villain or
both, Guthrie replied: "O r neither? I don’t know. You
make up your mind on that.”3940
Guthrie completed the manuscript in 1946 after what
he described as "hours and weeks and months of slave
labor.” He felt the story had been told and that he could
do no better. He said:
Clutching the manuscript . . . I set out for New York,
so exhausted as to be numb to all consequences. . . . A
thing done was done, and already my mind had fixed
itself on the Oregon Trail and a new book, The Way
W est*

Although the title The B ig Sky was gleaned from notes
he had written, Guthrie does not take credit for it:
None of us— Ted, my wife or I— had thought of a
title for the manuscript, were it to be published. That
could wait. It waited a long rime. Even after the manu
script was ready for the presses we were racking our
brains for one. Finally Bill Sloane said to forget it. Send
him some autobiographical notes instead. In the notes I
mentioned my father’s first day in Montana, when he
had stood under the big sky and exclaimed, “ By George,
I’m free.” Sloane wired me congratulations on my title,
The B ig Sky— but it was he who found it.41

Guthrie’s sister, Mrs. Jane Haugen, was excited and
elated when she read the galley proofs that Guthrie sent
to her in Missoula. She said:
I was in the hospital having a baby when The Big
"Clark letter.
"Guthrie interview, Missoula.
**lbid., Twin Lakes.
40The Blue Hen’s Chick, pp. 199-200.
nlbid., p. 172.
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Sky was about to be published. Dad [who was visiting
from Choteau] brought some of the proofs with him to
the hospital, and I remember he went "tsk, tsk” at some
of the risque parts because he didn’t think that anyone
in my condition should be reading them. But he was
very proud.42

The Big Sky was an immediate success. Guthrie said:
I wasn’t prepared for the praise the published book
got. Me, an important new author? Me, a fresh voice
out of the West? Me? I read the reviews and looked
at the pictures and, though pleased, felt somehow di
minished while my family rejoiced. Though my being
had gone into it, the book wasn’t mine now, and what
comments were made about it were like voices heard in
the distance. Here I was, apart from it, and tomorrow
I would fall on my face.48

an “ outstanding novel99
Many major book reviewers commented on it and most
praised it. The May 4, 1947, book review sections of The
New York Tim es and The New York Herald Tribune gave
The B ig Sky their full front pages. Joseph Kinsey Howard
said in the Times' review: "Until— and unless— a better
one comes along, The B ig Sky is the outstanding novel
about the time and country with which it deals.”44
In the Herald Tribune, Dorothy Canfield Fisher wrote:
A monument of a book! One of those monuments
made out of rough boulders, native to the spot, rolled
together to serve as a pedestal for a towering bronze
figure of epic size . . . a monument to the "mountain
man.” W e have rarely had in an American book a
full-length portrait-statue of any man, so sound, so con
vincing, so rounded, as this portrayal of Boone Caudill,
the Kentucky mountain man.46

The review in The Atlantic said, in part:
Reading The Big Sky is like coming from a sleet-swept
New York street into the limitless, sun-baked expanses
of Carl Akeley’s African Hall. In this novel, which may
surely be termed superb, the Far West of a century and
more ago is spread out from the wild Missouri to the
towering bastions of the Rockies. . . . There are pas
sages of sheer poetry that suggest Carl Sandburg while
remaining entirely Guthrie; passages that one is tempted
to quote at length for the sheer joy of transcribing
them.46

In a Yale Review article, Orville Prescott commented:
It gets under way slowly and unimpressively, and only
as it progresses does it become apparent that this is no
“ Interview with Mrs. Jane Haugen, Missoula, Mont., March 1,
1969.
a The Blue Hen’s Chick, p. 200.
“ Joseph Kinsey Howard, "A Fine Novel of the Mountain Men,”
New York Times Book Review, May 4, 1947, p. 1.
"Dorothy Canfield Fisher, "Monumental Novel of a 'Mountain
Man,’ ” New York Herald Tribune Book Review, May 4, 1947,
p. 1.
“ "The Big Sky,” The Atlantic, 179, June, 1947, pp. 131-132.
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ordinary combination of research and adventure but a
major work with good claims to be considered an epic
of our vanished past. . . ."

Charles A. Wagner, in Commonweal, had a similar re
action:
There has not been a sustained piece of historical fic
tion dealing with the mountain men of a century ago
to equal this, in dialogic purity, in historical accuracy,
and in unfettered treatment.48

U. S. Quarterly Booklist and Time praised the novel for
what they termed its skillful combination of romanticism
and realism. U. S. Quarterly Booklist said: "Neither an
historical romance nor an altogether regional novel, this
[book] achieves a skillful balance between sentiment and
realism.”49* Time said:
Author Guthrie’s mountain men— buffalo hunters, trap
pers and guides— are seen, smelt, and heard with a con
sistency and solidity of understanding that makes most
other writing about them seem perfunctory or fake. All
the romantic qualities that a boy could find in these
figures— their lonely hardihood, keenness and courage—
are combined with a realist’s grasp of them as rough and
wayward fugitives of society. The idiom of their thought
and speech has never been so richly used in fiction.80

The magazine applauded Guthrie’s portrait of "sardonic
Dick Summers, a man swift and animal sensitive, who
ranks as the most vivid scout in literature since Natty
Bumppo in James Fenimore Cooper’s 'Leatherstocking
Tales.’ ”51*
Guthrie was on the cover of The \Saturday Review of
Literature edition that contained The Big Sky review. De
scribing the book as "skillfully planned and beautifully fin
ished,” the magazine said:
We shall never know exactly how the mountain men
talked; they had no literal reporters. We shall never
know as much as we would like about their psychology;
they told little of themselves and wrote almost nothing.
We do not even know as much as we should about just
how they dressed, fed, planted their traps, sold their
plews, picked up willing Indian girls, endured their
starving times, cut each other’s throats, and gambled
with their own lives. All this has to be patiently re
constructed with historical research, first-hand knowl
edge of the western scene and above all imagination and
study to do an impressive job of reconstruction.53

Bernard DeVoto’s comments pleased Guthrie:
This book is so extraordinary that I find it hard to
"Orville Prescott, "Outstanding Novels,” Yale Review, 36, June,
1947, p. 767.
"Charles A. Wagner, "The Big Sky,” Commonweal, 46, May 23,
1947 p. 145.
“ "The Big Sky,” U. S. Quarterly Booklist, 3, September, 1947,
p. 241.
“ "Mountain Men,” Time, 49, May 12, 1947, p. 108.
nlbid.
“ Allan Nevins, "W ild Mountain Melody,” The Saturday Review
of Literature, 30, May 3, 1947, p. 9-
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express the full measure of my admiration without being
extravagant. It is an exceedingly distinguished book, an
unusually original novel, and one of the most thoroughly
wrought acts of the imagination I have ever read.®

A few reviewers had reservations about some of Guthrie’s
frank passages. Booklist said:
The descriptive passages are excellent, but it is a lusty,
brutal story of frontiersmen who could not live except in
wild free places untouched by civilization. Read before
purchase.64

Library Journal’s review said:
Fine character studies of trappers and Indians. A story
rough as the men it characterizes, with frontier frankness
and language and situation which may offend. Men will
enjoy it.66

J

margaret marshall’s review
Margaret Marshall, in The Nation, had this criticism:

•

.

i l|

The characterization of the three mountain men is
carried out by contemporary and realistic means, including the stream-of-consciousness technique of revealing
their thoughts and feelings. Bernard DeVoto assures us
that Mr. Guthrie’s delineation is accurate, that this is
actually "how they were, how they lived, most of all how
they felt.” The trouble is that, however well Mr. Guthrie
understands them, his rendering of their thoughts and
feelings is not very convincing. I doubt whether any
contemporary rendering would be. It would be almost
impossible not to ascribe to them, as Mr. Guthrie often
seems to do, the thoughts and feelings about the early
West of a present day American. The fact that the two
sets of thoughts and feelings may be similar only com
plicates the problem. As for his handling of the ro
mance of Caudill and Teal Eye, it is, to say the least,
anachronistic.
As I have indicated, the landscape is the object and
motivation of the emotional drive out of which Mr.
Guthrie writes. At times, notably in the account of men
marooned in a mountain pass in winter, he succeeds in
communicating its reality. And the reality turns out to
be a fabulous realm of snow and peak and sky of which
the most fabulous element of all is a rock goat, alive and
real, yet also an emanation of the ghostly landscape. . . .
This is the best passage of the book and I think it is no
accident that it takes on a legendary quality.
Throughout the book it is the characters who are al
lowed to remain figures in the landscape who seem most
real. The Indians, whose stream of consciousness Mr.
Guthrie does not attempt to plumb— including Teal Eye,
except when she is drawn too far into the orbit of her
white man’s consciousness— are more convincing than
the three mountain men on whom he spends so much
effort and space. . . .
I can’t help feeling that Mr. Guthrie has applied the
realistic technique to material of which the reality cannot
be captured by the documentary method. This method
serves him well in one respect. The brutality and the

(
{

“ Bernard DeVoto, from jacket flyer of The Big Sky, original
source undetermined.
“ "The Big Sky,” Booklist, 43, June 15, 1947, p. 330.
“ “The Big Sky,” Library Journal, 72, April 15, 1947, p. 638.
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A big, sprawling, wonderful success.

plain squalor of life in the early West came through. On
the other hand, one suspects that its rather solemn and
pedestrian compulsions inhibit him in another respect.
Though a few tall tales are spun around campfires, he
makes very little use of the humorous myth making
which was and still is a constant and deeply indigenous
American way of coping with the overwhelming pres
ence.
Mr. Guthrie’s mountain men would be more be
lievable if they were more legendary— by which I do not
mean romantic. As it is they are not only unconvincing;
they impose upon the wilderness, and they narrow the
dimensions and wonder of The Big Sky. Mr. Guthrie is
a competent and sensitive and conscientious writer. But
the spirit of the West, whatever it was, has escaped him
— partly I think because he used a realistic trap.56

J. M. Lalley, in The New Yorker, found technical faults
that qualified his praise of the novel:
If it were possible to have a novel that was the result
of a collaboration by Ned Buntline, James T. Farrell, and
Donn Byrne, it would, I suspect, be rather like The Big
Sky, by A. B. Guthrie, Jr. . . . To say this is not neces
sarily a disparagement, for each member of the disparate
triad I have just mentioned is, in his own metier, an
excellent story-teller. So, for that matter, is Mr. Guthrie.
Yet despite this great and nowadays unusual merit, the
book has certain artistic disharmonies that make it seem
to me not quite the masterpiece its publishers think it is.
This is a historical novel, and its milieu is one much
favored by the contributors to Beadle’s Dime Library;
that is, the W ild West before there were any goldrushers, cowboys, cavalry, professional bad men, or
breech-loading rifles. That was the day when the country
beyond the Missouri still belonged largely to the Indians,
who had to share their vast domain only with the factors
of the great fur companies and a few handfuls of tough,
intrepid and not especially amiable white trappers. Mr.
Guthrie, though, differs from the old dime novelists, on
the one side, and the new, interpretive historians like
Turner and Parrington, on the other, because of his nat
uralistic approach to the epoch. His purpose is to por
tray these trappers, or mountain men (the Indians called
them Long K nives), as they really were, which requires
as much attention to their barbaric vices as to their ro
mantic resourcefulness and fortitude. But Mr. Guthrie
comes very close to defeating this purpose by employing
in his descriptive passages a prose that is startlingly like
the costumes of his characters— a sort of sturdy buck-skin
dialect lavishly embellished with poetical foofaraw.w

Lalley concludes his review:
Yet when all the discounts are made, what remains is
an extraordinarily interesting first [actually, second]
novel. Its technical faults and the cloudiness of its char
“ Margaret Marshall, "The Big Sky,” The Nation, 164, May 24,
1947, p. 632.
WJ. M. Lalley, "Young Man of the Mountains,” The New Yorker,
23, May 3, 1947, pp. 98-99.
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acterizations are to a large extent compensated for by the
author’s understanding of the mountain country and its
moods and by his imaginative treatment of historical de
tail, which is vividly attested to by such episodes as the
almost instantaneous extermination of an Indian tribe by
smallpox. And if Boone Caudill is not the Aeschylean
tragic hero Mr. Guthrie seems to believe, he is neverthe
less a recognizable, and even familiar, type. Perhaps in
fact, the whole point of the tale is really this: The fron
tier has long since vanished, but the frontiersman, with
his anarchic temper, his reckless courage, and his prodig
ious improvidence, is still among us.58

Years after The Big Sky was published, critics still give
it favorable reviews. Montana author Dan Cushman called
the book "a big, sprawling, wonderful success.” Guthrie’s
creative writing teacher, Prof. H. G. Merriam, said:
It will be hard for anyone to write a better novel
about the mountain man than The Big Sky. It is the
definitive book. Do you know what I mean by that? I
mean that nobody’s going to write a better one. . . .
There’s love in The Big Sky. I got the feeling that
Guthrie was having a grand time when he wrote that
book. . . . My only criticism of The Big Sky was in his
description of pulling the keelboat up the river. He
carried it on too long. I got the idea he was trying to
get across long before he was ready to give it up.58

a new perspective
After Guthrie published his second successful novel, The
Way West, Dayton Kohler discussed the contribution of
Guthrie’s books to literature. Noting that Guthrie’s literary
reputation "so far outweighs the body of his work that his
case seems worth examining in greater detail than the aver
age book review allows,”60 Kohler wrote:
Within limitations of substance and technique . . .
Guthrie’s area of achievement is clearly defined. He has
brought to his re-creation of the western experience a
new perspective and a different set of values. . . .
On one level The Big Sky is entertaining melodrama,
the Old West of hunting and trapping, Indian fighting,
violence and sudden death. On another it is a novel of
atmosphere, its pages lovely and luminous with the sense
of great spaces and empty skies conveyed in the images
of sunset-flushed peaks, stormy winter nights, green
river valleys, autumn moons; a land where "one day and
another it was pretty much the same, and it was all
good.” But the true meaning of Guthrie’s novel comes
through, not in action or landscape painting, but in an
unexposed pattern of ideas and images bringing the
whole into proper focus.
W e can make no greater demand upon the art of the
novelist than this. Granted the imaginative reality of his
68Ibid., pp. 99-100.
“ Interview with H. G. Merriam, Missoula, Mont., Oct. 30, 1968.
“ Dayton Kohler, “ A. B. Guthrie, Jr. and the West,” The English
Journal, 40, February, 1951, p. 65.
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story, he must convey upon the level of significant mean
ing some truth about human conduct and its conse
quences. Because Guthrie tries to answer this demand,
his novel has moral value beyond mere entertainment.
His sense of form allows no surprises of technique, and
his style is at times uncertain, but no one could doubt
the seriousness of his purpose. He writes about the fron
tier, a subject and an experience which concerns us all,
though we may be separated from it by generations. . . .
What was missing from the noble view of the pioneer
was the sense of human values, the appalling waste of
the human spirit and effort, and the emotional erosion
which frontier life imposed. The realistic writer must
always restore the cost of hardship and the casual cruelty
of things to the story of the frontier.*1

Kohler probably would disagree with Margaret Marshall’s
contention that Guthrie did not make his characters legend
ary enough. Kohler said:
Guthrie has been fortunate in that the stories he has to
tell lend themselves to the use of historical images, the
kind of symbolic figure for which other writers capable
of more subtle and aesthetic effects often search in vain.
In The Big Sky his image is the mountain man, solitary,
morose, fiercely independent, given to wild humors and
murderous rages. All the lesser symbols of the novel—
the frontier court which aroused Boone Caudill’s resent
ment of law and order, the beaver which looked at him
with quick, frightened eyes in the moment of dying,
Boone’s quest for Teal Eye, the blind child, the spoiled
paradise— tend toward a fuller understanding of the trap
per’s place in the landscape and history of the West.**

Guthrie said he did not view Boone Caudill as a symbol
of all mountain men and added:
People have talked about symbolism in my works, but
I’m hardly ever aware of any symbols. And I doubt that
any real— and not that I include myself in such—
any real good writer is. Faulkner had something to say
about that, you know. He compared a writer to a car
penter. If he saw a place that needed a nail, he drove it
in.*3

Kohler mentioned "one main weakness” in Guthrie’s
writing:
At the present time his chief weakness is in the draw
ing of character. His people, in spite of their tremendous
energies, seldom give the impression of depth. Like a
scene viewed in flat light, his background figures are
often more shadowy than real. Some of them we know
by readily identifiable tags— Teal Eye, solemn, bird-like;
Jim Deakins, amiable, redheaded with joking ways to set
off Boone’s moroseness . . . Dick Summers, slow-spoken,
wise, retrospective. The flat character has great literary
value— some writers, like Dickens, have created no other
kind— but chiefly for eccentricity or humor. . . . In
The Big Sky, they do convey the violence and squalor
of the time.*1

Allan Nevins, in his review in The Saturday Review of
“ Ibid., pp. 68-69.
“ Ibid., p. 69.
“ Guthrie interview, Twin Lakes.
“ Kohler, p. 71.
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Literature, also contended that secondary characters were
"rather shadowy.”65
Guthrie has responded:
If I had gone into them in greater depth some other
person would say I gave too much attention to secondary
characters. You can always do this nitpicking. I used
to review books. I know how easy it is. Sometimes it’s
an effort of the reviewer just to show how damn smart
he is, too.6®

Like Margaret Marshall, Kohler felt Guthrie could have
utilized the tall story to better advantage:
It is unfortunate that he has not made greater use of
the tall story, the frontiersman’s way of coping with be
wildering or overwhelming circumstance, for the few
yarns told by Dick Summers have the ring and authen
ticity of the early West.*7

Guthrie made more use of tall stories in his later books.

strong internal monologue
As Morrison first pointed out, Guthrie’s internal mono
logue is the strength of his writing. A sample early in The
Big Sky:
Boone lagged to the trail and stopped and looked back.
Home seemed a far piece now, beyond the knobs, beyond
the great river, through the hills. His ma would be
wondering about him, he reckoned. Maybe she grieved,
hearing from Pap that the river must have got him.
Maybe she said, "Boone! Boone!” to herself while her
wet eyes leaked over. Of a sudden, weakness came on
him again, taking the strength out of him and the grit.
It wasn’t any use trying to run away. Everywhere people
picked on a boy, chasing after him like they’d chase a
wild brute, or playing friendly and stealing from him.
Better to go back to Ma and let Pap beat on him. Better
to have something to eat and a home to lie in. Only, the
law was after him now, and maybe home would be the
jailhouse, and Pap would want to kill him, or come nigh
to it. He straightened. Anyhow, he’d even things with
Bedwell. He aimed to get Old Sure Shot back one way
or another. He turned around and started west again,
his head pounding to his step, his eyes following the
horse tracks on the trail.88

The melodramatic death scenes of Murders at Moon
Dance make a startling contrast with this graphically de
scribed death in The Big Sky:
The eyes flicked wide, flicked and fluttered and came
wide again and closed slow as Boone wrenched the knife
free and drove it in again.8*

In The Big Sky Guthrie develops an ability to draw word
pictures— an ability he did not have when he wrote Mur“ Nevins, p. 9.
“ Guthrie interview, Twin Lakes.
“ Kohler, p. 71.
88The Big Sky, p. 31.
“ Ibid., p. 209.
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ders at Moon Dance. After Boone and Deakins argue,
Guthrie needs only to describe Boone’s posture to tell the
reader he still is angry:
He [Boone] rode straight and stiff, feeling Jim ’s eyes
on him, and answering goddamnit with the set of his
back.70

Guthrie’s research was meticulous. H e describes in detail
the procedures mountain men used to set beaver traps:
He [Boone] stopped and put the cocked trap in the
water, so that the surface came a hand above the trigger,
and led the chain out into deeper water until he came to
the end of it. Then he slipped the stick through the ring
in the chain and pushed the stick in the mud, putting all
his weight to it. He tapped it next with his ax to make
sure it was secure enough. Back at the bank he cut a
willow twig and peeled it, and from his belt took the
point of an antelope horn he kept his medicine in. The
medicine came to his nose, strong and gamy, as he took
the stopper out. He dipped the twig in the medicine,
restoppered his bottle and put it back, and stopped again
and thrust the dry end of the twig into the mud four
inches above the surface of the water. It wouldn’t be
long, he reckoned, until a beaver came to medicine.71

Perhaps the major importance of Guthrie’s first serious
book lies in his characterization of Caudill. For the first

time in American fiction, a three-dimensional mountain
man appears on a printed page. Guthrie shatters the myth
of the Noble Savage by developing that third, vital dimen
sion to the stereotype mountain man.
Robert Ruark, impressed with The Big Sky, mentioned
it in his autobiographical novel, The Honey Badger:
Alec felt marvelously self-sufficient, exuberant even,
although the exaltation could possibly be credited to the
three stiff drinks he had taken. He got that special thing
from Africa, that exaltation, and he could understand
how the old American mountain men had felt about space
and an absence of people. Guthrie had written it so
very well in his The Big Sky. A man must be happy for
ever with a monument like Big Sky to his name. He
wondered where Guthrie got the feel. Guthrie was a
modern, and of course there was a ton of research avail
able, but feel was something you had to find for yourself,
and it wasn’t in books.72

Predictably, such compliments were warmly received by
Guthrie. However, he regards an off-hand remark as "the
best compliment I ever had” on The Big Sky or any of his
books. Congratulating Guthrie on publication of the book,
a Lexington acquaintance said: "You know, to look at you,
a man wouldn’t think you could do it.”73
^Robert Ruark, The Honey Badger (New York: Fawcett World
Library, 19 6 6 ), p. 521.
^Guthrie interview, Missoula, Nov. 15, 1968.

nlbid., p. 239.
nIbid„ p. 181.

The Perils of Frontier Journalism
Row.— On Friday night a row occurred at the hurdygurdy house under the Radiator office. Joe Sweinhorn was
crazy drunk and was laboring under the impression that he
was being robbed. In defense of his pockets, he drew his
pistol, but was so promptly arrested by " X ” [John Beidler]
and N eil [Howie] that, when it went off, it shot through
the floor, and the only damage done was in the way of
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scaring the boys in the Radiator office above. Sweinhorn
was turned over to the county authorities and was, on the
following day, brought before Squire McCarty. He paid his
fine of $50 and costs and left.
From the Helena (Mont.) Tri-Weekly Republican, Sept. 25, 1866,
p. 3.
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A NOTEBOOK ON MONTANA:
EDITORIALS IN THE MAKING
B y R O B E R T C. M c G I F F E R T
This article is a reprint of Professor McGiffert’s speech to the second annual
Seminar for Montana Newsmen at the University of Montana May 2, 1970.
Professor McGiffert, a member of the Montana journalism faculty since 1966,
taught four years at the Ohio State University journalism school. He tvas a
reporter and city editor of the Easton (Pa.) Daily Express for 16 years, and he
has worked for the Washington (D.C.) Post. For six years he has served as a
consultant to the American Dental Association and has taught at writing semi
nars sponsored by the ADA and the American Medical Association. Professor
McGiffert also addressed the first annual Seminar for Montana Newsmen; his
speech, "A Plea for Tough Editing: The Woes of Technology,” appeared in
the 1970 Montana Journalism Review.

The editorial policy of the first newspaper I worked for
matched the personality of the editor: It was bland and
kindly, and it represented Afghanistanism at its extreme.
Maybe Moroccoism would be a better word, for we fre
quently carried editorials about Morocco. One headed
"Watch Morocco!” ran for one and a half dreary columns.
As it happened, the editor’s son was then in Morocco,
building airbases or something, and from the information
in his letters our man became quite an expert on that
country.
Our strongest pronouncements about local affairs com
plimented the winner of the Exchange Club’s Golden Deeds
Award, supported the United Fund and urged citizens to
leave lights on when they went out at night.
My topic is writing and editing, not content. Yet I don’t
think I can overlook subject matter entirely. It is the in
gredient from which the writing is concocted, and therefore
is closely related to the writing’s quality. If the subject
matter is dull, the writing will be dull. If the subject mat
ter is interesting, the writing has a chance.
It’s hard to generalize about Montana’s weekly news
papers, because most don’t have editorial pages or edito
rials. I’m familiar with about 50 of the state’s 70 or so
weeklies, and only about a fourth devote a page or part of
a page to editorial comment or letters to the editor. Of
these, about half merely reprint editorials or handouts from
the Montana Taxpayers Association— or use canned mate
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rial. Where editorials on homegrown matters do appear,
they are usually on such topics as the worthiness of volun
teer firemen and the Cancer Society and the coming of
spring. There are exceptions. The Hardin Tribune-Herald
has a livelier editorial page than most dailies. The Hungry
Horse News at Columbia Falls, the Western News at
Hamilton, the Western News at Libby and the Sanders
County Ledger at Thompson Falls, to name a few, all edi
torialize on local and state topics.
It’s understandable, given the limited resources of many
weeklies, that they confine themselves to their fundamental
purpose of reporting community news. Yet it’s regrettable,
because there’s nothing like an interesting and controversial
editorial page to stimulate discussion of community needs
and problems. I was impressed by what the Wbitefisb
Pilot had to say about controversy:
When asked what they think about a controversial
subject, many local people reply, "Well, it helps sell
newspapers.” That it does. But it does a lot of other
things, too. Primarily it serves as a symptom that our
microcosm is alive and well with a healthy divergence
of opinion.
Public controversy over nearly any point forces the
various adversaries to think out their point at least well
enough to present it in public. And thought on any
public subject has to be healthy.

You can argue that there’s not much controversial stuff
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to write about in a small town, but remembering the small
towns my paper covered— many of which had their own
weeklies— I can’t believe there is nothing to advocate, pro
mote, condemn or even discuss, week after tedious week,
month after boring month, year after endless year.
Most Montana dailies have editorial pages and most of
them comment, and sometimes take a stand, on local issues.
Maybe not as much as many of us think they do, though. A
while ago I read several Billings Gazettes, all in one sitting,
and it seemed to me that comment on the local scene was
sparser than I’d expected. So I checked 10 issues, chosen
at random, and found only three editorials that dealt with
Billings. In a paper that runs two or three editorials daily,
this means nearly 90 per cent of the editorials were on state,
national and international matters, and only a little more
than 10 per cent were on local concerns.
I ran similar 10-day checks on other major dailies. The
Great Falls Tribune editorialized on local subjects on five
days of the 10, the Missoula Missdulian three days, the
Helena Independent Record one day and the Butte Mon
tana Standard eight days. This was not a scientific study
and I don’t know exactly what the figures mean— maybe
only that more things happen in Butte than anywhere else
or that Butte had a teachers’ strike during the period, or
that it was the year’s quietest 10-day period in Helena—
but I thought they were interesting, anyway.
Many of the editorials on local matters dealt with bland
and noncontroversial subjects like the rubella vaccination
clinic. The rest did not take any particular stand but merely
pointed out that a problem existed.
The analytical editorial certainly has its place. It’s an
editorial page staple, along with the editorial of advocacy
and the editorial of invective. And the Montana press has
all three in varying degrees. In advocacy, the dailies are
outspoken on state and national issues, and do an outstand
ing job on the state scene.
I suspect there is a correlation between the hard-hitting
editorials on state issues and the fact that the Lee News
papers, the Great Falls Tribune and the Associated Press
maintain competent and perceptive news staffs in Helena.
No editorial is any good unless it’s backed by careful re
search, and the research for most of them must, by the
nature of the business, come from the news side. I suggest
that if a paper is weak in comment on local issues, the
weakness may be caused by understaffing in the city room.

summary rehashes
In Montana there is little advocacy of local causes, and
even the editorials of the analytical genre are often only
summary rehashes of what’s already appeared in the news
columns. You know the kind:
Ecologist Hugo Poltroon made several interesting
points in his address to the Rotary Club Tuesday. Lis
teners were shocked when he said that by the year 2000,
the population of our globe will be a breath-stifling 7
billion, but the statistics he produced to back up the
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claim are difficult to refute. It behooves the govern
ments of all nations to study this problem dispassionately
and intelligently and come up with a solution.

That’s not an exaggeration. Here, for example, is a reallife concluding paragraph from a recent issue of a Montana
daily:
The issue is a tough one. The solution depends upon
cool thinking and good judgment. We hope the City
Council members study the issue thoroughly and un
emotionally.

I’m bored by editorials that don’t tell me any more than
I can find in the news columns, and I think there are a
lot of readers like me. One lead editorial that turned me
off reported what was going to happen at a conference
about the doctor shortage. It said things like this:
The conference more than likely will review the need
for more nurses, medical technologists and other highlytrained professionals.
The critical medical-health problems will be difficult
to solve.
There certainly will be some encouraging reports
presented at the conference. These probably will include
the progress being made in Montana and other western
states that are cooperating on a regional basis for the
education and training of medical-health personnel.

Yeah, man. Right on.
Another editorial summarized the findings of a planning
study. After 10 paragraphs of rehash of the report, it said:
What also needs to be stressed from the report of the
study is that the downtown needs to take some steps
quickly if it is to survive. Without such steps, the
downtown will capitulate to slums and degradation as
the core areas of the nation’s largest cities have already
done. The only way to prevent it is involvement— and
action.

Fad words, "involvement” and "action.” What do they
mean? The editorial does not suggest how to get involved,
nor does it propose action. It’s a news story warmed over.
Now for the other extreme. If you like invective, several
weeklies supply it, and they are generally agreed on their
targets: Protesters, welfare, Easterners, professors, editors
of student newspapers, the federal government, gun control,
the union shop, taxation.
I don’t mean to imply that name-calling is confined to
the weeklies. The dailies enjoy their share. Here’s a blast
from a Montana daily at everyone who questions the space
program, for whatever reason:
There will be those— the faint of heart and the ones
who think halting the space program would end poverty
__who will use the mishap aboard the space ship as an
argument for terminating the program.
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One of my colleagues has suggested this rewrite:
There will be those— the faint of heart and others—
who will disagree with this newspaper.

Speaking of safe targets and topics, as I was a while back,
about the safest editorial I’ve seen recently was one (in a
Montana daily) that savagely attacked the ethics of South
American revolutionaries who kidnap foreign diplomats.
It reminded me of the old and probably apocryphal story
about the editorial writer who said when he ran out of
good emotional stuff that was sure to grip the reader, he’d
write a bitter editorial about the man-eating shark. Today,
of course, this would be a controversial topic: The environ
mentalists would side with the shark.
To move away from subject matter, I think Montana
editorial pages are generally well-edited and well-proof
read. Their editors are coping with the cold-type offset
revolution better than the news editors are. They’re not
permitting many grammatical errors, spelling errors, trans
positions, dropped lines, duplicated lines, missing passages,
amputated final paragraphs, upside-down cuts and such.
The editorial page has always been cleaner than the news
pages, for obvious reasons, but the difference today, with
the composing room in control of so many newsrooms, is
more striking than it used to be.
Of course, the editorial page hasn’t totally escaped the
invidious influence of progress and cold-type composition.
Just ask Sam Reynolds. A few weeks ago after he’d gone
home for the weekend, an errant classified ad fluttered
about amidst the Missoulian’s nuclear devices and finally
settled on the upper left-hand corner of the editorial-page
pasteup. There it was photographed and there it became
part of the printing plate and there it appeared to some
readers of Sunday’s paper. The ad knocked out the first
few words of Sam’s editorial and it gave to Lambros Realty
what probably will be a unique place in the history of
classified advertising.
Occasionally, in pondering the mysterious things that
happen in the cold-type offset process, I’ve wondered what
it takes to get an offset paper like the Missoulian to replate.
Now I know, because the Lambros ad didn’t go through
the whole press run. The editorial page was made over.
On most Montana papers the makeup of the editorial
page is attractive. The type is readable, there’s a lot of
white space, and the design reflects careful planning. The
Missoulian is sometimes an exception. It has interesting
content— I like it the best of any editorial page in the
state— but because of its large forbidding blocks of type,
its random placement of cuts, and its scattering of items it
designates as “Local Comment,” it is sometimes hard to
follow.
The weeklies have physical limitations, and one of the
most inviting weekly editorial pages from the standpoint
of content— that of the Western News at Hamilton— is
one of the most forbidding from the standpoint of makeup.
The Hungry Horse News editorial page is one of the most
attractive. It has the look of a daily with its three or four
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short editorials in large type, divided by lots of white space,
and its pictures. And why not use pictures to illustrate
editorials?
The dailies have a reasonable balance of views ✓ in the
editorial columns, although if balance is the objective, and
the locally written editorials are weighted, it would seem
that somewhat more tonnage is allotted to the Max Raffertys, Jenkin Lloyd Joneses, Holmes Alexanders, William
Buckleys, Richard Wilsons and James J. Kilpatricks than
to the Tom Wickers, Max Lerners, James Restons and Jack
Alexanders.
It seems to me that the Montana Standard and the Mis
soulian are less locked in on certain guaranteed columnists,
day after day, than are some of the other papers. They
scout about more, picking what they want from Editorial
Research Reports, Congressional Quarterly, lesser-known
columnists, material from out-of-the-way sources. Whether
you like this depends on taste, and I know that the reader
who is accustomed to reading David Lawrence a couple of
times a week wants to read David Lawrence a couple of
times a week. But if David Lawrence says the same thing
this Wednesday that he said last Wednesday, as he some
times does, I think the editor should feel free to substitute
someone else, regardless of that reader.

public forums needed
The dailies and a few weeklies are giving more space to
letters to the editor, and I think this is fine. If newspapers
are going to retain their place in our system, they must be
public forums for a wide range of viewpoints, not merely
sounding boards for the opinions of their owners. Writing
in 1967 in the Harvard Law Review, Prof. Jerome A. Bar
ron made a strong case for the idea that the traditional
interpretation of freedom of the press is no longer adequate
for America. Barron argued that the concept that the First
Amendment is essentially negative, that it merely restrains
the government from interfering with the right to publish,
was serviceable enough in the days of pamphleteering and
vigorous competition but is obsolete in our era of techno
logical change. If the press is to continue to serve as the
marketplace of ideas, he wrote, the First Amendment must
be interpreted so as to place a positive responsibility on
monopoly newspapers to make space available to all for the
expression of ideas and the airing of grievances. I would
not go so far as to try to impose such a responsibility by
law, for I believe that such a remedy would kill the patient,
but I do agree that it is in the best tradition of press re
sponsibility, under the First Amendment, to invite readers
in and to be generous in the space allotted them.
Aside from the matter of responsibility, letters are popu
lar and they help get the reader’s eye somewhere near the
editorials and columns. It’s surprising how many hard
hitting, imaginative writers there are in most communities.
Many messages to editors are better written than some
messages from editors. Here’s a short one with punch:
Prof. Behan's optimistic confidence that the environ-
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The reader s faith in a publication is shaken by distortion of truth.

mental crisis will be solved through further technological
development is very interesting.
Does Prof. Behan also believe that the earth is flat
and has four corners?

Among Montana papers, the Missoulian is particularly
friendly toward readers-turned-writers. Many letters, par
ticularly those that exceed the paper’s 300-word limit, are
run under a standing head, "Local Comment.” I think this
is fine, but I also think that if the editor is consistently
going to allow exceptions, he should, in fairness to letter
writers, kill the editorial-page box that prescribes the 300word limit.
One interesting restriction on letters is imposed by the
W olf Point Herald-News, which says it will not publish
letters dealing with religious controversies. I don’t know
the history behind that, but it would seem that this injunc
tion cuts off discussion of a lot of matters— divorce, taxa
tion and abortion laws, for example— that are of vital public
concern.
I have a few suggestions about the technique of writing
editorials. You’ll probably reject them out of hand, but
here goes, anyway. First, I suggest that the basic principles
of editorial writing and news writing are essentially the
same. Hence the editorial should be accurate, thoroughly
researched and fully documented. Though it expresses
opinion, it should be objective rather than emotional. It
should be fair. It should be complete. It should be clear.
And like the news story that gets at the most important or
most interesting fact in the lead sentence, it should come
to the point quickly.

accuracy vital
Accuracy is, of course, vital. If an editorial is based on
misinformation, the paper looks foolish. If it states facts
incorrectly, the reader may justifiably lose faith in the cred
ibility of the entire editorial. When I was in Pennsylvania,
my newspaper was engaged in a running fight with our
congressman, the late Francis E. Walter. Some of you may
remember him. He was chairman of the House Committee
on Un-American Activities, coauthor of the McCarranWalter Immigration Act, and frequent Speaker Pro Tern
of the House during Sam Rayburn’s tenure as speaker. A
powerful representative, bulging with seniority, and a tough
adversary. One editorial denouncing the McCarran-Walter
Act erred factually, and it was a long time before Walter
stopped pointing to this mistake as evidence that the edi
torial page of the Express was unreliable, its opinions based
on prejudice and misinformation.
People around Montana, including many editors, get up
tight occasionally about the Montana K aim in’s opinions
and language— the Livingston Park County News, for ex
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ample, only last week editorialized about profanity in a
Kaimin headline— but I’m bothered more by the tendency
of a succession of Kaim in editors to disregard fact when
they sit down to write editorials, although they may have
been accurate as reporters. Just one small illustration: Last
fall the Kaim in attacked Vice President Agnew for what
it viewed as his ignorance about the workings of the press.
It cited as a prime example Agnew’s attack on the New
York Times for not carrying a particular story favorable
to the N ixon administration, when in fact the Times had
carried it in most editions. But the story the Kaimin cited
in its righteous indignation was not the story that Agnew
had mentioned.
The reader’s faith in a publication is shaken by distortion
of truth as well as by obvious error. The propaganda put
out by the Montana Taxpayers Association is run verbatim
in the editorial columns of many Montana weeklies— often
without credit, thus becoming, in effect, the newspaper’s
own editorial comment— and the reader may well wonder
how carefully the editor has analyzed other material that
he presents on his editorial page as truth. In their lauda
tory comments about Governor Anderson’s recent Earth
Day address at the University of Montana, two of the state’s
dailies were, it seemed to me, commenting on a speech
different from the one I had heard. When I read Prof.
Ross Toole’s famous and widely praised diatribe against
young people, I was offended not so much by the opinions
expressed— he’s got a right to them and a right to express
them, no matter how wrong they are— but by the fact that
he painted a totally false picture of the University of Mon
tana. This campus simply is not crawling with rude, igno
rant, unwashed revolutionaries, and to imply that it is
certainly creates doubts— to those who know better— about
the credibility of the entire piece.
So— if Rule 1 for the editorial writer is to have a good
topic, Rule 2 is to tell it truly, even in writing opinion.
I think that in general the editorial that takes a position
on an issue, or advocates action, is most effective if it
establishes that position at the outset, then develops its
supporting argument. Y ou’ll probably disagree, because
most Montana papers customarily do it the other way:
They discuss the issue, develop the argument, and conclude
with the paper’s statement of position, if it has one, which
is not always.
Here are some typical lead paragraphs:
Butte and the rest of Montana are wrestling with the
serious problem of too few medical doctors.
How tough a bargain the postal employes drove to
settle their recent wildcat strike may be judged from the
price President Nixon wants to exact from the public
to pay for it.
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Ernest Fitzgerald, the one-time Pentagon employe who
exposed military over-expenditures on the C-5A trans
port, has been traveling the country telling people that
$20 billion of fat in the $79 billion Defense Department
budget can be eliminated without affecting American
defense.
President Nixon, evidently determined not to be
turned down by the Senate a third time in his effort to
fill the vacancy on the Supreme Court, has chosen Harry
A. Blackmun, chief judge of the Eighth Circuit Court
of Appeals.
Improved swimming facilities was one of the major
needs voiced by citizens answering the recent Jaycee
community survey.
The time for salesmanship, recriminations, statistics
and persuasion in the Flathead is over. The special levies
have failed.

There’s nothing much wrong with those leads— if you’ll
let me apply that term to editorials— except that they don’t
establish any direction.
The first editorial, about the doctor shortage, ends many
paragraphs later with concrete suggestions for attracting
doctors to Butte. The next, about the postal rate increase,
concludes that it will be awhile before we know what’s
going to happen.
The one about spending suggests that only public pres
sure can force reductions. The one about Judge Blackmun
urges his confirmation. The one about swimming facilities
eventually gets around to suggesting how the community
might get them, and the one about the defeat of the school
levy gets to the point in the last paragraph, when it sug
gests that the most important issue in the state election
will be broadening of the tax base.

main point at start
Each of those editorials would have been more forceful
if it had made its main point at the start, then developed
the supporting argument. The advantage to this approach
is that the reader can consider the argument without being
diverted by having a question in the back of his mind
about where the writer is going, what stand he’s going to
take.
Another way to distract the reader is to suggest a key
point in the first sentence and make him wait and wait
for its development. For example:
The proposed police department reorganization plan
submitted by Butte Police Chief James Clark has a num
ber of pluses and at least one minus.

The point of greatest interest here is that one minus.
The editorial doesn’t come back to it until the seventh
paragraph, and I found, in reading it, that I wasn’t really
absorbing the information on the pluses because I wanted
to know about that minus.
Sometimes when an editorial doesn’t say anything at the
start, I skip to the bottom to find out where it’s going and
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then go back and read it all. Doctors and dentists and
other scientific types will tell you that when they read their
journals, they go first to the end of the article, where by
tradition the findings of scientific investigation are sum
marized, to find out whether they want to read the whole
thing. That’s their bag. It shouldn’t become ours.
In developing this point I’ve followed the time-honored
tradition of scholarship: I made my judgment on arbitrary
and emotional grounds, then I set out to get evidence that
would prove I was right. In this case, I coursed through a
number of metropolitan dailies— the St. Louis Post-Dis
patch, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Louisville Courier-Journal,
New York Times, Atlanta Constitution, Los Angeles Times
— and found what I wanted in a matter of minutes. Those
papers come to the point quickly, and two even use precedes
that summarize their position. Some examples:
In nominating Judge Harry A. Blackmun to the Su
preme Court, President Nixon appears finally to have
met the exacting standards of excellence that the Senate
has rightly demanded.
The Supreme Court’s unanimous decision in the Balti
more peace sit-in case is a healthy demonstration of re
gard for the First Amendment.
Earth Day comes as souls in torment look at April
and wonder whether there will be many more like i t
A P-I View: President Nixon’s latest pronouncement
on Vietnam deserves universal support.
The Urban Renewal Commission should accept the
offer of a group of architects to make design recom
mendations while projects are being planned. A review
committee on design is urgently needed in the work on
Louisville’s riverfront development.

I don’t mean to imply that this approach is foreign to
Montana, because the papers of the state publish some
blunt, direct stuff.
These, I submit, are effective, straightforward lead sen
tences:
For President Nixon to propose paying for a 14 per
cent postal workers pay increase with a 40 per cent in
crease in the price of a first-class stamp is positively in
credible.
Montana’s drug laws are too strict.
The institution of beat patrolman, part of Butte Police
Chief James Clark’s proposed department reorganization,
would be a big help in curbing the continual window
breaking and other acts of vandalism plaguing our town.
An application to hold a peace parade Friday is ex
pected to be presented to the City Council tonight. The
council should grant the request
The Board of Regents really had no choice but to go
along with the decision of the Montana State University
administration not to renew the contract of English
instructor James Myers.
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I like those approaches because they represent a chin-out
sort of way to deal with issues. Here’s where we stand,
says the writer, and now w ere going to tell you why, and
hit us if you don’t like it. And the reader— particularly
the reader who approves of the postal plan, or would like
to see the death penalty for drug use, or hates cops, or
opposes peace demonstrations, or feels that Myers got a
bum rap— that reader has had an instant reaction; he’s
taking issue with you, and he’s likely to read on, if only to
irritate himself. Here’s another I liked:
This is another of those get-out-the-vote editorials, but
please read on anyway.

Of course, you can’t use this idea ever again.
This is not to say that I advocate invariably firing all
best shots first. Everyone should save something for the
end. Like the conclusion of an editorial on the Lincoln
easement hearing:
The speakers on both sides revealed themselves to be
earnest and informed people. Chet Huntley, whose tele
gram supporting the easements was read at the hearing,
revealed himself to be an ass.

Another, dealing with a Robert W oodahl press confer
ence, referred to Harry Truman’s comment about politics
and heat in the kitchen, then concluded:
A lot of Montanans— more perhaps than Woodahl
realizes— hope he’ll stick it out long enough to turn up
the temperature in that bedroom where his tormentors
are sleeping together in sin.

Editorial writers should strengthen their defenses against
the cliche. In recent days I’ve read these: T o say the
least, singing the blues, the other side of the coin, putting
the finger on the problem, whistling in the dark, providing
the legislators with food for thought, it's a cinch, just what
the doctor ordered, and— twice in one editorial— better
late than never.
I’m reminded of the Ohio State teacher who returned a
paper to a student with instructions to get rid of the
cliches. A few days later the rewritten paper appeared on
the instructor’s desk with the notation: "Sir— I’m sorry this
is late, but I’ve been sick as a dog.”
Speaking of cliches, writing in figurative language can
be colorful, but it has its hazards. Sometimes it results in
unfortunate associations that the writer doesn’t intend, as
I suspect was the case in the editorial passage that read:
"If sloppy workmanship was responsible, as it was for the
fire that killed three other astronauts, someone should fry
for it.”
This is not, of course, in a class with the gaucherie of
Editor & Publisher in its report of the suicide of Merriman
Smith. One paragraph ended with this sequence of sen
tences: "H is wife found him shortly before dinner in a
bathroom of their home. There was a bullet wound in his
head and a revolver nearby. One of his hobbies was pistol
marksmanship.”
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Back to figures of speech: Unless the picture evoked is
vivid and instantly clear, the figure hurts more than it
helps. An editorial calling for reduced penalties for use of
marijuana contained this passage: "Pushers, those who sell
drugs, are subjected to the harsher penalties. As they should
be. But those who have used marijuana once do not have
a scarlet D branded on their life.” I’m still not really sure
what that means.
I think an editorial ought to give enough background
factual information to justify its conclusions. I haven’t read
everybody’s opinion on the Myers business at Montana
State University, but what I have read— in news stories and
editorials both— has left me with the feeling that I haven’t
been told enough to make a judgment. One editorial, for
example, said Myers obviously set out to have a confronta
tion with the administration and most of the faculty, and
suggested that Myers went so far out of his way to be a
nonconformist as to justify his dismissal. I’d like to see
more in that editorial— at least a reference to a fact that
would justify the confrontation charge and mention of the
types of nonconformity that the editor found so offensive.
In other words, as a reader I think I should know what
standard the editorialist is using as a basis for his judgment.
Another editorial, dealing with the Legislative Audit,
took a look at the audits of the Equalization and Liquor
boards. It commented: "Recommendations in the reports
turned in on these two agencies, if implemented properly,
will improve Montana’s governmental honesty and effi
ciency. However, the auditor may damage his own stand
ing. H is comments involving the liquor board audit, which
claim that the only amount involved is the $10,000 lost to
the state, could damage his credibility.” As a reader, I may
ask, "Dam age his credibility how? W hat’s wrong with his
statement? W hat other amount was involved?” Unless the
writer tells me, I just don’t know.

completeness and clarity
Editorials, like news stories, should be copyread for
completeness and clarity. The one I’m about to read I first
clipped because I thought it was incomplete. But as I was
looking at it again, I realized that I’d misread it, and so
I offer it to you as an example not of an incomplete edito
rial, but of lack of clarity:
Fred Bourdeau, a Democrat, was appointed county
attorney replacing Gene Daly by a vote of two Repub
licans and one Democrat as county commissioners.
Presumably the Democrats are pleased, the Repub
licans unhappy and possibly the Independents surprised.
Whether or not it was a good appointment only time
will tell.
The decisive vote for Bourdeau, of course, was that
of Republican John St. Jermain, who went against his
party’s wishes. His decision presumably was based on
his personal conviction that Bourdeau was the best man
for the job.
It seems to us that this was a decision that took a lot
of intestinal fortitude and we salute St. Jermain for
standing by his convictions.
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What threw me off was that lead sentence—by a vote
of two Republicans and one Democrat. It established in
my mind that two Republicans had voted for the appoint
ment, and I was puzzled to read only one Republican name.
When I thought about it further, of course, I realized it had
to have been a 2-1 vote, with Republican St. Jermain and
the Democratic commissioner voting for the appointment
and the other Republican voting against. But the editorial
would have saved me a lot of trouble if it had just said it
that way, flat out.
Here’s a puzzler, taken from an editorial endorsing the
plan to give District of Columbia residents the right to
vote:
If successful, it will be a step forward for a group
of people now governed by Congress— and we all know
how successful that is.

Those examples show, I think, why everyone needs an
editor. And I speak with feeling because I remember the
mistakes I made when I sent stories I had written to the
composing room without asking someone to look at them.
Once I rewrote the lead on a banner story and in so doing
changed the giant American Can Company, which was just
about to acquire our largest local industry, to the United
Can Company— a small outfit up the road apiece that had
been in the news (and hence in my lousy head) because
of a labor controversy. It was a stop-press mistake, and in
my dreams I can still see the cold faces of the publisher
and the circulation manager as they waited through an end
less half hour for the replate.
Watch those reprinted editorials, too. The Lewistown
Daily News took one from the Helena Independent Record,
and in the pickup changed the name John Kenneth Gal
braith to Kennedy Galbraith. I sense something Freudian
in a slip like that.
One major barrier to reader interest in the editorial page
is the say-nothing commentary that has no reason for being
other than the occurrence of a news event of such magni
tude that it seems to require editorial comment, even if the
editorial writer really doesn’t have any significant thoughts
about it. The crisis in the Apollo 13 mission presented a
glorious opportunity to fill space with nothing, and editors
all across the land— including a few in Montana— took
advantage of it.
Their editorials said, in effect, that everyone had grown
blase about the space program, that trouble came as a sur
prise but that it was bound to come, that the world was
watching, that the three astronauts might get back safely
and they might not, that if they got back safely it would
be a triumph for the space program, that Lovell, Swigert and
Haise were brave men, that getting them back was a race
against time and represented a battle of man against the
universe, and that the whole thing was a glorious challenge.
All true enough, but 100 per cent pap.
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One of the better commentaries on the moon mission
appeared in a rather surprising place— the Western News
at Libby. It’s no surprise to find a good commentary there,
but I was surprised that a weekly, published on Thursday,
could be flexible enough to get an editorial into print so
fast. The astronauts, after all, were still up there. I liked
that editorial because it took a stand on the desirability of
further manned exploration of space and because it de
fended its position with rational argument. A lot of what’s
been written about the space program has oozed from the
heart, not sprung from the head.

editorial-page headlines
Speaking of heads, sometimes they don’t get enough
attention on the editorial page. I saw one that said, "Why
N ot Make Cleanup Tougher?” In this era when most
people want to facilitate cleanups, I thought it strange that
anyone should want to make it harder. It turned out that
because of the headline count, one key word— Law— had
been left out. The head meant, "Why N ot Make Cleanup
Law Tougher?”
When I lived in Columbus, Ohio, the two dailies in
town dropped words anytime they needed to get a fit. I
remember one startling head: "W ildlife to Close Chillicothe Office.” Meaning "W ildlife Bureau” or some such.
The stronger of the two papers in Columbus—the Dis
patch— carried virtually no editorials on local issues, pre
ferring to do its editorializing in the news columns— which
it did vigorously, in headlines as well as stories. Once it
had a vendetta going against the city’s director of public
safety, a fellow named Simon. One night on page one
there was a two-column head in about 42-point type:
"Simon’s Nephew Arrested For Parole Violation.” This in a
city of two-thirds of a million.
You can find a little of that copydesk editorializing out
this way, too. A while back the AP filed a heavily qualified
story about the possibility that marijuana can cause brain
damage. Here’s the lead:
Preliminary government findings on marijuana are
that it does not necessarily lead to heroin addiction but
is a dangerous drug and strong preparations might pro
duce brain damage in some chronic users.

Note all the qualifying words: preliminary findings,
strong preparations, might produce, in some chronic
users. . . .
The headline, right under the nameplate:
Brain Damage Linked To Pot

That’s a Page 1 editorial, in 60-point.
With all this armchair general’s advice I’ve been giving
you about what to write about and how, I think it’s only
fair that before sitting down I suggest at least one editorial
campaign for you to undertake, and I think I have a good
one. The idea has sprung from sentences like these:
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Hopefully, Nixon’s plan will provide this encourage
ment.
And then, hopefully, the Legislature will take appro
priate action.
The project will be undertaken, hopefully next year,
after the first $3 million are made available.
Hopefully, some Model City money will be forth
coming to do some of the planning.

I now hopefully propose a campaign to restore the word
"hopefully” to its proper place as a proud and vigorous
adverb. Here’s a campaign that doesn’t require any research,
and you won’t even have to leave your typewriter to be a
campaigner.
I’m afraid, though, that like "like” and "infer,” "hope
fully” is doomed. Hopelessly, the same fate awaits other
good words.

Good Night Sweet Prints
By Addison Bragg*
Our new Gazette building may be plush and functional and
attractive— but it’ll take a half century and more to give it the
patina of legend and lore that lends character to a building.
And this was never so clear as it was Thursday when those of
us who remember our newspaper days on Montana Avenue thought
of the wreckers and of what they were doing to our old home.
For a starter, let’s remind you that the old Gazette was once
known as "the Fourth House”— and for a very good reason.
Where today we share our downtown intersection with a church,
a bank and an accounting firm, our neighbors once were three of
the town’s more successful madams.
The tales, needless to say, go on from there.
Many a Saturday night a sympathetic editor or reporter directed
an obviously confused visitor, explaining that, no, TH IS was a
newspaper office and THERE was the place he was looking for.
A whole chapter could be written about the old Gazette’s front
entrance and the 28 steps (Oscar Chaffee, our state editor, thought
once to count them) which led up to the city room.
Oscar was among those who remember when the stairway was a
warm place to sleep on cold winter nights and recalls how Gazette
people 20 years ago often found their way to work over recumbent
winos, vagrants— and sometimes even a fellow reporter.
Dick Wheeler, an eastern import of several years ago who now
handles the editorial page, was overawed at first by the Gazette?*
staircase.
"I took one look at them the first time I came here,” he said,
"and thought seriously of turning around and going back.”
Luxury at the old Gazette was as simple a thing, sometimes, as
a corrugated steel roof over the alley fire escape— or an air con
ditioning unit that didn’t squeak.
And it could even include covering an armed robbery (with, as
a phrase-turning editor I worked for once was wont to say, pen
and camera) at the Western Union office across the street by the
simple procedure of standing at an office window and watching
what happened.
There are other souvenirs of the place more tangible.
I can’t help wondering, for example, what’ll happen to the
black-and-gold "Gazette” sign on the east side of the building.
Someone, I think, should have it.
And I wonder, too, if the pencil marks on the iron pillar, one
of three that bisected the city room, will mean anything to the
men who’ll send it crashing to the ground.
That was our wind gauge.
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Tom Astle, night editor now retired, started it years ago as a
dramatic measure of long-windedness in copy handed in by re
porters— but Bill Beasley’s all-time record is, unfortunately, not to
be found on the Astle Wordiness Measure.
It was too long— and newsroom traffic soon wore off the pencil
marks on the floor by the front door of the city room and the ones
by the back door which stood for a time as graphic tribute to Bill’s
prowess with prose.
I think of the old building and I think of the way the old wood
floors smelled and the way walls shook when the press started
running and the metallic click and tinkle from the composing room
that rose and fell as the swinging door opened and shut.
I remember the Christmas party custom which went out in the
early 1950s literally and figuratively in a blaze of glory.
That was when someone (and we never decided just who it was)
set fire to the place.
Henceforth, management ruled once the blaze was controlled,
Christmas would be observed at the Gazette by no more boisterous
conduct than the singing of a discreet chorus or two of "Good
K ing Wenceslas.”
And finally I remember Kathryn W right’s story of her arrival
at the Gazette the day she became the first woman general reporter
to ever work there.
"There were lots of different expressions on the men’s faces
when I walked into the city room,” she said. "N o smiles— but
lots of different expressions.”
Among the things she wanted to know first about the office was,
of course, the location of the women’s rest room.
The desk man she posed the question to (referring to it only
as the powder room) jerked a thumb over his shoulder with an
explanatory mumble.
Which is how Katy came to walk through the wrong door—
and into the wrong room.
Oscar— who could tell you how many steps led up to the office
— didn’t even know such a thing as a door marked "Women”
existed in the Gazette— and he wasn’t alone.
It’s bad enough, newsmen felt back in those days, having a
woman in a newspaper office, let alone places called "powder
rooms.”
•Reprinted by permission from the Billings (M ont.)
Nov. 13, 1970.

Gazette,
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PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS:
MONTANA’S ETV QUANDARY
B y P H I L I P J. H E S S
Professor Hess, chairman of the Department of Radio and Television at the
University of Montana, discusses the problems encountered in establishing an
educational television system in the state. He points out that although Montana
is the only state without an on-the-air public broadcast station, video tapes are
utilized for educational and instructional television programming and some
cable systems and translators bring out-of-state ETV signals to Montana. He
suggests that Montana!s tardiness in educational television eventually may give
the state an advantage in creating an advanced ETV system. And he notes
that the Montana Legislature must allocate certain matching funds for ETV
and guarantee continued support before such a system can be established. Pro
fessor Hess, a member of the journalism faculty since 1962, has worked for
radio and television stations in Oregon, Iowa and South Dakota and as a desk
editor and reporter for the Missoula (Mont.) Missoulian.

The first educational television stations went on the air
soon after the TV freeze was lifted by the Federal Com
munications Commission in 1952. One important outcome
of that freeze was the reservation and allocation of TV
channels throughout the nation for noncommercial educa
tional use. The first ETV stations received considerable
financial support from federal agencies and the Ford Foun
dation.
I remember visiting Jack McBride at KUON-TV at the
University of Nebraska at Lincoln in the mid-1950s and
seeing on his wall a photostat of a $100,000 check from
the Fund for Adult Education. He also showed me the Ampex quadraplex video-tape recorder that the station received
free from the National Educational Television and Radio
Center. The station received federal funds as well as strong
financial support and a strong commitment for continued
support from the Nebraska Legislature.
Unfortunately, that kind of aid no longer is available.
Private foundations have turned to other projects (although
they still give some money to the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, they no longer grant funds to individual ETV
stations) and N ETR C quit giving video-tape recorders
after the first 50 or so ETV stations were on the air.
Current federal aid to educational television stations is
based on matching-fund plans with local or state agencies
providing the major share. Moreover, the federal govern
ment determines the amount of its financial aid, in large
measure, on population figures: The more populous an
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area is, the more aid it can receive. A state such as Mon
tana, with a sparse and scattered population (exactly the
type of state for which educational television’s benefits are
best suited), has less money available to it than does a more
heavily populated, urbanized area (which, it can be argued,
has less need for educational television).1
It has become popular to say that "Montana is the only
state with no educational television.” Certainly that state
ment is true in the sense that the state does not have onthe-air public broadcast stations. However, some CATV
Educational television usually refers to an on-the-air facility that
can present programs to the general public as well as in-school
audiences. Programming on ETV stations (now generally called
public broadcast stations) can include almost anything— indeed,
many public broadcast stations are running old feature films dur
ing prime evening hours in competition with commercial stations.
While a few ETV stations produce some evening programming
locally for adults, most rely on the National Educational Tele
vision network and the newly formed Corporation for Public
Broadcasting for their prime-time programming. As live inter
connection of public broadcast stations becomes a reality, prime
time programming on all such stations will be nearly identical.
Instructional television refers specifically to programming for di
rect teaching or instructional enrichment whether viewed in school
or at home. Instructional television programming can be offered
on a regular public broadcast station, on the instructional fixed
television service (2500-megahertz band) or distributed on video
tape for use in individual schools and classrooms. It would be a
micrakp to lump ETV and ITV together in considering television’s
educational potential and use in Montana.
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systems are bringing the signals of K U E D (the public
broadcast station in Salt Lake City) into eastern Montana,
but they are available to only a small percentage of the
state’s population. Also, the signal of K SPS, the Spokane,
Wash., educational television station, is retransmitted in the
Flathead Valley in northwestern Montana on translator
equipment operated by Flathead Valley Community Col
lege in Kalispell. A t least 60 (and that number increases
steadily) school districts in Montana have video-tape record
ing and playback equipment. Those 60 and many others
have one or more cameras and other production equipment.
We know that some school districts, including small ones,
have sophisticated facilities and are using them for local
production of ITV programs as well as for playback of
taped programs from outside sources. Some of those 60
have only consumer-type tape recorders and "toy” T V
cameras used by the athletic department or the girls’ drill
team and have no specific application in an instructional
program.
In short, it is misleading to say Montana does not have
an effective program in educational or instructional tele
vision or that it is the only state with no educational tele
vision.2
The 1971 Montana Legislature named the Superintendent
of Public Instruction the "coordinator of educational tele
vision” and established a "Division of Communications in
the Department of Administration,” which would "provide
for the technical transmission of programs provided by the
division of educational television.” N o funds for educa
tional television planning were provided by the Legislature,
although funding of a study was the major recommendation
of a position paper presented to the Legislature by the State
Superintendent’s office. That paper was requested by the
1969 Legislature.
W ith advice and aid from those in commercial broad
casting, the University of Montana and other state agencies
with technical and programming expertise, the State Super
intendent’s office could ask the 1973 Legislature for funds
to construct and operate an ETV-ITV system.

matching funds required
W hat could be expected from the Legislature and the
federal government by 1973? Although national news
stories tell about millions of dollars available for educa
tional TV , it is a fact that Montana has available to it from
federal sources a maximum of 8 V2 per cent of the total
allocated annually. In 1969 and 1970, the state could have
received $340,000. In 1971, $935,000 was available. In
^Articles critical of educational television stations and ETV-ITV
programming are appearing with greater frequency in professional
and trade publications and in the daily press. Assuming Montana
can learn from the many errors of its predecessors, it might be
able to turn to its advantage its delay in establishing on-the-air
ETV stations.
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1972, Health, Education and W elfare officials believe the
allocations available to each state again will drop to $400,000 or less. In any event, federal funding would be avail
able only if the state Legislature allocates the same amount
and provides a firm, irrevocable commitment to statewide
educational television.
Apart from federal guidelines, the Legislature would not
act unless it was assured that a significant proportion of the
state population would benefit directly from such ETV
stations and their programming. Montana’s geography and
terrain dictate that all 13 reserved channel allocations8
( five VHF, eight U H F ) be operated at full power to cover
the state effectively with ETV. (It also is likely that addi
tional translators would be required to bring ETV signals
to isolated blacked-out pockets.)
The transmission equipment required to put an educa
tional station on the air in Montana would cost as much
as it does for a commercial station. Then there are the
staffing and programming costs.
The Carnegie Commission Report (which the Public
Broadcast Act and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
are based on) established minimums for construction and
operation of a public broadcast station or network. Car
negie Commission and CPB figures indicate each state
would need at least one so-called key station requiring an
initial equipment investment of $6.2 million and an annual
operating budget of $3.6 million.
If the commission and CPB scaled-down figures are fol
lowed for their classification of standard and repeater sta
tions and if those figures are applied to all 13 proposed
ETV stations in Montana, about $30.6 million would be
required for capital investment and $12 million for annual
operating costs. Moreover, an educational T V station, be
cause of its programming responsibilities, would produce
far more live programs and video tape than all Montana
commercial T V stations combined. If one acknowledges
that it would be a mistake to start an educational TV oper
ation in the 1970s without full color facilities, it is readily
apparent that the costs would be staggering.
There are additional considerations. For example, Mon
tana has a T V set count of 194,100. The Carnegie Com
mission has stated, "The criterion of economic feasibility is
that an educational station, to be economically justified,
must carry its signal at Grade B level or better to at least
70,000 people not similarly served by any other station.”
Operation of a network of stations would encounter
other problems. Let’s assume one major station could be
put on the air at a reasonable cost and serve the remainder
of the state with inexpensive translators. The nature of
such a system would require that any program be carried
by the entire network at the same time. Evening program
ming (largely tape and film materials supplied by the
National Educational Television network) would be feasi“The ETV reserved channel allocations for Montana are Billings,
11; Bozeman, 9; Butte, 7; Miles City, 6; Missoula, 11; Cut Bank,
14; Dillon, 14; Glendive, 16; Great Falls, 32; Havre, 18; Helena,
15; Kalispell, 19; W olf Point, 17.
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ble. But what about daytime programming for ITV use,
particularly in schools?
Let’s assume that a sixth-grade science lesson is planned
on the network and that all the state school districts agree
to use that particular lesson or series of lessons. When
would the lesson be scheduled? It could be run on the net
work at 10 a.m. Mondays and repeated at 3 p.m. Wednes
days. Then we must cope with the problem faced by vir
tually every state educational TV network—teacher and
local-school acceptance of the programming schedule.
Every sixth-grade science teacher in the state would need
to have his class ready to receive that particular lesson at a
particular time. W e know that students in Montana class
rooms do not simultaneously reach the same level or point
of instruction. Check with the principal at any school that
has more than one section of the same grade level, then
multiply his difficulties in coordinating curriculum by the
number of schools in the state to get an idea of the problem.
I referred earlier to Nebraska, which has a state ETV
network. Those stations are not sending instructional ma
terials into classrooms. Instead, they feed other stations,
which feed translators. The translators feed the program
ming into tape recorders in small and large classrooms
throughout Nebraska. The programs are taped, duplicated
and run at the convenience of the teacher on a small video
tape recorder in the classroom according to the teacher’s
schedule.
Even Vermont, which is small enough to permit state
wide coverage with only a couple of main transmitters and
two or three translators, has had a scheduling problem.
In other words, these magnificent, expensive transmission
facilities are being used largely to replace mail for the
transmission of video-tape material.
Significantly, Delaware has become the first state to
abandon its educational television network. The state’s gen
eral assembly ended its 1970 session without providing
funds for the 5-year-old network. A major criticism of
Delaware’s network: Different hours for similar classes
made scheduling ineffective. Gov. Russell W. Peterson
has recommended use of video-tape instruction in class
rooms.

tv centers might be considered
It should not be assumed that on-the-air educational tele
vision stations are the only— or best— means of distributing
instructional television programming to students.
To satisfy Montana’s ITV needs, perhaps the state should
consider one or more instructional TV production centers
capable of producing high-class instructional TV materials
and dubbing and distributing via video tape through the
mail whatever quantities of that material might be re
quired.
While that approach might answer some questions, it
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solves only half the problem. Montana still has an obliga
tion to provide adult education and other ETV programs
to the home audience. Again, that brings up the question
of on-the-air stations. It might be worthwhile to note view
ing habits by those who watch ETV programs elsewhere.
A. C. Nielsen Co. reports that for all areas with educa
tional TV stations on the air, the average net weekly circu
lation for a station is 12.5 per cent. The average ETV
viewing time per household per week is about 1.2 hours.
If all television homes in Montana had educational TV
available and if those national averages were applied to
Montana ETV, the net weekly circulation for the entire
Montana educational TV network would be 24,500. An
ETV station in Great Falls, for instance, would have a net
weekly circulation of 9,000 viewers and a Helena station
1,175 viewers.
CATV operators have said that since all educational TV
stations program essentially the same material for adults,
there is no problem. They say they can supply the KUEDTV signal, which they already are bringing into some
homes in the state, as well as the Spokane KSPS-TV signal
to all cable TV subscribers in Montana.
That is not a comforting thought, for of the 174,000 TV
homes in Montana fewer than 50,000 have cable and no
more than 40 per cent ever will be able to have CATV
for geographic or economic reasons.
The K U ED and KSPS signals could be delivered to all
Montana homes over an extensive network of translators
and repeater stations. First the signals must be brought
into the state, and the FCC does not permit direct microwave transmission input to a translator (though it is being
done in some parts of the country on temporary experi
mental licenses).
KSPS has told Montana educators that it will program
up to 10 hours a week specifically for Montana schools.
KSPS cannot transmit to Spokane schools from 8 to 9 a.m.
and from noon to 1 p.m., but, owing to the time difference,
programs broadcast at those times would be received in
Montana at 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. Station representatives have
said they will transmit without charge programs supplied
by Montana at those times.
Dale G. Moore of Western Broadcasting Co., which
operates television stations in Missoula, Butte and Kalispell,
has indicated his desire to work with Montana educators.
His stations could transmit ITV programs in the morning
hours before regular programming begins. Those signals
could be received and retransmitted by all other TV stations
in the state. Every television set in Montana could receive
those programs and every school with video-tape equipment
could record them for playback in the classroom.
In short, the traditional approaches to educational and
instructional television have not always worked for other
states regardless of money and may not work in Montana.
Just because Montana is last in the nation in educational
television does not mean it cannot take a bold, fresh, new,
innovative approach and design and build a model system
that could be the best in the country.
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montana’s ghostly past
These photographs were taken by Prof. Donald C. Miller, who teaches the photography
courses in the Montana School of Journalism. Professor Miller has received three grants
to compile a photo record of Montana’s ghost towns, and he has completed a manuscript
on that subject. During the summer of 1971, he will photograph ghost town sites in
Utah, Arizona and New Mexico under a National Endowment for the Humanities grant.
These photographs, beginning with the one on this page, show the Gilbert Brewery in
Virginia City, a Virginia City street scene, the grave marker of Powell "Pike” Landusky
who was shot fatally in a saloon by Kid Curry, the Fraternity Brothers Hall and hotel in
Elkhorn, the Glendale smelter smokestack, kilns on Canyon Creek, the main street of
Garnet where an estimated $10 million in gold was taken from the Nancy Hanks Mine,
and the gallows in Bannack.
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ARROWS INTO THE AIR:
THE EDITORIAL-PAGE CHALLENGE
B y R O B E R T B. F R A Z I E R

Mr. Frazier is editorial-page editor of the Eugene (Ore.) Register-Guard. He is
a former editor of The Masthead, official publication of the National Confer
ence of Editorial Writers. A graduate of the University of Oregon, Mr. Frazier
has worked for the Bend (Ore.) Bulletin, Eugene Daily News and the Aberdeen
(Wash.) World. In 1952 he studied at Harvard University as a Nieman Fellow.
He became associate editor of the Register-Guard in 1954 and editorial-page
editor in March, 1969. Mr. Frazier delivered this speech to the second annual
Seminar for Montana Newsmen May 2, 1970, at the University of Montana.

I got my first newspaper job 29 years ago and for the
past 15 years, four months and 16 days I have been a full
time editorial writer. I like the job. In those years, I have
written between 12,000 and 15,000 editorials, which is too
many.
That is 12,000 or 15,000 arrows that I have shot into the
air. Some landed I know not where, to coin a phrase. Others
landed right on target or "right on,” as they say on campus
these days. Others landed with a dull thud. After 15 years,
I cannot yet tell which ones will bring a reaction. I took on
the present Pope a few months ago for his unyielding stand
on birth control, fully expecting a violent reaction from
readers. I got very little. But last winter an associate made
some remarks about Brigham Young University and its foot
ball-scheduling problems and the phone rang itself off the
wall. Two weeks ago I wrote a piece— a filler, frankly
about the busy schedule of our governor. It could have been
true of any governor. I got an angry reaction and charges
that we always favor the governor and neglect his oppo
nents.
I know, of course, as you do, that you always can stir up
a fuss if you bring up the question of the dogs and the
gardeners. Or fluoridation.
Few single editorials, in my experience, have a direct re
sult. Most results are long-term things, the product of con
tinuing pressure. I think of Eugene’s civic center, surely one
of the most beautiful in America for a town its size. W e
have supported it consistently. But first we had to have a
battle on the virtues of saving a couple old buildings a
courthouse and city hall that were about to fall victim to
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dry rot. The buildings were neither ancient— maybe 50
years old— nor architecturally attractive. But some of the
sons of the pioneers loved them— worm holes, termites and
all.
The first public building scheduled for the civic-center
site was the city library. W e fought hard for that one. The
voters had three choices— to put it in a civic center that
did not yet exist, to build on the previous location or to
build in yet a third place. The voters picked the third place,
the worst of the three. Now, I think, almost everyone agrees
that we were right— that it should have been in the pro
posed civic center. So we lost the first round. W e have
won the rest.
The problem was to get people to see a neighborhood not
as it is but as it could be. The civic-center area is in an old
part of town that had become the haven of less desirable
elements in the community. Our opponents objected to
having their wives and kiddies going to court or to pay taxes
in a neighborhood infested with winos. The civic center was
built and the winos moved away.
One of the editorial writer’s biggest challenges is to appeal
to the reader’s imagination, to make him ask if things really
must be the way they are.
Several years ago, the Eugene ^5i7ater and Electric Board,
a municipal utility, sought permission to build a power dam
that would have destroyed much of the beauty of the Mc
Kenzie River, one of the magnificent small rivers of Amer
ica. W e opposed the plan and the voters agreed with us.
The board was forced to adopt an alternate plan that did
not destroy the appearance of the river. When I visit the
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upper reaches of the McKenzie, I always remind myself that
this river is the way it is partly because of the RegisterGuard’s intransigence. Now the same board, comprising
outstanding citizens, wants to build a one-million-kilowatt
nuclear power plant at some place or other. W e are this
month urging that construction authorization be delayed
until the board decides what kind of plant to build and
where to build it. W e dislike blank checks.
W e have in our town a new community college, a source
of pride. W e supported it consistently until last winter,
when the college board asked for money to add certain facili
ties and for more money to add facilities it might need.
W e bucked that one, too, again objecting to the idea of a
blank check. The board will ask on Election Day for money
for the current projects but not for the extra funds. W e are
supporting the college strongly on this issue, and I hope the
voters will go along with us and the college.
The judges in the county in which I live are among the
finest in the United States. I am sure they are the finest in
Oregon. This is partly because the Register-Guard fought
hard for good judges and because it watches the judiciary
closely. W e have battled district attorneys who have abused
their power and we will continue to do so.
Don’t get me wrong. Opposition for opposition’s sake is
not good. Most men and women in public life are highminded and honest people who work hard for inadequate
pay or no pay. They deserve the support, not the derision,
of voters. As editors we have an obligation to support these
people whenever we can. One of the tragedies of democracy
is that so many able people refuse to serve the public be
cause of the slings and arrows.

election time: so who?
That brings up the question of endorsing candidates. W e
do it in almost all cases. Our publisher is quite firm in his
belief that we should. And it makes sense that we do. This
is the "so who” time. For two years or more we have written
about matters we think are important. People implement
ideas. So when the election comes around, so who? Which
one is the guy who can do what we have been saying for
years ought to be done? But endorsements can be painful.
Maybe a good friend— a nice, unqualified guy— is offering
himself to the public. Do we say he is a nice, unqualified
guy? Is his wife a good friend of your wife? An editor can
lose friends fast at election time. Yet, as editors we would
be dodging the important questions if we did not answer the
"so who” question.
There are times, of course, when both candidates are
bums. And there are times when both are qualified to serve.
In those instances perhaps we should back off from an en
dorsement and say both are bad or both are good.
The chore is most difficult when both are good. One of
our most painful editorial decisions arose two years ago
when the speaker of the Oregon House of Representatives,
a Eugene resident, and the appointed, incumbent secretary
of state, who was not from Eugene, both sought the Repub
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lican nomination for secretary of state. W e always had sup
ported both. Now we had to choose. W e knew that a defeat
for either probably would mean the end of his public career.
W e gulped hard and supported the appointed incumbent.
W e caught some hell for that, believe me. Our man won
and we still are trying to make amends and to encourage
the Eugene fellow, a fine citizen and a public servant with
great promise, to return to the political arena.
How much do editorial endorsements mean? Some years
ago I was talking with Richard L. Neuberger, who had just
been elected to the Senate without, I regret to say, the R egis
ter-Guard’s endorsement. Dick and I were good friends, and
I was not writing editorials then so he didn’t hold the
Register-Guard’s stand against me personally. He said news
paper endorsements didn’t really mean anything anyhow.
"Now, Dick,” I said, "the paper’s score is pretty good.
Something like 75 or 80 per cent of its candidates win the
elections.”
"H a,” he said, "that’s like leaning against the Shasta Day
light as it leaves for San Francisco and saying, 'Look, I
pushed it.’ ”
Dick added, "You always support the Republican.” That’s
not so. W e don’t always support the Republican, although
I admit we lean in that direction. Many Democratic office
holders have won the Register-Guard’s endorsement and
will again— if they are good at their jobs.
I suppose everyone here remembers the 1964 GoldwaterJohnson contest, if contest is not too strong a word. W e at
the Register-Guard never really warmed up to Lyndon John
son, but we had been chewing hard on Barry Goldwater for
years. W e supported Johnson and I think we did right.
That calls to mind the story of the fellow who said, "They
told me that if I voted for Goldwater we’d be in a land war
in Asia within a year. I did and we are.”
A friend of mine, Bob Ingalls, editor of the Corvallis,
Oregon, Gazette-Tim es, now one of the Lee group, was
more conservative in 1964 than he is now. H e is also a
very intelligent, sensitive guy. The editors of my state were
speculating whether Bob would support Goldwater or John
son. Almost all the other papers had declared themselves.
Late in the campaign, the Gazette-Tim es arrived with the
exchanges and there it was: The Gazette-Tim es had come
out for Johnson. I immediately called my fellow editor and
asked:
"Hey, Bob, didn’t you make a lot of people m ad?”
"Sure,” he said, "but I don’t mind that. The problem is
that I made a lot of friends I don’t want.”
That election of 1964 taught me something about the
carpentry of editorial pages. Because we endorse candidates,
we must make out a schedule, arranging to handle con
gressional candidates one day, candidates for governor an
other and so on. In 1964 our ballot was pretty full. The
schedule for late October was tight. W e also had blocked
out a spot for the forthcoming British election. Then, in one
week, Herbert Hoover died, Khrushchev was deposed, China
got the bomb, Martin Luther K in g got the Nobel Peace
Prize and the Walter Jenkins scandal was disclosed. All
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I am not so sure now that a certain amount of Afghanistanism is bad.

deserved mention, and it took a shoehorn to get those edi
torials in the paper. Ever since, our schedule has been looser,
permitting us, I hope, to comment on the news as well as
on the candidates and issues in an election.
Back in the dawn of my interest in journalism as a career,
I first heard the word "Afghanistanism.” That was a bad
word. It meant commenting learnedly on the situation in
Afghanistan while ignoring the fact that in your own town
the school budget was in trouble or that Sycamore Street
ought to be paved.
I am not so sure now that a certain amount of Afghani
stanism is bad. In many a home the most important local
news is the picture of a soldier, sailor, Marine or airman
who has been killed in Vietnam. For a year I, as a reader,
woke up in the morning not particularly caring about the
school budget or Sycamore Street. What I wondered each
morning was, what is the First Marine Division doing in
Vietnam right now?
One of our big jobs as editors is to stretch minds. Be
cause we devote ourselves to the news and comments on
the news, we are, as a group, better informed than most of
our readers. W e have a responsibility to take our readers
away from their insular lives and show them what is hap
pening elsewhere. The ordinary reader in Missoula or Eu
gene has little idea of the grinding poverty of the poor
whites in Appalachia, the Indians in Arizona or the slum
dwellers in Harlem, Watts and Detroit. W e need to keep
that reader thinking about these problems as well as his
own, because they could be, and probably are now, his
problems too.
I wish that editors in Los Angeles, New York and Detroit
were interested in explaining to their readers that yes, Vir
ginia, there is a Missoula and there is a Eugene and that
people live there and have problems. If we are insular in
our small towns in the West, and we often are, I submit
that we are less insular than the giants who write for news
papers in Washington, New York, Detroit and Los Angeles.
Everybody is entitled to a measure of ignorance. I recall
having a flat tire in Hyannisport, Massachusetts. The man
at the service station looked at my license plate and observed
that I was "a long way from home.” I agreed.
"Ever see the ocean before?” he asked. I allowed that I
had and that I had grown up against a much bigger one
than the one he had in mind.
That’s an excusable goof for a fellow who fixes flat tires.
It is not excusable for editors who try to tie their readers
into the greater world. I have been asked by editors: "Now,
let’s see, which is on top, Oregon or W ashington?” Also:
“Are you east or west of Montana?” And I must confess
that I sometimes confuse Alabama and Georgia, Vermont
and New Hampshire and even Kansas and Nebraska.
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Plainly, we don’t get around enough. I have been in 48
of the 50 states (all but Hawaii and A laska), but I have
not seen enough of them. What I have seen has been won
derful. I have seen a large group of Negroes swarming the
streets of Canton, Mississippi, and I have had a windshield
view of incredible Indian slums in Tucson, Arizona. Early
one October I scraped the deep frost off my windshield in
Rutland, Vermont. But I have yet to spend a really hot
night in Enid, Oklahoma, or a really cold weekend in Inter
national Falls, Minnesota. My last tour of Harlem was in
1953 when 125th Street was a fun place to go. I never
have seen sugar on the vine or bush or however it grows.
I’d like to visit the unicameral legislature in Nebraska. But
just try telling the man in the counting house that you’d
like to visit Miami Beach, Florida, or Spearfish, South D a
kota, just for the hell of it, and see how far you’ll get.
It’s not just the far-away places like Spearfish and Seattle
that beckon us. It is also our home communities. I know
Oregon editors who write learnedly about the Legislature
and who have not climbed the Capitol steps in 15 years.
How many of us go to meetings of our own city councils,
school boards and planning commissions?

the editorial writer as a reporter
Too many of us are in an ivory tower— isolated from all
the public, except those citizens who choose to pick the
very worst time of the day to come in and visit. This ivorytower business is a constant worry to me. Like most people
who write editorials, I am not as young as I used to be. My
stamina isn’t as good. When night comes, I’m ready for a
highball and dinner, not for a meeting of the utility board.
But we should not cease to be reporters. W e ought to see
and hear and feel and smell. Last week at the University
of Oregon, a small group of students occupied the adminis
tration building for about 30 hours. I went to check the
scene. Remembering the old police reporter’s rule—always
keep easy access to the men’s room and the telephone—I
stood at the back of the crowd, which was growing. A few
minutes later, I realized I was not in the back but in the
middle. If a tear-gas shell had come into that room, I’d
have had the full whiff, my first since basic training in
World War II.
What we cannot see for ourselves, we can read about.
Among professional groups, I doubt that there is any other
that reads as widely as the nation’s editors. Most of us wear
glasses, strong ones. Yet, we cannot read enough. Every
day’s mail, at home or at work, brings a new periodical,
probably a very good one or two or more. I can t read
them all. I just root around in them. I have worked up a
fine old cliche called Frazier’s Law: "Nobody worth know
ing is ever caught up on his reading.”
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Vice President Spiro Agnew got a lot of us mad a few
months ago when he talked about the influence of the
Washington to New York axis on the nation’s press. W e
had applauded him when he cussed out television, but the
printed press was something else. I read his remarks in the
morning paper and went downtown smoking mad. As I
made up the next day’s page, I sent out a column by Scotty
Reston and another by Tom Wicker. Then, with a con
tented sigh, I picked up the W ashington Post, five days old,
and started to read. It occurred to me, "My God. Maybe
Spiro is right.”
• Most editorials, in my opinion, are too long. A Stanford
University study some years ago contended that long edito
rials are as well received as the shorter ones. W ith all re
spect to Stanford, I can’t believe that. Most of us are guilty
of padding, not intentionally but because we have not
thought through what we want to say. A good editorial
writer in Oregon confessed the other day that he some
times did not know what he wanted to say until he had put
it on paper. I, too, have had this experience, beginning
with a general subject and ending with a conclusion that I
hoped was tenable. Several papers, starting with the Los
Angeles Tim es, have adopted a policy of stating at the out
set, usually in boldface, what the editorial is all about. It
helps keep the writer’s mind on his work.
Most of us are guilty of sending our first drafts to the
backshop. If we would put our masterpieces through the
typewriter a second time, I think we could reduce their
length by a third and improve their effectiveness by at least
that much.
In 1964, I went to Tampa, Florida, for a meeting of the
National Conference of Editorial Writers. My work session
was on "effective editorial writing.” One piece I submitted
for group review was truly a masterpiece of prose. I was
terribly proud of it. The late Martin Perry, then editor of
the Wichita, Kansas, Eagle and the Wichita Beacon, flipped
my editorial back to me and asked, "Why didn’t you cut
off the first four paragraphs?”
Martin was right. I had spent four paragraphs clearing
my throat.
Dwight Sargent of the Nieman Foundation recalls a sign
beside a twisty road in California. It read:
The windings in and windings out
Give the traveler serious doubt
If the fellow who planned this route
Was going to hell or coming out.

Too many of our editorials give rise to the identical question.
An old editor in Norfolk, Virginia, is reported to have
said:
I consider myself to be a well-read man. I have read
the classics from Homer and Plato through the years to
our present great writers. I consider myself somewhat
of an authority on Shakespeare. I have read the Bard’s
lovely works many times. And I have read the Bible
many times and have committed many of its beautiful
passages to memory. But for really delightful reading,
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let me go to bed with a pint of whisky and read my
own good editorials.

Read your own stuff. Look back a year or two and see
what you said and how you said it. As writers, you are
probably your own severest critics. This sort-of review can
help you shape up and it can give you some ego satisfaction.
Many times I have flipped through the files and read a piece
of mine and wondered seriously if I could stay awake
through the last paragraph. And on occasion I have come
across something that I think is mighty good. Then I glow
a little and pay more attention to the editorial in my type
writer at the moment. I’d like to think I write today as
well as I did in 1965 or I960.
Editorials are made up of paragraphs. Paragraphs are
made up of sentences. The simple sentence is a beautiful
thing. Respect it.
That leads to the question of editorial style. The editorial
is the lineal descendant of the essay of Addison and Steele
and Lamb and Emerson. Like those essays, it is prose, just
prose. It does not have to be different from other good
prose. In the past 15 years I have seen a number of re
porters, good reporters, assigned to editorial writing for
vacation relief or because somebody was sick. Without ex
ception, these fine craftsmen have had a hard time making
the adjustment. They put on their editorial hats and try
to be arch and cute. That awful editorial "we” keeps crop
ping up. Their lean newsroom prose becomes stilted editorialese. If they have something to say, why don’t they say
it as easily and simply as possible?

hard and soft sells
Generally speaking, one can write an editorial with two
formulas. H e can start out by saying, "Senator Claghorn is
a bum who does not merit re-election.” That’s the hard sell.
Or he can say, "Voters should consider carefully Senator
Claghorn’s record and his promise as they decide whether
or not to return him to the United States Senate.” Many
paragraphs later, the editor can conclude, "W ith these con
siderations in mind, voters would be well advised to retire
Senator Claghorn to private life and permit a more dynamic,
imaginative man to occupy his seat in the upper house of
the United States Congress.” That’s the soft sell.
Sometimes the soft sell is better. But I prefer the hard
sell. The hard sell, the direct statement, usually means that
the writer knows how he feels and that he feels strongly.
The more round-about approach is weaker, suggesting that
the editor is trying to convince himself as well as his
readers of something that he is not sure he believes.
Some services, notably Editorial Research Reports, pro
vide good, readable editorials at a price considerably under
that of a good flesh-and-blood editorial writer. Some papers,
I am sorry to say, use these with no credit to ERR. The
reader picks up the paper and reads a piece about disorders
in Guatemala or about inflation and says to his wife, "Boy,
that editor down there is sure smart.” I think such use of
canned editorials is reprehensible. W e often use ER R stuff,
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but we give it credit and we never use it in the editorial
columns. W e place it elsewhere on the page with the syndi
cated columnists. That’s where it belongs.
Also, ER R stuff, good as it is, rarely expresses a strong
point of view. It is something everybody can accept, usually
explanation rather than advocacy. It is not the kind of
editorial that generates letters to the editor.

editor-reader dialogue
Let me say a few words about letters to the editor. Two
marks of a strong newspaper are the classified-ad section
and the letters column. If both are fat, it means the com
munity is using the paper. The give and take between
editor and reader is dialogue, and it shows that the editor
has been provocative enough to evoke some response. I
have heard editors complain that they rarely get letters from
readers. The reason, in almost all cases, I think, is that they
have not said anything worth responding to.
In the old days, the Register-Guard printed all letters
from anybody who wanted to write, and at almost any
length. When I first came to this job, a friend would accost
me on the street to tell me how wrong I was about some
thing I had written. I’d invite the friend to write a letter

to the Mailbag. "What, and get in there with all them
crackpots?” was the usual reply. W e set about to scrub up
the Mailbag. W e put a rigid length limit on letters. W e
limited writers, in most cases, to one letter a month. We
barred poetry and did not hesitate to end discussion of sub
jects that had been adequately debated in the Mailbag. W e
did not print letters from persons outside our circulation
area, with a few exceptions like public officials. W e won’t
use letters that obviously are duplicated for distribution to
many papers.
Instead of cutting the size of our Mailbag, these policies
have beefed it up until some days it is almost unmanage
able. In 1963, the first year we made a careful count, we
carried 1,421 letters from 964 persons. Last year we carried
1,969 letters from 1,262 persons. Only 206 had more than
one letter in the paper that year, and of those 107 had only
two. Some days the mail is so heavy that I can run only
one syndicated column on the page. Some days I have to
bargain with the news desk for op-ed space for the over
flow. This is a pain in the neck, but it is also good. It is
community dialogue, the highest and finest function of an
editorial page.
I honestly do not know whether we shape public opinion.
But if we can be a goad to public opinion, I’ll settle for that.
Along the way we may get to slay a few dragons.

A double-truck in the national news mag
azines introduces, we believe, a powerful
contender for the 20th Century Advertising
Slogan Chutzpah Award:
“ Anaconda: one of the great natural re
sources of the Americas”
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RAY ROCENE:
PROFILE OF A SPORTSWRITER
B y S T E V E L. S M I T H
The writer, a visiting assistant professor at the Montana School of Journalism,
has worked as a reporter for the Bellingham (Wash.) Herald and as a reporter
and desk editor for the Missoula (Mont.) Missoulian. Professor Smith earned
a B.A. in 1963 and an M.A. in 1969 from the Montana journalism school.
During the 1969-70 academic year, he was an assistant professor of journalism
at the University of Alaska. In this article, Professor Smith provides a biogra
phical sketch of the late Ray Rocene, a Missoulian sportswriter and columnist
for more than 30 years.

To many sports enthusiasts in Missoula, Mont., he was
that man with a fast, funny shuffle, a cigar and a black,
snap-brim hat that almost touched his ears. To others he
was "The Jabster,” a newsman who for decades had written
the "Sport Jabs” column in the Missoula M issoulian, or
"The Scoop,” a writer who attended every local athletic
event.1 To his peers he was simply Ray Rocene, recognized
long before his death Dec. 30,1968, as the dean of Montana
sportswriters.2
Rocene devoted 55 of his 74 years to a Montana news
paper and to Montana athletic events.3 If he did not arrive
at the M issoulian by 7 a.m., he considered himself late for
work. Rarely would he leave before the paper was put to
bed. Home, according to his widow, was where he ate and
slept.4 Even after a stroke had partially paralyzed his left
side in 1965, he insisted on delivering his column in person.
Reporters and editors watched in silence as day after day
Rocene, his leg in a steel brace, hobbled with a cane up the
steps to the M issoulian newsroom and backshop, wrinkled
copy clutched in one hand.
"Ray never felt he left the newspaper— his interest was
always there,” Don Zupan, former M issoulian sports editor,
commented.5
1John T. Campbell, "Dusting ’Em Off,” Missoula 'Times, July 1,
I960, p. 6.
2And There Was Ray T. Rocene,” Missoula Missoulian, Jan. 2,
1969, p. 4.
interview with Rocene’s widow, Mrs. Marie Rocene, Missoula,
Mont., May 20, 1969.
Tbid. Deane Jones, a Missoulian editor and columnist, verifies
that Rocene’s work day often was 7 a.m. to midnight.
'Don Zupan, "A Giant of a Man,” Missoulian, Jan. 2, 1969, p- 9.
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Among the testimonials to Rocene’s journalistic abilities
is one from John K. Hutchens, son of former M issoulian
editor Martin Hutchens. The younger Hutchens, once a
cub reporter for the paper, became editor of the New York
Tim es Book Review section and a book-news columnist
and reviewer for the New York H erald Tribune. In his
book, One Man’s M ontana, John Hutchens described Ro
cene as "the wonder of our paper, this lean, intense, fast
working man6 who drummed at his typewriter like a
frenzied pianist and on any given day wrote half a dozen
stories besides assembling the sports section and turning
out his 'Sport Jabs.’ ” Rocene also covered the Forest Service
and the railroad, beats he reported, in Hutchens’ estimation,
with "unfailing skill and speed.”7*
Rocene’s interest in athletics was so strong, according to
his widow, that his failing health in the 1960s was hastened
by his increasing inability to attend sports events. Even in
his final years, when he relied on a wheelchair to bring him
•Zupan confirmed Rocene’s speed, noting that he was strictly a
"two-finger typist.”
7John K. Hutchens, One Man’s Montana (Philadelphia: J.P.
Lippincott Co., 19 6 4 ), p. 145. Deane Jones called Rocene "the
hardest working and most dedicated newspaperman who ever
entered a newsroom.” Jones, who worked with Rocene for 31
years, said Rocene would prepare the sports page for the evening
Sentinel, cover the railroad, the Forest Service, the highway de
partment and the hotels for the Sentinel, return to the office to
prepare the sports page for the morning Missoulian, then leave
to cover an evening sports event. Jones said the editor tried to
reduce Rocene’s assignments to permit him to concentrate on
sports, but Rocene became angry. "H e didn’t think anybody else
could handle the job as he did, and he was right,” Jones com
mented.
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to the side of his favorite college team, the University of
Montana Grizzlies, he saw every event he could, including
two 1968 Grizzly home football games and several home
basketball games. Finally, no longer able to sit in the wheel
chair, he stopped going.8
"Rocene never lost his intense desire for the sports
arena,” Zupan said. "N o one dared say a bad word about
the Grizzlies, Sentinel, Hellgate or Loyola athletic teams to
Ray. He was always ready to defend them."9
Reynold Thure10 Rocene was born Sept. 1, 1894, in
Norrkoping, Sweden. H is father died before Rocene was
five. At age seven, with his mother, he came to Little Falls,
Minn., where an uncle lived. In the summer of 1910, two
months before his 16th birthday anniversary, he headed for
Montana and Missoula to join two brothers. He worked in
a bakery, then for the Northwest Paper Co.11 In 1912 he
took a job in the mailing department of the Missoula Sen
tinel, an evening paper, and in 1913 began his career with
the M issoulian}2

the shelby fight
The highlight of Rocene’s early years in sports reporting
was July 4, 1923. The place: Shelby, Montana. The event:
The heavyweight championship between titleholder Jack
Dempsey and challenger Tommy Gibbons. Neither the 28year-old Rocene nor the little oil and cow town ever had
experienced anything so spectacular.
Rocene and two D aily M issoulian executives who ac
companied him to Shelby— Editor Martin Hutchens and
Managing Editor French Ferguson— faced a distinct chal
lenge. In a front-page box the morning of the fight, their
newspaper in boldface type promised readers "the best
service that any Montana newspaper will furnish,” adding
that "no newspaper in the United States will have a better
account of the Dempsey-Gibbons fight.”13 That was an
optimistic prediction, for among those covering the fight
were Grantland Rice, Damon Runyon, R. H. Little and
W illiam M. Henry. Although the Missoula newsmen were
backed by a "large corps of experts” from the Associated
Press, Rice’s New York Tribune, Runyon’s New York
American, Little’s Chicago Tribune and Henry’s Los An
geles Tim es could make similar claims.
While Hutchens and Ferguson were in Shelby to report
the frenetic pre-fight scene, Rocene stopped in Great Falls
to observe a different kind of battle— one between Demp
sey’s manager, Jack Kearns, and the fight promoters. R o
cene wrote:
“Mrs. Rocene interview.
“Zupan, "A Giant of a Man.”
“ Rocene disliked his middle name and when required to sign his
full name wrote it Ray Theodore Rocene.
nMrs. Rocene interview.
“ "Ray Rocene Dies,” Missoulian, Dec. 31, 1968, p. 1.
“ "Big Fight Punch By Punch To Be Given Fans Tomorrow By
Sentinel-Missoulian,” Daily Missoulian, July 4, 1923, p. 1.
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As the sun rises Wednesday morning, Jack Dempsey,
field marshall [sic] of the national fistic realms, embarks
on the final offensive of the great battle of Shelby, leav
ing over the Great Northern for the arena. Until 3
o’clock Tuesday morning it was a financial war, one in
which the promoters were occasionally in harassed re
treat, seeking in vain the gold Jack Kearns demanded,
with an iron-bound contract to support his claims. On
several occasions the battle of Shelby appeared a bursted
bubble. The closer the day of the fight appeared, the less
the prospects of staging it appeared. How near the most
tremendous sporting spectacle that the Northwest has
ever planned came to going by the boards cannot be told
in words. It was only Jack Kearns’ willingness to gamble
on the gate receipts that finally resuscitated the conflict
of the two mighty heavyweights.
Kearns’ action came after an all-night conference,
after J. E. Lane had thrown up the sponge, after Banker
George Stanton had engaged in a wordy brawl with
Dempsey’s manager, and after Frank Walker of Butte had
threatened to maul and mistreat Kearns vigorously.
Dempsey’s manager sneered at the suggestion that he
take the champion to a hostile camp with the contract
unfilled and Stanton resented his remarks spiritedly.
Peace and serenity were entirely missing from that
night-long confab. Finally, leading sports writers
cornered Kearns and smoothed the way for a final and
fruitful conference to assure the battle.
Kearns left Tuesday morning for Shelby where he
took charge of the ticket sales for the first $100,000,
which he received under the "gentlemen’s agreement”
entered into during that hectic night. Trustee Lane esti
mates that a crowd of 18,000 will save the day for all
concerned. As it is, Dempsey has $210,000, a cinch of
the first $100,000 at the gate the day of the fight, and
after that the promoters and Gibbons split the remainder
— if there is any.14*

Meanwhile, fight fans from throughout Montana and
the country crowded Shelby’s streets July 3. Hutchens
wrote:
The best estimate is that 13,000 people will be in the
arena when the gong rings for the great event at 3
o’clock tomorrow. For a mile or more the Great Northern
track is filled with Pullmans that have been arriving all
day from all points on the compass from Calgary to
Chicago and Wyoming, loaded with all kinds of people.
Traveling deluxe are gun men and gamblers from the
slums of the east side of Chicago and on the same trains
are private cars with society queens and millionaires,
executives of great corporations. . . . A most interesting
group from Hollywood is headed by Mae Murray, star
actress of the movies, surrounded by a bevy of beautiful
moving picture girls.
Most Montanans are traveling toward Shelby now in
autos and are on the way. . . .
Pretty near the entire federal payroll of Montana is
here with the alibi of official business. There is U.S.
District Attorney John L. Slattery with his assistant,
Ronald Higgins; Collector of Internal Revenue C. A.
Rasmusson, and Prohibition Director Addison Lusk with
a big bunch of deputies. Even the army is represented
by Colonel Pat Mullay of Fort Missoula, who has opened
a recruiting office here. . . . Tonight will come hundreds,
among them Louis Swift, millionaire packer from Chi
cago, with a private car filled with guests.
14Ray T. Rocene, "18,000 People Are Needed,” Daily Missoulian,
July 4, 1923, p. 8.
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Tonight the streets of Shelby are packed with a big,
noisy, good-humored crowd but sober and orderly. There
are hundreds of women, many of whom will be at the
fight.16

Ferguson wrote:
Remember old man Miller who, way back in the
fourth decade of the last century, predicted that the world
would come to an end on a certain date? Yes, and made
it stick to the point that dry goods stores in New York
filled their show windows with sheetings to be used for
"ascension robes.”
Well, that’s the way Shelby feels tonight. Tomorrow’s
the day. Tomorrow Gibbons will win or lose and after
that anything can happen, but not in Shelby. Shelby
expects to be broke and tired after July the Fourth, but
Shelby still will be game and the best advertised town in
the West, but it’s all right and the battle is certain and
Shelby is all "pepped” up and doesn’t care what happens.
"After tomorrow,” says Shelby, "the deluge.”
And so tonight King Tut’s dancing palace and the
Green Light and the Paris dancing cabaret and the Bear
Cat and the Midnight Follies are whooping it up in
great style. As also is the big girl show, which, if we may
believe Sam Josephson, secretary of the chamber of
commerce and one of the men who wished the big fight
on Shelby, is descriptive of the girls as well as of the
show.
But, honestly, Shelby is not the rip-roaring, wicked
frontier city that you think it is. You all know what
Shelby looks like, for you have seen its counterparts in
the movies a thousand times, but Shelby is not "wide
open” and the rest of the movie stuff doesn’t go.
It may have been all it was painted, but not now,
not now. Dry, too, is Shelby. A man with a sick wife,
who demanded beer to save her life or something like
that, was unable to fill the prescription, we are told. . . .1#

On his arrival in Shelby, Rocene’s first story reported that
12 of 14 premier sports writers covering the fight predicted
Dempsey would win. Only Frank Monke of the New York
Journal and E. W. Dickerson of Grand Rapids favored
Gibbons.17

dempsey wins by decision
Referee Jimm y Dougherty of Philadelphia awarded
Dempsey the decision,18 but Gibbons, who did not receive
a cent, won a moral victory: It was the first time a fighter
had gone the distance with Dempsey since he had become
champion.19
"The fight had an entirely different ending than any of
the spectators expected,” the Associated Press reported.
"Even the enthusiastic Gibbons protagonists, shouting en
“ Martin Hutchens, "Shelby Is Dream Town, Fantastic and Quite
Unreal,” Daily Missoulian, July 4, 1923, p. 1.
“ French T. Ferguson, "Happy And Busted Is Shelby Attitude,”
Daily Missoulian, July 4, 1923, p. 1.
17Ray Rocene, "Dempsey Is Favored By Sports Writers,” Daily
Missoulian, July 4, 1923, p. 8.
“ "Dempsey W ins Decision On Points,” Daily Missoulian, July 5,
1923, p. 1.

” lbid.
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couragement to their fighter, had not the slightest idea he
would last more than seven or eight rounds. In fact, it was
the consensus that four or five rounds would find Tommy
on the floor, knocked out.”20
The M issoulian used the Associated Press account of the
fight on page one and this story by Rocene on page five:
Shelby, July 4— "Remember the kiddies at home,
Tommy.”
A woman’s shrill voice rose above the clamor of
thousands sizzling in the sun-scored arena at Shelby this
afternoon as the challenger struggled against the most
formidable Dempsey assault of the day in the third
round.
The shout of encouragement inspired new life to the
faltering Gibbons, distinctly on the short end up to that
time. He fought back, valiantly, gallantly, stopped the
Dempsey attack in the fourth, then charged forth on the
offensive for the first time in the fifth, gaining a shade
in that round.
From that rally to the end, though outpointed, though
forced to clinch and hold in the closing rounds, the chal
lenger proved a fair foe for the champion. Dempsey was
entitled to the decision, which Referee James Dougherty
awarded him at the end of the 15 rounds. He defended
his crown, not spectacularly, but in such style that the
banner of the championship shifting to the Gibbons
family was never apparent.
Evidently Dempsey relied on his ferocious in-fighting,
his constant pummeling at close quarters, to wear Gib
bons down for the final blow later on. Few of his killing
punches, the heavy voltage blows which cracked sparring
partners’ jaws, landed on the clever and agile Gibbons.
When Jack’s flying maulers became a real menace,
Tommy skillfully clinched, then hung on doggedly until
the referee pried the scrappers apart. Much as Gibbons’
showing was a surprise to those who believe in picking
the winners of a fight beforehand, the opinion of a
number of leading critics was that Dempsey has gone
back somewhat since he slaughtered Georges Carpentier.
It is true that the challenger did not give the champion
many opportunities for landing the knockout wallop.
Gibbons clinched too often to suit some of the crowd,
taking no chances and moving deliberately and cool in
stead of rushing in recklessly where others have tried and
landed flat on their backs while the referee counted ten.
Both used their lefts to a great extent, the challenger
almost exclusively so. Dempsey was much superior at in
fighting and as long as he confined his program to such
tactics, had a tremendous edge and appeared to be on the
way to a knockout victory. Then Gibbons spurted, snap
ped in a wallop or two to bounce Dempsey’s head back
and momentarily assumed the offensive. From then on
the champion was unable to make any serious dent in his
foe’s armor. Gibbons tired toward the end and the effects
of the short, crushing punches to the ribs began to tell
after the twelfth round, when he ceased a serious offen
sive operation.
Neither man was knocked off his feet, neither seemed
groggy at any time, though Gibbons twice looked like he
had been hurt. The bloodshed was microscopic, Gibbons
slashing a slight cut under Dempsey’s right eye while
Jack brought blood from the Gibbons eye brow, but in
small quantity. In the sixth Dempsey drove Tommy
through the ropes and apparently hit him while in this

"Ibid.
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He had an absolutely unbelievable memory. He was his own library.

precarious position, being hissed by the crowd as a re
sult. . . *

Rocene was disappointed with the preliminaries:
The gate receipts were of such a nature as to assure
nothing for the preliminary fighters, but two bouts of
that nature were inflicted on the crowd, the first being a
farce in which Jack McDonald of Seattle battered Ernie
Sales to a lovely mush in two rounds. . . . "Bud” Gor
man massacred awkward Harry Drake with his left
throughout their eight rounds, but was unable to put him
away. . . . Both used rough methods. . . .~

Rocene interviewed Gibbons after the bout and wrote a
colorful, 22-inch story published July 8. H e said the fight
"was very likely the Treasure state’s last championship
bout,” explaining that nobody had gained financially.
Thirty-seven years later Rocene was at ringside in Bozeman
covering the Gene Fullmer-Joey Giardello middleweight
title fight.
Among the reasons for Rocene’s success as a sportswriter
were his memory and his range of interests.23 Although he
had dozens of scrapbooks about Missoula and western Mon
tana athletics and nine filing cabinets of sports material,
Rocene remembered key dates and events.24
"H e had an absolutely unbelievable memory,” said Ray
Loman, a friend of Rocene’s and publisher of the Ronan
(M ont.) Pioneer.25
John T. Campbell, sportswriter for the now-defunct M is
soula Tim es, also was impressed by Rocene’s memory and
penchant for accuracy: "A stickler for statistics, Ray kept
a storehouse of box scores, batting averages and won-lost
records in his mind. He was his own library. Ray Rocene
won my complete respect because he insisted on the com
plete report of a game, leaving nothing to chance or specu
lation.”26
Robert O’Conner, a Missoula contractor and sportsman,
remarked:
"The wonderful and amazing thing about this man was
his unusual ability to recall and recognize by name the many
hundreds of participants with whom he had contact. Sports
reporting was more than a job to Ray Rocene; it was his
“ Ray T. Rocene, "Third Round Rally Saves Tom Gibbons,” Daily
Missoulian, July 5, 1923, p. 5.

mid.
“ Rocene read widely in numerous fields, including history. Deane
Jones said he read an average of five library books a week and
16 newspapers.
“ Interview with Don Zupan, Missoula, Mont., May 9, 1969“ Interview with Ray Loman, Missoula, Mont., May 9, 1969“ Deane Jones, "Keeping U p W ith Jones,” Missoulian, Jan. 3,
1969, quoting John T. Campbell.
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life. Each performer known to him, whether nationally
famous or locally insignificant, was his friend.”27
Rocene did not exclude any sport from his pages or
column. Missoula bowlers, golfers, racing enthusiasts, track
men, tennis players, trapshooters and skiers received lengthy
coverage.
"[Ray was] frank, fair and friendly to anyone who . . .
ever jangled his telephone or . . . found him almost hidden
behind the piles of newspapers, clippings and paste pots
cluttering his desk,” Campbell wrote.28
And Rocene covered conservation and the outdoor world,
writing frequently about pesticides, wetlands, migratory
fowl, fishing and hunting.29
"H is versatility and his ability to accept new ideas and
work with new concepts was best demonstrated by the sup
port he gave scientific game management,” Don Aldrich, a
Missoula sportsman and conservationist, said. "Montana’s
acceptance of progressive wildlife programs is a monument
to Ray’s dedication and persuasive skills.”30

remembered as a gentleman
Readers said Rocene remained a gentleman without pull
ing punches. In Ray Loman’s estimation, he was a master
at making a point in his column without being vicious.
Zupan recalls only one instance when Rocene was rude:
During a phone conversation, Ralph Steben, Montana State
University track coach, criticized the M issoulian’s coverage
of his team, and Rocene listened until he could take no
more, then abruptly hung up.31
Rocene was fair to— and often praised— athletic teams
visiting Missoula. For M SU’s Bobcats, however, praise must
have come hard.
"Ray hated the Bobcats with a vengeance,” according to
Zupan.
Rocene called the Bobcats and the Grizzlies "natural
foes.” H e rarely missed a football encounter between the
Bozeman and Missoula universities. The M issoulian, com
menting on Rocene’s last years, said:
"It was dangerous that he go [to the games] and im
possible that he should stay away— so he went.”32 Accord
ing to the editorial, Rocene’s disappointment at the Griz
zlies’ 1965 loss to M SU was so acute that he suffered his
second stroke.
TIbid., quoting Robert O ’Conner.
“ Campbell, "Dusting ’Em Off.’’
“ "And There Was Ray T. Rocene.”
“ "Keeping Up With Jones,” quoting Don Aldrich.
8lZupan interview.
“ "And There Was Ray T. Rocene.”
“ Hutchens, p. 145.
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Rocene, not reluctant to comment on Grizzly coaches,
frequently angered them with candid appraisals.33 More
often, however, he was a buffer between coaches and arm
chair quarterbacks.
"From the time of Bernie Bierman on, Rocene was so
often on the side of the coaches, scorching 'the wolves’ who
were howling downtown for the coaches’ scalps,” Edmund
Freeman, emeritus professor of English, commented in a
letter to the M issoulian soon after Rocene’s death. "They
howled on the campus, too, of course, and hanged their
effigies.”34

a “clear voice of courage"
Professor Freeman wrote that Rocene’s memory should
be cherished, saying that at times Rocene’s views seemed
to be "the one clear voice of courage” heard in the Missoula
news establishment.35
At least once in his career, Rocene’s candidness almost
got him into trouble. John Hutchens related the incident in
One Man’s Montana'.
[Ray] described a "fixed fight” exactly as he saw it and
was threatened with extinction by the manager of one of
the participants.
"G o over to the hardware store across the street, get
a gun, and shoot him in the belly,” said the Missoulian’s
editor, Martin Hutchens, reaching for a voucher on the
Missoulian’s till. Ray didn’t need anything like that, then
or ever. Meeting the murderous manager on the street,
he stared him into speechlessness.89

Rocene’s contributions to athletics were not limited to
sportswriting. Beginning in 1927, he was district repre
sentative of the Montana Boxing Association. He also was
a member of the National Basketball Writers Association
and the National Baseball Writers Association. From 1947
through I960, he helped organize the Western Montana
Independent Basketball League, which included as many as
22 town teams. During the same period, he was, in the
opinion of contractor Robert O’Conner, the most instru
mental member of the Missoula directors for the American
Baseball Congress, which governed a league of amateur
Montana baseball teams from Ronan, Avon, Elliston, Darby,
Hamilton, Bonner and Missoula and from Mullan, Idaho.
Rocene also supported the Missoula rifle and pistol clubs.37
"Letter from Edmund Freeman to the Missoulian, Jan. 16, 1969,
p. 6.
*BIbid.
"Hutchens, p. 145.
*7"Keeping Up With Jones.”
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"Because Ray was so sincerely interested in promoting
all these amateur programs, he went far beyond his duties
as a news reporter,” O’Conner said.38
Rocene was honored often. In 1957, during the annual
lettermen’s dinner sponsored by the Missoula Chamber of
Commerce, he became the first recipient of a sportsmanof-the-year plaque known as the Rocene Award.39 In I960
he was selected by the Montana Sportswriters and Sportscasters as "the best man in the field.”40 Other honors in
cluded a conservation award in 1965 from the Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and W ildlife Region One and a wildlife
service plaque in 1966 from the Western Montana Fish
and Game Association.
After his formal retirement in July, I960, Rocene went
to the M issoulian daily to write his column. After his 1965
stroke, he wrote at home, still managing to produce five or
six columns a week. He suffered a broken hip in the spring
of 1968 and wrote his final column in April from a bed in
a Missoula nursing home. He died eight months later.
"Ray was one of the great sportswriters of our time,”
Naseby Rhinehart, veteran Grizzly trainer, said. "H e was
wonderfully kind and understanding and was constantly
seeking more knowledge of his fellow man in order to
understand him better. Gone, yes, but Ray Rocene will
never be forgotten.”41
Lou Rocheleau, University of Montana basketball coach
and former Missoula County High School coach, said: "Pen
and ink cannot express my feeling for Ray Rocene. N o
other man ever has been able, or ever will be able, to match
him in the betterment of athletics. . . .”42
Kermit Schwanke, a Missoula businessman, commented:
"In a troubled and uneasy time when competitive sports in
general provide a unifying, stabilizing and refreshing in
fluence on all of us, young and old, Ray Rocene will be
most certainly missed.”43
A M issoulian editorial soon after Rocene’s death said:
"H is column appeared for more than 51 years. But that is
not the record to cite. The record is the man— the brilliant,
honest, devoted man. The man who was Ray T. Rocene.”44*

**Ibid.
“ Deane S. Jones, "Sports Writer Awarded First Plaque,” Mis
soulian, May 30, 1957, p. 1.
*°"Rocene Named Best in His Field,” Missoulian, March 29, I960,
p. 8.
“ "Keeping Up With Jones,” quoting Naseby Rhinehart.
**Ibid., quoting Lou Rocheleau.
a lbid., quoting Kermit Schwanke.
“ "And There Was Ray T. Rocene.”
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THE MAGICLAND TIMES:
LIFE AND DEATH OF A DAILY
B y F R A N K E. W A L S H

Mr. Walsh, a graduate assistant in the School of Journalism, holds bachelor’s
degrees in journalism and history-political science from the University of Mon
tana. He was editor of the student daily, the Montana Kaimin, in 1961-62.
After he was graduated, Mr. Walsh worked as a reporter for the Missoula
(Mont.) Missoulian and the Twin Falls (Idaho) Times-News and served as
editor of the weekly Valley Star in Twin Falls. He joined the public-relations
office of Pacific Telephone in 1965 and from July, 1969, to September, 1970,
was a public-relations staff supervisor for Pacific Telephone in California. This
article is based on a report submitted for an independent-study course at the
School of Journalism.

Sept. 4, 1969— The first issue of the daily M agicland
Tim es appears in Anaconda, Mont. Congratulations arrive
from Sen. Mike Mansfield, Gov. Forrest Anderson and
numerous businessmen.
Nov. 25, 1970— The last issue of the M agicland Tim es
is delivered to 3,400 homes.1 It does not contain an an
nouncement that the newspaper is being discontinued.
The story of the M agicland Tim es actually began in 1957
when Anaconda residents, represented by the Newspaper
Committee of the Anaconda Chamber of Commerce, ex
pressed dissatisfaction with the daily Anaconda Standard,
distributed as an insert in the Butte M ontana Standard.
Specifically, they did not think the tabloid Anaconda Stan
dard was serving as an influential, outspoken voice in the
community. They criticized lack of coverage of smelter
activities, Anaconda society and the weather. They pointed
out that the insert did not have an editorial page and that
there was no promotion of advertising or an aggressive
attempt to make a profit. And they said old presses re
1Interview with F. Demcy Mylar, Magicland Times publisher,
Anaconda, Mont., Nov. 27, 1970. The 1971 Montana Newspaper
Directory and Rate Book listed a total paid circulation of 3,626
for the Magicland Times. Anaconda had 12,054 residents in I960
and 9,771 in 1970. Anaconda was founded by Marcus Daly in
1883. Its economic base always has been the Anaconda Company
smelter, which processes ore mined at Butte.
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suited in "inconsistent inking and indecipherable photo
graphs.”2
In short, the Newspaper Committee in 1957 believed the
Anaconda Standard contributed to the city’s problems: "The
lack of a good newspaper leads to poor civic pride and . . .
has made the residents of Anaconda news-starved and
rumor-ridden.”3 Subsequently, committee members wrote
to Montana publishers who they thought might be interm inutes of the Newspaper Committee, Anaconda Chamber of
Commerce, March 7, 1957. A committee member, Robert Curry,
conferred with an Anaconda Company executive, James Dickey,
then inserted this account in the minutes for Dec. 5, 1957: "H e
[Dickey] told me that at one time Anaconda had the best paper
in the West [the Anaconda Standard owned by Marcus Daly]. It
was moved to Butte in 1932 because it had a larger circulation in
Butte and most of the advertising came from Butte. When it
moved to Butte, the entire Anaconda printing plant was to be
discontinued. Civic leaders protested vigorously and a compro
mise was made. The compromise being the present Anaconda
Standard." The Anaconda Standard insert was printed in Ana
conda until 1967, when it was printed in Butte owing to the poor
condition of the press in Anaconda. The editorial, advertising
and circulation offices remained in Anaconda. The minutes for
April 17, 1958, contain this statement by the committee: "The
present situation is one which the Anaconda businessmen insisted
on having when the merger of the Anaconda Standard and the
Butte Miner occurred. We now realize it was a great error and
wish to correct it.”
8Minutes, March 7, 1957.
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ested in starting another newspaper in Anaconda. The
committee also placed an advertisement in Editor & Pub
lisher:
W ONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY for progressive news
paper in Western Montana. Present newspaper totally
inadequate and will be discontinued when adequate
newspaper is started. Present daily circulation 4,500.
Call, wire, or write Manager, Anaconda Chamber of
Commerce, Anaconda, Montana.4*

A few Montana publishers answered the letters and 34
persons responded to the advertisement, but no one agreed
to start a newspaper. Apparently they lost interest when
they could not get some assurance the Anaconda Standard
would be discontinued. Contrary to the statement in the
advertisement, Jam es Dickey, an Anaconda Company exe
cutive, said "the Company has no intention of selling . . .
or discontinuing publication of the Anaconda Standard!'*
Newspaper Committee records indicate its members
thought the Anaconda Standard might be improved or dis
continued in 1959 when the Anaconda Company sold its
Montana newspapers to the Lee Newspaper Group. But
there were no major changes as the years passed, and in
1967 the Committee again issued a list of complaints simi
lar to those set forth in 1957.6 In December, 1969, the
publisher of the Montana Standard said Lee Enterprises
would "continue to operate [the Anaconda StandardJ] as
long as the paper does not go into the red because of ad
vertising loss or some other unforeseen condition.”7
In the spring of 1969, the Newspaper Committee chair
man, Bob Blotkamp, learned that the owner and operator
of K D R G radio in Deer Lodge, Mont., F. Demcy Mylar,
planned to start a daily newspaper to serve Powell, Granite
and Deer Lodge counties. Mylar, a graduate of Bob Jones
University in Greenville, S.C., had been a Baptist minister
for several years, then "managed and held financial inter
ests in radio stations in the Portland [Ore.] area, the Boise
Valley and Los Angeles.”8 Since Anaconda, 26 miles from
Deer Lodge, is the largest city in the three-county area, the
Newspaper Committee arranged to meet with Mylar to
persuade him to start his newspaper in Anaconda. Those
meetings led to establishment of the M agicland Tim es.
Mylar agreed to publish an afternoon, six-day-a-week
daily, Sunday through Friday. The Sunday edition was to
include feature and comic sections. United Press Inter
national would provide wire coverage for the tabloid.
Members of the Chamber of Commerce agreed to raise
$20,000 to lend to Mylar. The money came from 22 Ana
conda businessmen.9 The Chamber also named a com
4Editor & Publisher, Oct. 12, 17 and 26, 1957.
'Minutes, Dec. 5, 1957.
'Letter from the Anaconda Chamber of Commerce to Ward Fan
ning, publisher of the Butte Montana Standard, June 13, 1967.
7Minutes, Dec. 1, 1969.
'Anaconda (M ont.) Magicland Times, Sept. 10-11, 1969, p. 2.
'Mylar interview and interview with Bob Blotkamp, Anaconda,
Dec. 5, 1970.
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mittee "to obtain a core of advertising from local merchants
and to be able to present this core of contracts to any pub
lisher coming in to begin a paper in Anaconda.”10 Four
months before the M agicland Tim es appeared, Mylar told
the Chamber directors that enough prepaid advertising had
been sold for a year’s business.
Both the Newspaper Committee members and Mylar
were optimistic as he prepared to found the M agicland
Tim es. The members were convinced they had done their
job well. They had gotten another daily for Anaconda and
they had provided assurances of success by arranging the
loan and advertising contracts. In June, 1969, Mylar told
the committee "the presses are in . . . target day will be the
18th of August.”11

difficulties with equipment
Mylar’s first difficulties involved the equipment he had
purchased. A new Chandler and Price offset press and a
Photo-Comp 20 typesetter were purchased, but neither—
according to Mylar— worked correctly, causing several post
ponements of the first issue.12 Scheduled to appear Aug.
18, 1969, the first M agicland Tim es was published Sept. 4.
The first three issues were dated Sept. 3-4, Sept. 6-7 and
Sept. 8-9, though daily publication was planned from the
beginning.
Mylar said another Photo-Comp 20 machine was sent by
the manufacturer, but it did not work properly either and
was returned. The staff then used two Justowriters obtained
as backup machines.13
The press was delivered with some wrong parts, accord
ing to Mylar, and there were delays in obtaining the correct
ones. Moreover, Mylar said he was dissatisfied with the
quality of printing produced by the press.14
Troubles with equipment reduced the amount of antici
pated income. In 24 scheduled publishing days in Septem
ber, the M agicland Tim es appeared 19 times.
Personnel problems also emerged. Mylar had planned to
start with a staff of eight, increasing to 16 in from three to
five years. He hired four persons, including a managing
editor, then turned over personnel matters to the managing
editor. One week after the newspaper was begun, the staff
comprised 12 persons. In three weeks there were 18 and
by the end of the first month 26 persons had been hired.
At that point, Mylar fired his managing editor and laid off
10 staff members.15
Although the M agicland Tim es appeared on schedule for
the remainder of 1969, it did not show a profit. The news
paper’s accountant presented at the end of the year a state
ment that showed an additional $20,000 was needed.16
"Ibid.
“ Minutes, June 9, 1969“ Mylar interview, Dec. 2, 1970.
"Ibid.
"Ibid.
"Ibid.
"Ibid.
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Mylar said the difficulties caused a "confidence crisis”
as the M agieland Tim es entered 1970. The bank that
handled the newspaper’s account covered its loan to the
M agicland Tim es with funds in the checking account.
Consequently, payroll checks bounced one week, and Mylar
began paying his staff in cash.17
Some merchants who had promised to buy advertise
ments did not do so. Members of the Newspaper Commit
tee conferred with those merchants, and some still refused
to advertise, apparently having lost confidence in Mylar
and the newspaper.18
About $9,000 for a second loan was raised among the 22
businessmen who had lent Mylar the original $20,000.19
But several would not lend additional money, and one group
invited another publisher to talk about taking over the
M agicland Tim es if it should fail.20
Mylar described the newspaper as a "day-by-day opera
tion— I didn’t know from one day to the next whether we
would be publishing.”**21 He was able to pay some debts, but
he fell behind on others, such as payments on the press and
to the Internal Revenue Service. Then Chandler and Price
repossessed the press 22 Mylar responded by filing a $75,000
suit against the firm23 and by arranging to have the news
paper printed in Butte.
On June 20, 1970, Lee Enterprises announced in the Ana
vIbid.
“ Blotkamp interview.
"Ibid.
“ Mylar interview, Nov. 27, 1970.
*Ibid.
“ Butte Montana Standard, Sept. 27, 1970, p. 6.

conda Standard that the insert would be discontinued.24
Even that development, making the M agicland Tim es the
only newspaper in Anaconda, was insufficient to save it.

“ this is it"
As the weeks passed, the Internal Revenue debt increased
and advertising income was too small to meet that and other
obligations. Unable to find sources of additional revenue
or obtain further loans,25 Mylar discontinued the M agicland
Tim es Nov. 25. His only statement appeared in a two-inch
story in the Butte Montana Standard. He said the news
paper would "not be out. This is it.”2627 Actually, the story
was a sidebar to one announcing a new paper for Anaconda
— a twice-a-week publication owned by Dean Neitz, pub
lisher of the weekly Philipsburg, Mont., M ail.2,1 Neitz also
owns a print shop in Anaconda. The newspaper, the Ana
conda Leader, appeared Dec. 17, 1970 28
By 1971 Anaconda residents who had wanted one good
daily had lost two newspapers. They had, instead, a twicea-week newspaper. Mylar, meanwhile, returned to the min
istry, accepting a position in Washington State.29
“ The suit alleged the equipment would not work correctly. In
May, 1971, the action was pending in Deer Lodge County District
Court.
31Anaconda Standard, June 20, 1970, p. 1.
“ Mylar interview, Dec. 2, 1970.
“ Butte Montana Standard, Dec. 2, 1970, p. 2.
27Ibid.
“ Anaconda (Mont.) Leader, Dec. 17, 1970.
“ A Deer Lodge bank foreclosed on K D R G radio Dec. 1, 1970, and
operated it until it was destroyed by fire Feb. 20, 1971. The bank
subsequently sold the station’s license.

Our Nominee for the Annual Marshmallow Award
SA N DIEGO, Calif.— James S. Copley, publisher of
Copley Newspapers and the Tribune and Union here, re
cently celebrated an anniversary with a fellow named "Trib.”
The only unusual aspect is that Trib is a six-foot and
still-growing lowland gorilla, and he was celebrating his
10th anniversary in the local zoo.
The Congo native was donated to the zoo by Copley and
hence received the name Trib.
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Copley presented the goon with an anniversary cake
frosted to look like a copy of the paper.
Trib turned into a real monkey during the anniversary
festivities, swinging on his steel bars and "apeing” down
two big pieces of cake.
From Publishers’ Auxiliary,
Aug. 22, 1970, p. 16.
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A CHALLENGE FOR THE ’70s:
THE KAIMIN AND THE UNIVERSITY
By ED M UN D F R E E M A N
The author, emeritus professor of English at the University of Montana, was
graduated from Missouri Wesleyan College in 1915. After two years of gradu
ate study at Northwestern University and two years of service in the First
World War, Professor Freeman joined the Montana faculty. Except for two
subsequent years of study at Northwestern and the University of London, he
taught at the University of Montana until he retired in 1962. He worked with
the humanities course from its beginning in the mid-1950s until I960 and with
composition and British literature courses. In recent years, he has been a keen
observer of Montana journalism, on and off the campus. This article, prepared
two years ago, appears now with an addition in which the author adds his subse
quent thoughts about the University and the student daily newspaper.

I would call this a heroic day for journalists. The war in
Vietnam has presented a double challenge: To report the
war at close range and honestly and then to write with
understanding and courage about the widespread dissent
that the good reporting of the war itself did so much to
arouse. For better, for worse, more and more of our news
papers are becoming "chained,” which must mean, I would
think, that more and more columnists and reporters and
editorial writers have to satisfy owners or publishers who
fix the stand for their papers. Around all these newspaper
people the angry passions that this war has aroused must
swirl with a good deal of pressure.
But I prefer to reflect on the campus, on which I have
not moved closely for several years but have watched a long
time. I have to wonder about the recently-so-popular notion
that the young rebels of our day have little confidence in,
or do not trust anyone in, the generation over 30. It seems
to me that a greater number of our able youth than ever
before have been drawn into close relationship with their
elders. It was youths eligible for the service (and their
parents) who had less stomach for war than any preceding
generation. But very soon it was editors, ministers, civilrights leaders, teachers and mature people in all walks of
life— not a majority for a long while— who were standing
shoulder to shoulder with the young protesters.
This anti-war protest has led students to inquire about
the society that produces or allows such wars, and then
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about the academic institutions that have done so little to
achieve and spread understanding and to arouse action on
the great issues of war, poverty, racialism and nationalism—
with the conclusive result, I hope, that no European comes
to America as Harold Laski did several decades ago to ask
"Why Don’t Your Young Men Care?”
What I feel about journalism at the University of Mon
tana involves the past as much as the future, but I want to
move quickly to the future. The University campus, espe
cially the students, seems to me to have been made ready,
more ready than many other campuses, for its new role in
society by a vaguely defined but very real accumulation of
experience. The Kaim in [the daily newspaper published by
the Associated Smdents of the University of Montana] has
played a considerable part in the action. There is matter
for a long account of efforts and moves by students to gain
an effective voice in the shaping of the University. It is, for
me, an inspiring story because the effort has been so persist
ent, so thoughtful and so decent. But it is a depressing story
too, because the University could have been so far ahead of
where it is today if the older ones of us had been wise
enough to recognize and to use the latent interest and
power in students.
I think of the University students in the time of President
Edward Sisson, Sen. Burton K . Wheeler, and Kaim in editor
Clarence Streit, who raised stout questions about World
W ar I and its repercussions in Montana; of the students
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who inquired strongly about the worth and methods of the
General Courses set up in 1934 and who participated in the
ill-fated Student-Faculty Council formed to face such ques
tions; of the student resentment, wisely channeled by
ASUM President Gary Jystad, against the liquor rules sud
denly imposed by the University president in 1957; of the
many little magazines of dissent that have flourished briefly
on the campus from the time of the W rangler; of the many
expressions of surprise by new faculty people at the amaz
ing freedom of expression they found here among the stu
dents; and of the long and proud tradition of the Kaim in,
independent of administration, faculty and even official
student body. The names of Ted Hulbert, Bill Smurr, W il
bur W ood stand high in a doughty line of Kaim in editors.
All this amounts to an accumulation of experience and
spirit that I feel works deeply in our academic body today
and goes far to explain what I feel is a good accounting that
the University is giving of itself in these tragic days of war
without and revolution within our country. But out of it
all has come little or nothing in the way of effective forms
for involving the student mind and energy in the direction
of the University, with the result that in this day when so
many obscurantist and anti-intellectual forces and groups
are trying to make a scapegoat of higher educational insti
tutions, our University strength is still badly divided against
itself. But it improves.

a more effective university
I foresee the promise or at least the potential for a
vastly more effective University in the near future and a
much greater role for campus journalism. But there are
difficulties in the way. A university is a unique com
munity; it must not let its nature and function be undone
by illiberal voices from outside. It is a large group of per
sons, young and old, living in close proximity in an atmos
phere charged with the thought and feeling of scientists,
historians, artists, philosophers, adventurers. To a peculiar
degree the promising youth in this community are mindful
of the past in their study, mindful of the present in all their
personal and practical relationships and mindful of the
future, which is in their hands— and they in its— more than
in ours. To ask or expect such a vibrant, criticizing, dream
ing community to shape its conduct and its self-expression
according to the demands of outside groups is as irrational
and unnecessary as it is for angry students to tear up the
office of a slow-moving administrator.
The first difficulty in the way of a free and excellent
University is the very recurrent demand, which I have heard
from all quarters through the years, that the University
gauge and restrain its teaching and its conduct so that the
image of the institution in the public mind will be so favor
able that the University will have no trouble— or less
trouble, if you will— in getting lots of students and money
for its operation. This demand bears most frequently on
athletics and campus journalism, asking them in effect to
be public-relations agencies rather than activities devoted to
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the needs and satisfaction of 8,000 students and faculty on
the campus.
The executive director of the Missoula Chamber of Com
merce recently spoke calmingly to a service club that
seemed worried about the effect of the L ife magazine
picture of a smog-covered Missoula. W hat he said about
the image of a city like Missoula is the right reply to im
portant persons who urge students and faculty not to do or
say things that may be all right in themselves but will be
frowned on by "the public” : "W e are becoming image
worshipers, and it doesn’t help matters that the image we
venerate happens to be our own. W hat we need to do in
this age is to perform so well that we will not have to worry
about the image we create. W e must perform so well that
the image will take care of itself.”
I would think the K aim in’s function was a double one:
To report and criticize, not to advertise. To report, to the
campus and not to the public, what happens, is said, is
desired, is protested, is planned on the campus. To criticize,
to pass favorable and unfavorable judgment on anything
and everything that goes on: Conduct, teaching, administra
tion, painting, acting, contesting. Persons anywhere should
have access to all this journalistic activity and be invited
to criticize it thoroughly; but the task of doing it should not
be shaped or shirked for the sake of a more favorable public
image. Despite many sad and shameful incidents of absurd
criticism of the University, the people of Montana have
shown time after time that they want and will support a
University that believes in itself, expresses itself and
criticizes itself.
But an ideal self-governing, vital community of scholars,
young and old, artistic and philosophic, ethnic and ecumeni
cal, adventurous and reflective, does not come into being
simply by having all the elements present and not impaired
by public criticism. The elements have to be drawn to
gether into an organic community or unity. And this seems
to me to be the peculiar obligation of a campus newspaper
like the Kaim in. But the difficulties are very great.
Thoughtful men today are troubled by the effects of
specialization in our society. It seems inevitable and in
ways wonderfully valuable, but it pulls men apart in their
social lives. This is apparent on the campus, especially ap
parent to one whose academic career began on the Univer
sity of Montana campus a half century ago. Few professors
make time to attend the finest of music faculty concerts,
and music professors are too busy to get to many good
faculty lectures— and so on and so on. Three years ago I
attended a day-long inquiry (I resist calling it an inquisi
tion) into the responsibilities of a campus editor in such a
situation as Dave Rorvik had created by his sympathetic
concern for a bad-word poem in the student magazine. A
leading editor of the state insisted that a campus newspaper
should have nothing to do with that kind of business, that
it should be left to the English department. The chasm
between journalism and English over the decades has been
about as wide, but not as fiercely shouted across, as that in
recent years between the Associated Students of the Uni
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versity of Montana and the Kaim in. These are not personal
antitheses or animosities— few are. They are stereotypes of
professional relationships that grow out of specialization.
I think that high-quality reporting and criticism is the
best means to move us over specialization and other ob
stacles in the way of a more organic campus society. My
experience with being reported by the Kaim in and other
newspapers has not left me with Norman Mailer’s "recogni
tion that the average reporter could not get a sentence
straight if it were phrased more subtly than his own mind
could make phrases.” But I have known a number of goodwilled faculty members who have vowed they would not
give another interview to a campus reporter and a larger
number who must have been justifiably disappointed by the
hurried and inadequate report that was made of their goodquality performance before some small audience. But I
know enough about deadline writing and the more-blurredthan-we-realize quality of many of our faculty performances
that I do not want to pursue this carping line.
I still do want to say that we need a greatly expanded and
enriched reporting by the Kaim in. My ideas of how to get
it are very tentative. I want reporting competent and criti
cal enough that, for instance, every speaker will deliver his
best effort and will be rewarded by proper recognition.
Such reporting will create better audiences for the best
things on campus. For years I have been sorry for the great
number of capable students who have learned perhaps only
in their last year of campus opportunities they would have
delighted in. (I feel that The Book [faculty evaluation by
students] is a kind of negative approach to this kind of
guidance.)
Lack of space in the Kaim in must account for some of
the lack of sufficient attention to excellent things on cam
pus and in town. I often wonder what need or excuse there
is for all the space given to snippets of national news when
almost everyone has a radio, TV or newspaper. Shortage of
fully knowledgeable reporters and critics must be another
limitation. Here I wonder again: Is the student-journalist’s
attention too much fixed on the pattern of things in the
Montana newspaper and too little on the needs and values
of the campus?
Could the Kaim in keep its best-equipped reporters on the
job as long as they were on the campus or until they were
out-paced by successors who had proved themselves on
lesser assignments— somewhat as the football coach does
with his large squad?
Should we look forward to a day when each of the dis
ciplines on the campus— political science, the natural
sciences, music, drama, for instance— will emphasize critical
writing as they now emphasize teaching as one way some
of their students can specialize? And would journalism
handle or train such students as the School of Education
now handles prospective teachers? And use them as critics
in the Kaim in while they were training? Surely many im
portant cultural activities on the campus and in the com
munity are almost entirely neglected now by the press,
mainly I have supposed because few available persons can
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do critical writing. It’s a pity, for criticism is a valuable
thing, especially for those of us who enjoy some of the
arts without understanding them.

a failure to be of one mind
I have not meant in stressing the importance of journal
ism on the campus to turn my back on my own field of
English or any other discipline. I only mean that each of
our subject matters can permeate the campus society much
more effectively if we can all give a hand or have a hand
in the business of campus journalism. Norman Mailer was
describing something like this viewpoint when he com
plained to Robert Lowell that "a great wall of total mis
comprehension was built over the years between a writer
and the audience reached by a newspaper— which meant
eventually most of America”— except that he was blaming
it all on the general horrors of journalistic mistranscription,
when I would prefer to call it a grand failure to be of one
mind on the campus.
I would not have tried to say how much wider and deeper
I want the Kaim in to be if I did not feel from watching it
through the years that it is one, if not the chief, instru
mentality for transforming the University—without a great
wrenching of things as they are. Someone said God was
always pleased but never satisfied with human beings. So I
feel about the Kaim in. I don’t expect it to carry all the
philosophy and art and science in its columns. I want it to
be not a container but a mirror of the University, more
aware of its rich past and not less aware of its dreams for
the future. I believe that the criticism at the Forum, The
Book, the anger in the Kaim in, the slacking of the curfew,
the fail-pass grade, Student Power soon will all appear to
have been only first awkward steps at the threshold of a
greatly changed University structure, more sure of its func
tion and more confident of its power and more vibrant in
its spirit.

There are several points I would word differently or add
to if I were writing the preceding comments now. But
there is nothing I wish to withdraw. When I said it was
the duty of the Kaim in to report and to criticize, not to
advertise, I did not have in mind the use of advertisements
to support the Kaim in. And I would modify the phrase "a
grand failure to be of one mind on the campus.” It is the
essential nature of a university to be of many minds. But
we do greatly need more knowledge of each other’s mind.
And that is a fulfillment of the university idea for which
there is no means quite so useful as the Kaim in. It is a
unity, a fellowship of purpose and daring spirit, of in
estimable value to any educational institution— and all the
more difficult to achieve in a university like ours where
there are so many students and so many rich resources of
knowledge and inspiration.
There is hardly a week on campus when there are not
more inviting occasions and activities than the earnest stu
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dent has time to attend. That is the explanation, I think, of
the intense desire in many good students to revise curricu
lum, to curtail obligatory activity, to cut useless expenditure
and to find more relevance in what the University gives and
requires of them.
This superfluity of fine occasions and excellent persons
on campus is also the basis of the opportunity the K aim in
has to bring to earnest students the next-best thing, which
is a first-rate report or critique of the concert, the play, the
exhibition, the game, the lecture, the interview, the con
ference that the student or professor could not attend. I

said enough in my article of two years ago about the few
suggestions I have as to how this enlarged function for the
K aim in might possibly be brought about.
I add only this: I think, without knowing, that the K ai
min editors and advisers are mindful and probably desirous
of these expansions and deepenings I speak of. I have not
dreamed them, but seen them beginning these recent K ai
m in years. The one great further factor needed is the
faculty’s will to help in perfecting the K aim in as the Uni
versity newspaper, still lodged in the hands of proud stu
dents.

On Dropping Vitamin C
By Gaylord T. Guenin*
Lord knows I am in no position to challenge the scientific find
ings of such a man as Nobel Prize-winner Dr. Linus Pauling of
Stanford University.
You see it was on the basis of an article regarding Dr. Pauling
and his cold-cure theory, which appeared in a national magazine
this past summer, that I embraced vitamin C and turned away from
such traditional family cures as Grandma Morpheus’ sure-fire
recipe: One water glass of hot gin, one-half rutabaga, two strands
of chin hair from an Angora goat, three red peppers and a wee
touch of dogbane.
Granted, Grandma Morpheus raised a herd of manic-depressives
with a history of chronic kidney disorders, but ours was a family
free of colds.
However, this being the 20th Century and all, Dr. Pauling con
vinced me that vitamin C and the scientific method was the only
way. That was in July.
Initially I was dropping maybe five to six 250-milligram tablets
a day. Yet in August I was bothered by a stuffy feeling and a
general decline in energy. At first I suspected Korsakoff’s
Syndrome, ordinarily associated with chronic alcoholism and com
mon in our family among conspicuous users of Grandma’s home
remedy.
I had a clean bill of health on that score. On closer examination
there was no question about my condition: My respiratory mucous
membranes were becoming congested. I was catching a cold.
W ith some sense of urgency, as you can understand, I increased
the vitamin C dosage, shooting upwards of 10 to 15 250-milligram
tablets a day. In spite of this, the congestion persisted, accom
panied now by periodic sniffing and nose blowing.
The article I had studied stated that one cannot overdose vitamin
C, so I upped the daily dosage to 20 250-milligram tablets, lacing
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that with two vitamin E capsules. (The vitamin E was suggested
by an acquaintance who attributed unusual powers to it, some a
bit too erotic to discuss here.)
By September, however, my cold had reached maturity and it
has continued to fruit, unabated, to this date.
As all the scientific evidence is not in, I certainly do not want
to assume a position that would attempt to discredit the potential
cold-fighting ability of vitamin C, nor would I want to claim to
have information unavailable to Dr. Pauling.
But, in all honesty, the only notable change resulting from my
extended use of vitamin C (aside from being harassed by authori
ties about the needle marks in my arms) has been the accelerated
and often frightening rate at which my finger and toe nails are
growing. Of course that creates only a slight social problem, one
which would pass in time if enough people became vitamin C
heads.
In view of my experiences, one might think I would be ready
to quit taking vitamin C. Admittedly, I am a bit concerned about
the withdrawal dangers, but that is not what keeps me on the "C ”
habit.
Grandma Morpheus was always fond of saying, "H alf of man’s
troubles can be attributed to his reluctance to ignore them.”
So I am still dropping vitamin C, but now I combine it with a
liberal portion of Grandma’s home remedy. The cold persists but
I find it much easier to ignore.

•Reprinted from the Missoula Missoulian, Dec. 8, 1970. Mr.
Guenin, an assistant in the Montana School of Journalism, has
worked as a reporter and editor for newspapers in Montana, Iowa
and Colorado.
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PRIORITY FOR MONTANA:
A COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
By RAY F E N T O N
Mr. Fenton is a 1943 graduate of the Montana School of journalism and was
an instructor at the school from 1946 to 1948. He worked for the Great Falls
Tribune and Leader for 12 years as a reporter and news editor before founding
Public Relations Associates, a Great Falls firm that has worked with national
and state political and governmental issues for the past 10 years. In Montana,
Mr. Fenton is the only accredited member of the Public Relations Society of
America. He serves as counselor to several major agriculture-oriented indus
tries in the state and region. In this article he suggests that the ability of Mon
tana’s government to function effectively in a changing society will depend on
its ability to communicate effectively with the public. Mr. Fenton proposes
establishment of a public-financed information program independent of govern
ment control and political influence and designed to provide the citizenry with
news reports and analyses that are as objective as possible.

Numerous experts addressed Gov. Forrest Anderson’s
"Strategy for the Seventies” conference held in December,
1970, to consider Montana’s economic and sociological
problems and potentials, but a self-labeled non-expert—
State Land Commissioner Ted Schwinden— defined most
precisely the state’s primary need in the 1970s. He opened
his speech with this comment:
The framework for planning in the 70s, or any other
decade, must be public related. N o agency, state or
federal, can plan for the future without recognizing the
need for public cooperation and direction. . . .

Public related, public cooperation, direction— those are
the key words. There must be public awareness and public
understanding of any strategy for a decade, and they can
be achieved only through communication or, more exactly,
a dialogue aimed at action.
Even a casual look at the Montana legislative snarlup
shows that such a dialogue is missing in governmental rela
tions today. (I do not point an accusing finger at the 42nd
Legislative Assembly. Its legacy in 1971 was an unhappy
inheritance from previous unresolved sessions.)
Longtime lawmakers agree that Montana’s Legislature
must allow a lead time of a minimum of five sessions (10
years) for development and passage of even the most
urgent legislation. (That is the case, certainly, if the legis
lation is more involved than opposing sin or favoring
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motherhood.) This agonizing lag between legislative con
ception and enactment must be shortened if the frustrations
in Montana are to be eased. Otherwise, long overdue, es
sential reforms will accumulate to the point where the
entire governmental-reform program bogs down. Present
efforts to speed our legislative timetables seem ineffectual
and, in fact, are almost hopelessly tangled in red tape.
The Legislature in early 1971 wrestled with its perennial
problems: 1) financing for state-provided services, 2 )
encouragement of economic development potential and 3)
modernization of state government. The outlook in Jan
uary was not optimistic. Additionally, the 1971 Legisla
ture had to seek means to achieve an environmental and
ecological balance consistent with needed economic goals.
It was a formidable— if not impossible— task that awaited
the 159 persons charged every two years with a 60-day
legislative responsibility.
In my opinion, revision of the Montana constitution and
reorganization of the state’s many boards and bureaus— long
matters of some urgency— will not be accomplished until
the mid-1970s at the earliest. Here, again, Schwinden offers
a new insight:
Planners . . . recognize this obvious need [for public
cooperation and understanding], but they do not always
act accordingly. They must now consider some funda
mental changes occurring in the value system in America.
For example, few would question the deterioration of the
"trust” relationship in recent years— particularly as re
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gards public vs. government. . . . The re-establishment of
the strengthening of the trust relationship is integral to
the development of long-range planning.

Here, too, the theme is on development of effective ways
to communicate, to re-establish or strengthen government’s
ties with the people it serves.
The 1970s already have been designated by some pundits
as the "TUC-Luck decade” (Tension, Upheaval and
Change). Increasingly, local, state and federal governments
are struggling to communicate in terms of proposed pro
grams— not utopian in nature, but a bare notch above sur
vival. Only until recently the accepted means for such
communication has been the news media— newspapers,
radio and television. They have made a serious effort to
inform the public. But they are unable to handle the com
plexities of the job, despite often valiant attempts. Perhaps
it never was meant to be. The news media, though they
serve the public and its best interests, still must operate
as private enterprises.
Today this twofold function (public responsibility, but
private ownership) compromises newspapers, forcing them
into divergent pathways and thus creating a credibility gap
between newspaper and reader. The cliche "ne’er the twain
shall meet” applies increasingly to society’s communication
needs in the 1970s measured against the media’s ability to
meet those needs. (Although I specifically mention the
newspaper, I mean to include the news and analysis func
tion of the electronic media as well. All share the same
common root, the same quasi-public/private responsibility.
All are burdened equally with the obligation to inform the
citizenry about its government and to interpret legislative
intent.)

averred that "the man who never looks into a newspaper is
better informed than he who reads it.”
These comments by James Reston seem to support the
dour concluding remark of the Father of Democracy:
In fact, the truth is that more American newspaper
people are really more interested in the dramatic spot
news, the splashy story, than anything else. They want
to be in on the big blowout, no matter how silly, and
would rather write about what happened than whether
it made any sense.
The news business minimizes the conflict of ideas and
emphasizes the conflict in the stories, without relating
the second to the first. . . .
News and analysis of news in a democracy are too
serious to be left to newsmen. . . .
The press must try to keep the issue for decision
clearly before the people, a task that is not being done
in the jumble of the average American newspaper or
news program.

Reston drew little criticism for his remarks. But attribute
the same comments to a politician and one must ponder
his fate at the hands of the media. That is the point gov
ernment makes in saying that the very nature of newspaper
comment provides a divisiveness that, at best, confuses the
reading public.
Dave Broder of the W ashington Post put it even more
bluntly:
A newspaper’s front page is not simply a mirror of the
objective reality, but an interpretation of events, filtered
and selected through the conventions of the medium and
inevitably warped by the prejudice of the men who run
them.

instant experts

He might have gone further, as Lawrence Stern did:

On the spot constantly as instant experts, the news media
must operate from an impossible position and suffer from
the resulting vulnerability of all instant experts. Witness
these uniformly consistent complaints from governmental
leadership:

People have come to recognize that the selection and
presentation of information and "news” is a very un
scientific enterprise. Except for a few platitudes about
"objectivity,” "responsibility” and "all the news that’s
fit to print,” there just are no accepted or enforceable
standards in this business.

All too often the media look on government as a
source of entertainment rather than as something ser
iously relevant (if it isn’t graft or scandal or a fight, it
isn’t news).
Too often, the media encourage civic and legislative
fights without considering the ultimate consequences to
the general welfare and without proposing serious alter
natives.
Too often the game is to strip government leaders of
all prestige, then condemn them for lack of leadership
when, in fact, prestige is quite often the only weapon
of leadership available to a public official.

Those same governmental voices recall that Thomas Je f
ferson, on arriving in office, said that he would not hesitate
to choose newspapers without a government rather than
the converse. Near the end of his political career, he
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But setting up the media— printed or electronic— as the
whipping boy for all the ills of government isn’t a worthy
objective nor is it very constructive.
The economics of Montana journalism may accentuate
the problem, but it is important to remember that the
responsibility for progressive and effective governmental
communication cannot be dumped on the news media. The
media must have help. They cannot be expected to provide
the staffing, the expertise or the time for what has become
a tremendous undertaking— not if they are to stay in bus
iness.
Proliferation of public-information personnel has be
come one of the amazing new developments in government.
Montana, for example, doesn’t have to look far in its
various agencies, bureaus and departments to tally a mini
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mum of 100 employes whose chief responsibility is to tell
the story for their parent agencies. And no one is prepared
to estimate the total if those with a secondary responsibility
in the area of information dissemination were included.
Our state government seems to be swarming with artisans
of communication, but there is no notable increase in
public trust and credibility.
If anything, the proliferation of public-information
people in the state government has intensified the problem
of government vs. public trust. The credibility gap has
widened even further as the general public has been in
clined to look on in-agency information specialists as little
more than propagandists— in the worst connotation of the
word.
Such a conclusion is understandable. The public-infor
mation specialist hired by any governmental agency must
be suspect by the very nature of his employe-employer
relationship. Producing for his superiors destroys the pos
sibility of objectivity or perspective. The in-agency infor
mation specialist is hired to produce "publicity,” nothing
more. Almost without exception, governmental publicity
personnel are excluded at the decision-making level and
have no voice in determining effective communications
policy in terms of the public interest. Hired as publicists,
they have no voice in communication— other than its
mechanical aspects— and theirs necessarily must be a tunnelvision view. They are not allowed the luxury of a perspec
tive look at their agencies. The panorama of the possibil
ities of agency interaction— the opportunity to search for
and choose alternative courses of action— is denied them.
Information specialists, too often hired as lackeys, can
not be other than ineffectual as communicators. Because
the goal is to present an agency as favorably as possible,
objectivity is lost. Accordingly, strictly mechanical skills
churn out information irrelevant to "the big picture.” A
broader view is what the public needs to make intelligent
decisions.
Even when possessed of the highest qualifications in
terms of professional skills, in-agency information special
ists are foredoomed as communicators. As agency employes,
their credibility is lost before they touch a typewriter. Their
reason for being— public trust and believability— is aborted
long before understanding and cooperation can be achieved.
What, then, is the answer? If the responsibility is too
heavy for the media and if the in-agency information
specialist has been visibly branded a propagandist, how can
the relationship of trust between the voting public and
government be re-established? John W. Gardner, former
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, provided this
challenge:
If we are to root out the evils, deal with the swift pace
of change, meet new conceptions of human need and pre
serve the vitality of this society, our institutions must
undergo quick, far-reaching adaptation. The purpose is
to change for the better . . . the object is redesign of
institutions.
It will take all the intelligence and energy and shrewd
ness you can bring to bear. But the stakes are high. At
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this critical point in our history, we can less and less
afford to limit ourselves to routine repair of break
downs in our social processes. More and more, we must
undertake the imaginative redesign of those processes. . . .

Or had he already sounded the death knell-for successful
public/governmental communication in his description of
dying institutions:
The renewal of societies and organizations can go for
ward only if someone cares. Apathy and lowered moti
vation are the most widely noted characteristics of a
civilization on the downward path. Apathetic men ac
complish nothing. Men who believe in nothing change
nothing for the better. They renew nothing and heal no
one, least of all themselves. . . .

Is this to be the future for governmental communication,
or can it be revived and strengthened?
Montana’s Lt. Gov. Tom Judge tagged the 42nd Legisla
tive Assembly the "reform assembly” and said legislators
were acting on reform measures that would make state
government "more responsible to the people’s needs and
better equipped to solve the complex problems of the 1970s.
State government is at a crossroad in Montana and nation
ally. Either it changes where change is required or it will
lose by default its remaining responsibilities to the federal
government.”
Both Gardner and Judge, obviously, were addressing
themselves to more than just the communications credibility
gap in government vs. public understanding. But this gap
must be bridged.
Is there an existing independent institution— a likely
candidate— that could incorporate communications into its
function and responsibility without the encumbrances of
pre-existing stereotypes?

an assembly without a voice
Why not consider the Legislature? Montana’s Legislative
Assembly never has had a voice, never has been a com
municator. A babble of individual voices, yes, but the
Legislature never has spoken with an objective, authoritarian
voice. Yet nowhere else in government can one find a
group more vitally concerned with the need for a dialogue
with the public.
The Legislature’s existing internal and traditional func
tion may well be barnacle-encrusted, for it never has at
tempted to set up its own communications. Yet the very
diversity of its makeup could make it the logical source of
a non-suspect communications network encompassing all
existing governmental agencies and designed for the de
velopment of an understanding (and understood) relation
ship with the voting public.
Although not entirely with the same objective in mind,
the Montana Citizens Committee on the State Legislature
addressed itself two years ago to the problem of legislative
communication. The starting point of its report said:
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Such assistance should function unencumbered by political allegiance.

Citizen participation in the legislative process must
begin with increased legislative concern with public
information.
The Legislature deals with complex matters, yet the
tools have not been developed to simplify the reporting
to the public and the news media of the subjects studied
or the proposals offered. . . . It is evident that improved
methods of communicating legislative action and pro
cedures through the press to the public is paramount.

W ith that as a premise, the committee’s report went on
to say:
. . . in recent decades, state legislatures have lost
stature and prestige with the general public, but while
legislators decry lack of public understanding, apathy
and popular distrust, they have done little to enhance
public awareness and/or citizen participation. . . . There
are methods available by which the image of the Legisla
ture and its members can be improved through com
munications with their constituents. The public interest
and reaction to the Legislature (and government) would
benefit greatly from convenient and balanced information
communication.

Certainly if our society and its institutions are to be re
examined for possible renewal and vitality, they should be
asked to provide a responsible reporting service for legis
lative matters. Here the report said:
The legislator should meet this demand with one of
his own that calls for ( 1 ) Citizen participation in the
political process, ( 2 ) Public education on the importance
of the legislative undertaking, (3 ) Concerted effort to
provide better communication between himself and the
public, and (4 ) The practical tools with which to meet
his responsibility in serving the electorate.
Legislators seem to be aware of the time and attention
that must be given to the special needs of constituents,
but they have lost sight of the fact that they need to
maintain contact with all of their constituents at all
stages of the law-making process [italics mine].
There is no denial that legislators, their leaders and
their employes give generously of their time when called
upon to explain these matters to individual representa
tives of newspaper, radio and television. However, for
many issues of major public concern this becomes too
large a responsibility for the individual legislator, legisla
tive leader or attache from a standpoint of "involve
ment,” knowledge of the factual background, unbiased
interpretadon or presentation in a manner understand
able to the public. . . .

The report concluded with the recommendation that "the
legislative members need communication liaison of a pro
fessionally qualified nature to make the public recognize
and understand the action they take and their attitude on
controversial— not necessarily partisan— questions.”
Such professionally qualified assistance should operate
independent of the administration as part o f the legis
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lative branch. It should function unencumbered by political
allegiance, not subject to partisan dismissal and adminis
trative turnover. State-financed, it must be independent of
state control. It must be dedicated to objectivity as its sole
reason for being and so governed by an independently
selected board of legislative and lay leaders of sufficient
stature to be above partisan bias.

public financing needed
Increasing indications are that some kind of public
financing of election campaigns will materialize. My prop
osition is similar. Public financing of candidates is hailed
as the prerequisite of the "new politics” as a vitalized insti
tution; public financing of governmental communication
could provide the same service, unfettered by funding ties to
special economic interests. Any dependence on encumbered
funding would defeat the whole concept for the obvious
reason that as long as private money talks, politicians take
heed.
I would be the first to concede that the prerequisite for
success would be extremely hard to achieve. Merely agree
ing on a means of financing such an independent project
might well be a most formidable hurdle.
Further, professional public-relations counselors have an
image problem that must be overcome if they are to work
successfully in this area. They have much to offer in terms
of objectivity, outside perspective, technical skills and econ
omy of operation. These points can be established to the
satisfaction of the Legislature. But their credibility is ques
tioned by those who equate the entire public-relations pro
fession with Barnum & Bailey promotion, hucksterism, and
questionable ethical standards. However, time and an un
blemished record of dedicated effort by truly dedicated
public-relations professionals is erasing this misconception.
Accreditation efforts of the Public Relations Society of
America oversee the activities of its membership with em
phasis on its motives— and oriented to the interests of the
general public.
Criteria that would calm the most suspicious should be
established. The alternatives facing the Legislature— con
tinued public apathy, distrust, misunderstanding and slow
decay of the institution of government— would appear to
make a compromise effort worthwhile.
Governmental communication is among the priority
needs of our society today. Perhaps it is the most important
need. It is unthinkable to continue to view such an import
ant function as only a minor factor in the vitalization and
reshaping of one of our most important institutions. As
Bob Dylan wrote, "The times they are a-changing.” The
change can challenge us or engulf us.
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must reflect the imagination of the public and be a re
sponse to the highest aspirations of our people. . . .

Again to Schwinden:
A . . . characteristic of today’s society is the deplorable
tendency to tolerate, if not to sanctify, mediocrity. The
"do-your-best” admonition that most of us heard re
peatedly as children has somehow been replaced by a
"do as well as you can (but don’t worry about it ) .”
Pride in uniqueness has too often been displaced by
vanity of accomplishment— however small.
I am suggesting that planning for the 70s can be
accomplished only with public participation and trust,
and that attaining the possible should never obviate the
need to achieve the maximum.
Planning efforts must never serve to nullify, or vitiate,
the initiative of the individual citizen. Rather, planning

The preceding statement is worthy of the aspirations of a
"strategy for the 70s” for Montana. As a first essential
toward accomplishment, understanding, inferest, trust and
cooperation must be re-established. If state government is
to survive as a viable force in the society of tomorrow, it
must expose itself willingly and immediately to the prod
ding, tearing and upheaval necessary for a successful re
shaping and vitalization— including a clear look at its need
for communication. These are demanding times, and the
alternatives to renewal are not pleasant to contemplate.

From Gallup to Gargoyle
By Malcolm Muggeridge*
W e turn to Dr. Gallup in a way that superstitious people
used to turn to soothsayers. W e go to the doctor to learn
from him whether our affairs are thriving, who among us
is popular, whether we’re going to win our battles on the
economic, or even the military, front. I take the view that
the Romans were much more sensible. When they wanted
to know how their affairs were going, they used to slit
open a chicken and throw its entrails on the ground. Ac
cording to how the entrails fell, they would decide whether
things were going well or ill. Whether the gross national
product was going up or down and so on. Now I think that
was a much more sensible, economical and even scientific
way to study these matters. Probably, as it often has occur
red to me, the absolutely ideal thing would be to use Dr.
Gallup’s entrails. But of course that would be difficult and
one could use them only once clearly.
I once had the task as editor of an allegedly humorous
magazine of trying to make my fellow countrymen laugh.
Believe me, there is no more unrewarding and ultimately
melancholy task than trying to amuse the English. It is a
devastatingly difficult thing to do, partly because humor is
almost the only thing about which the English are deadly
serious. With almost everything else, they are flippant, in
cluding, of course, their religion. Only a very flippant
people could produce the Anglican Church as an expression
of the Christian religion. I always feel it is well exemplified
by a famous Anglican bishop who said the Ten Command
ments were like an examination paper, only eight to be
attempted. He did not reveal the two he would leave out,
but one could hazard a guess.
You have no notion of the rage the English feel when
someone tries to make them laugh and fails. The letters
that used to come to me as editor of Punch were unequaled
in my experience as a journalist for their rage when they
complained that we had made a joke that failed to amuse
them.
When I was struggling with this very baffling job, I
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tried to arrive at some sort of definition of what was meant
by humor, so I could use it as a kind of guideline in con
ducting the magazine. Many attempts have been made to
define humor, and a vast and unfunny literature exists on
the subject. The definition I arrived at was that humor is
an expression in terms of the grotesque of the almost in
finite disparity between human aspiration and human
performance. The definition pleased me for many reasons
but particularly one— it showed why sex is so inordinately
funny. Surely if there is one activity that brings out the
hopeless disparity between human aspiration and human
performance, it is that one. I always have thought that sex
was funny, and I am happy to be able to tell you that as
one gets older it gets funnier and funnier. In a way, that is
just as well, because it would be terrible if it were the other
way around.
Sometimes the thought of constantly seeing the world as
a clown can weigh on one, and one wonders whether it is a
legitimate view to take. I think that in a way clowning or
humor is a sort of converse of mysticism. It is a recognition
of the inadequacy of human beings, and this is probably the
most important thing that one could ever learn.
Once while looking at the Chartres Cathedral, I noticed
that this superb building not only expressed the notion of
man reaching beyond time and beyond mortality after some
other truths but also displayed little gargoyles with grin
ning, satiric faces staring down at the earth. I thought it
rather strange to put those two things side by side. The one
is so sublime, the other so grotesque. Then I decided that
they were both, essentially, saying the same thing. It really
is what most needs saying today. That is, man cannot
within terms of his material being cope with his circum
stances; the feeling that he can master the circumstances of
life is an illusion.
•Excerpts from a speech by Mr. Muggeridge, the British author,
critic and editor, April 9, 1968, at the University of Montana.
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JORNAL DO BRASIL:
A PEACH OF A PORTUGUESE PAPER
B y W I L L I A M H. F O R B I S
Mr. For bis, a former senior editor of Time, is a 1939 graduate of the Montana
School of Journalism and served as a lecturer at the school during the 1969-70
academic year. He was a writer and city editor at the Panama American in
Panama and from 1946 to 1930 was a reporter and city editor at the Nation,
also in Panama. Mr. For bis began working for Time in 1930 as correspondent
for Central America and northern South America and two years later became a
contributing editor. In 1933 he was named associate editor and from 1939 to
1967 was a senior editor. He was the Time bureau chief in Rio de Janeiro from
1967 to 1969. Mr. For bis’ articles have appeared in Fortune and Sports Illus
trated. He is now a free-lance writer in Missoula.

When Columbia University last October gave the Maria
Moors Cabot Award to Alberto Dines, editor of Jornal do
B rasil in Rio, a hearty cheer of "good choice" rose to the
rafters of a house in far-off Missoula, Montana— specifically,
my house. My cheer was for the worthiness of honoring
a man who in nine years has remolded his newspaper from
a wasteland of want ads to one of the most enterprising and
sensitively edited papers I know. For decades, various lists
of the "ten best” newspapers have been allotting the Latin
American spot to La Prensa of Buenos Aires. I say— give
that honor to Jorn al do B rasil}
Dines (pronounced D EA N -ace) started out to be a
moviemaker, which may indicate that a sense of drama and
a cinematic eye help in the formation of an editor. But that
was just an early fling; at age 20, never having attended
college, he switched from moviemaking to movie criticism,
which took him into newspapers and magazines. In 1962
the elegantly patrician publisher of Jornal do B rasil,
Manuel do Nascimento Brito (him self a winner of the
Maria Moors Cabot Award in 1967), brought Dines, then
’John (P ogo) Goshko, selected with Dines, gave the Washing
ton Post five years of relentlessly responsible and well-informed
coverage of Latin America and certainly merited recognition.
(The third man chosen last fall was John Harboron, associate
editor of the Toronto Telegram; unfortunately I do not know his
work.) The award often has gone to faint-hearted publishers,
small-town unknowns, and journalists distinguished more by
seniority than by "pre-eminent contribution to understanding
among the peoples of the Americas.”
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32, to the paper as editor-chefe, managing editor. Dines
attended a three-month American Press Institute seminar
at Columbia University and returned a-bubble with ideas.
Taken one by one, Dines’ innovations at JB (as it nick
names itself) may seem to be copies of, or at best switches
on, many earlier journalistic inventions. But the way he
adapted derivative ideas to Brazil and the flair he imposed
on them show, I think, true originality. For example, he
picked up the newsmagazine idea of a research department
to provide writers background for their stories; then, going
a bit further, he began to print the research itself with the
story when he suspected that many readers would like to
have it. It is a frequent delectation of Jornal do Brasil that
one can, several times in every edition, find a scholarly and
meticulous rundown of what underlies some important story
of the day— a case in point would be an expository sum
mary of the economic credo of Paul Samuelson when he got
the Nobel Prize last October.
Another newsmagazine idea that Dines adopted and
adapted is organized presentation, chiefly departmentali
zation. Inside the newspaper, one gets a New York Tim es
like feeling of going from one area of interest to another—
Middle East, Europe, the United States, Latin America, Rio,
Brazil outside Rio, the big story of the day, and so on, in
each case pulled together more smoothly than in the Tim es.
One trick he uses is to design an ideograph for a big run
ning story (for instance, a rooster for a recent week-long
song festival) and use it, day after day, at the top of pages
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dealing with the story. Boxed with each ideograph may be
a paragraph in 14-point type summarizing the page’s news.
The paper moves on, Tim es-like, through finance and sports
to the end of the first section. The second section, cryptically
called Caderno B (Notebook B ) , gets more purely maga
zine-like, covering society, books, medicine, the arts, theater
and the movies. Dines, the former movie critic, has made
the cinema section particularly solid: Sometimes Jorn al do
B rasil assigns as many as six reviewers to a film and prints
each one’s critique. Readers learn to identify with one or
another of them or triangulate among two or more. On
Sunday the critics’ go and no-go judgments are tabulated
against a listing of the movies. The residents of Rio, inci
dentally, are fanatic about films.

the front page
The vertex of this organizational plan is the front page,
the best anywhere in my opinion. It is, in effect, a crisp,
unitary version of the most interesting and important news
inside. The page has 10 or 12 stories, most written to 95
words, give or take a few, with the two or three most im
portant running to 200 words. N o story jumps, but a
parenthesis at the end of each directs the reader to the in
side page that carries the fuller report. The writing shows
high skill— somehow dense with facts but leisurely in tone,
crisp but not staccato, cool, measured and intelligent. There
is a thoughtful, sometimes even droll, feeling about the
stories. This effect seems to be achieved partly by the use
of long (but never tangled) sentences, sometimes only
two to a story. The editors choose front-page stories from
the whole newspaper, making sure that not more than three
or four deal with politics, the unwarranted obsession of too
many editors throughout the world. The rest of the stories
draw from finance, music, religion, crime, medicine, people,
sports, the economy, military affairs, disasters—whatever
adds up to the essence of what is inside the paper. The
sense of the news one gets on a given day might run like
this: Pope warns against menace of technology; Drapeau
re-elected mayor of Montreal; ship sinks in Amazon; Ar
gentine composer is hit of music festival; kidnaping puts
Ecuador under martial law; government to stimulate coffee
planting; priest breaks into jail and frees sacristan; U.S.
asks for extension of Middle East truce; another plane hi
jacked in Russia; price of beans and rice cut; two fight to
death with knives in Pernambuco; new Sao Paulo cardinal
to be named. The effect is one of variety under the control
of tight organization. It takes a lot of fitting— a lot of
specially ruled copy paper that renders exact word and
character counts— to produce JB ’s front page. The page is
intended to be read in its entirety by all readers, a goal
obviously never attained in practice. But it is more effec
tively striven for here than in any other news-summary
pages or columns that I know about, such as the New York
H erald Tribune in its dying years or the present San Fran
cisco Chronicle.
The typography of the whole paper— but particularly
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that of the front page— is meticulous. An at first dismaying
part of it is five- and six-point type in a narrow column
running down the left and then, in 10 one-and-one-halfinch columns, across the bottom of the page. This matter
is the nuts and bolts of the paper (phone numbers, ad
dresses, list of bureaus, subscription prices) plus, as a
necessary bow to a major source of income, a few dozen
classified ads. ("D oes the Senhora need a good maid?
Phone 226-6002.” ) Somehow, this does not put me off;
typographically it serves to frame the page, and I always
have thought want ads to be the most honest and utilitarian
way for a paper to earn a living. The space framed by the
small-type matter is divided into five 14V^-pica columns
usually set in 10- or 12-point type, one of those workaday
faces from the Linotype catalog. This measure allows ample
white space, and it is used with rigorous discipline: Two
picas between columns, three above headlines and one
below, and a three-pica margin where the left edge of the
news material adjoins the masthead/class ads there. The
headlines over the 95-line stories are invariably three lines
of 30-point Bodoni lightface, some Roman and some italic.
Bigger, multicolumn headlines use the same face in 48 and
60 point, with 72 for the occasional banner. Pictures, one
or two, are cropped big, photographically excellent and well
reproduced. In sum, the typography carries out the intelli
gence of the writing; it invites you in as an adult but does
not jostle, blast or overexcite you.
A problem of this front page, of course, is that a lot of
stories get printed twice. When the front-page story is
drawn from several others, there is no feeling of repetition;
but sometimes the story inside is merely a longer version
of the one outside. W ith a glance at the inside headlines,
you usually can decide whether you have had enough or
need to read more.
Thus in the case of the front page, as in the case of
departmentalization, Dines has taken an idea in the public
domain and carried it out with a meticulousness that
amounts to originality. To get all this going required a
large and skilled staff— which Dines did not have when he
took over. His solution was to create a journalism school
right in the newspaper’s offices, both to retrain inherited
staffers and to train newly hired people. H is interest in
journalism education led him to join the faculty of R io’s
Pontifical Catholic University, where he teaches Theory of
Communication and Comparative Journalism. H e is given
to rather resounding pronouncements: "Communication is
the hum of the beehive, and if it is silenced the hive dis
integrates.” But he holds tight to the belief that although
"there are, to be sure, tranquil journalists, there should
never be such a thing as tranquil journalism.”
JB has a large, fast-working and presumably mostly
intranquil staff, partly as a result of its internal school and
partly because of the paradoxical fact that Brazil, though
scandalously illiterate as a whole, has a big pool of witty,
brainy, well-educated men and women. Lots of them work
for Jorn al do Brasil. One, whose erudition and humor
made him an invariably pleasant lunch companion when I
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The reader is a frequent visitor to Rio’s stinking slums.

was there, was Antonio Callado, playwright, reporter and
editorial writer. Callado managed to get into N orth Viet
nam, and he filed articles that ran a page a day for five
days in JB . H e is also the subject of a story that tells a lot
about journalism in the Brazilian climate of military repres
sion. H is views are about as far left as, say, Herbert
Marcuse, which was quite enough to lead to Callado’s arrest
by the army a few years ago. H e was put in solitary, and a
colonel came in to grill him every day. The colonel smoked
all through every session, refusing chain-smoker Callado
even a puff. "D id you once write that the Brazilian army
should be abolished?” demanded the colonel. "Yes, and I
still think so,” replied Callado stoutly. After many days of
interrogation, the colonel relaxed, offered Callado a cigar
ette and mused, "W ell, we haven’t got much on you. Can’t
jail you, can’t exile you. About all we can do is take away
your right to work.”
"But I have to work. I have a family to support. You
can’t take away a man’s jo b !”
"W ell,” said the colonel, "that’s certainly an interesting
reaction— coming from the man who wants to abolish the
Brazilian army.”
Callado is now Paris correspondent for JB .

coping with the military
How to live with the military is, of course, an ever
present problem for Jorn al do B rasil, which solves it in
ways both creditable and inglorious. After the December,
1969, army crackdown, which imposed tough censorship,
Dines made a speech of protest at his university and was
himself jailed twice and given the interrogation treatment.
The censorship was relaxed to the form of self-censorship,
which means that Brazilian newspapers have to guard them
selves against printing anything that might lead to shut
down by the all-powerful military. JB Publisher Nascimento
Brito, president of the Inter American Press Association in
1971, recently protested the Brazilian government’s expul
sion of the Agence France Presse bureau chief in Rio;
Brito’s protest was not printed in the Brazilian press.
Jorn al do B rasil has feared to dig into and print many
stories about torture of political prisoners, the major scandal
of recent political history there. The reader gets the picture,
but only in small, discreet doses. Editorially, JB praises
General Garrastazu Medici, the president, for accomplish
ments such as slowing inflation and building a road across
the Amazon Territory and urges him to hurry the return of
representative democracy, as he has promised to do. One
JB editorialist who manages to criticize the government
quite effectively is Carlos Castelo Branco, who writes a
daily political column from Brasilia. H is technique for
avoiding trouble is his style, dispassionate, balanced and
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respectful, but insistent— a bit like Richard Rovere dis
cussing Nixon in The New Yorker. The paper’s position
is not one that puts it naturally into collision with the
right, which the military represents. Jornal do B rasil is
owned by a dowager member of the residual Brazilian
aristocracy (a remnant of the country’s 19th Century mon
archy), Countess Pereira Carneiro. It is part of the Estab
lishment and favors business and capitalism and law and
order. It is, for example, editorially leery of Chile’s new
Marxist government. And although the chaps in the U.S.
Embassy in Rio often think they detect a small shafting, JB
is mostly kind and friendly to America. But the paper is
not rigidly right wing by any means, and it has a concern,
reflected in innumerable stories, for social injustice and the
sufferings of the poor. The reader is a frequent visitor, in
print and pictures, to R io’s notorious favelas, the stinking
slums.
United Press International is JB ’s major supplier of
service news; UPI relies on Jorn al do B rasil as a major
source of its Latin American earnings. But JB also receives
news from the Associated Press, Latin, Agence France Presse
and its own correspondents in Washington, N ew York,
Paris, Rome, Bonn and London. (It also operates the major
internal news service in Brazil, A genda JB .) Most wireservice copy is used simply as research for stories written
within the office; a typical dateline might read "Washington
(AP-UPI-AFP-JB).” This work requires considerable talents
for translation among JB writers, for not very much of the
incoming material is in that little-spoken tongue, Port
uguese. This language, incidentally, works surprisingly
well as a journalistic tool, being pithy and expressive; it
makes tight and informative headlines.
The high quality of Brazilian intellectuality shows up
particularly in JB ’s Caderno B, the daily magazine. The
paper seems to have little trouble finding good writers to
handle any current topic, be it Francois Mauriac, pollution
in the Black Sea, Muhammad Ali, Slavic music or Samuel
Beckett. A page of small-type listings gives data on cur
rent movies, plays, night clubs, art exhibitions and music,
plus a smidgen of radio and TV — which is all radio and
T V deserve in Rio. There are a gossip column and a couple
of humor columns, and, once in a while, cartoons by the
mononymic Ziraldo, Brazil’s greatest lampooner. A recent
one showed a young man consulting his grandmother on
how to vote in the rather farcical elections sometimes held
for the lesser political offices. Should he put the “X ” in the
square of the government party or the square of the arti
ficial and impotent anti-government party? "Put it right in
between,” grandma advised. This sort of thing gets Ziraldo
in a lot of trouble; he was in jail for a few weeks late in
1970. Once before, when the police hauled him off before
dawn, he decided to make a good show of it by wearing a
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military-style shirt he had bought in New York at Aber
crombie & Fitch. He was thrown into a cell with a dozen
men who (though Ziraldo did not realize it) were bus
drivers arrested for speeding on Rio’s shoreline freeway.
Brazil’s bus drivers favor uniforms, and they were all
dressed somewhat like Ziraldo. "W hat’s your line?” one of
them asked Ziraldo. The cartoonist hazarded a whimsical
answer. "Democracy,” he said. "Oh is it?” answered the
bus driver. "Mine’s Copacabana to the railroad station.”

inaccuracy is a problem
Dines still has many problems. Inaccuracy is perhaps the
worst. The research department should perhaps be ampli
fied as a checking department. The very story that told of
Dines winning the Cabot award misspelled the name of a
co-winner. W ild reaches for stories, plus a touch of Bra
zilian chauvinism, lead occasionally to fantastic assertions,
making the editors seem gullible or even ludicrous. I re
member one deliciously dumb story pegged to the equinox
and headlined, "N ight will be longer than day for next six
months.” H-m-m-m. Often the editing needs to be more
knowledgeable. "New York will elect a new governor next
week,” said a headline in October, 1970— but New York
elected an old governor. The reader can find numerous
flagrant offenses against objectivity— in headlines that fail

to attribute, such as "Radicals are a menace to the U.S.,” or
in careless convictions without a trial, such as a casual refer
ence to "a group of subversives.”
Other deficiencies stem more from the publishing than
the editorial side. Circulation is small (only 90,000 week
days, 210,000 Sundays); the explanation might be that the
competition is rough (there are 25 dailies in R io ). And the
reading public is illusory, despite the huge population (4
m illion), because of illiteracy and poverty. Like other
papers, Jornal do Brasil does not publish Mondays, which I
would call a failure of responsibility.
In any competition for "best” newspaper in Latin Amer
ica, one still might reasonably nominate La Prensa, despite
its sloppy writing, disorganization, journeyman-printer
typography and over-all listlessness; it is at least compre
hensive. Almost the same case could be made for Buenos
Aires’ La N acion. O Estado de S. Paulo tries to be best by
being big; all, or almost all, of the news is in this lumber
ing giant, if you can find it, and any one of its intermin
able editorials makes a morning’s reading. Some of the
sprightly afternoon papers in Sao Paulo, including O
Estado's own offspring, are better reading. Even in Rio,
Correio da Manha is a respectable enough newspaper, and
papers in Lima, Bogota, Caracas, perhaps even Mexico City
can proffer similar competence. But for brains, heart and
flair, plus a certain charming unreliability at times, I nomi
nate Jornal do Brasil.

Charlie Russell on Civilization and Farmers
The only one hundred per cent free country there ever was, was
Montana in the old days when everything was permissible but
murder. N o law, no restriction, the lid was clear off; and those
were the honest days; thieves were unknown. The latch string was
always out. . . . If the owner was away, help yourself, wash the
dishes and leave. He didn’t care. Them were the days! It was
God’s country. The grass was waist high. . . . Then civilization
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came, and law and fences, and worst of all the farmer. He plowed
up the grass. W e had to lock our doors. Nothing was safe.
Where we used to have grass, weeds grow now. And the farmer
is broke. . . . It serves him right
Reprinted from James Bollinger, Old Montana and Her Cowboy
Artist (Shenandoah, Iowa: World Publishing Co., 1963), p. 14.
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The Journalism Faculty
N A T H A N B. BLU M BERG B.A., M.A., University of Colorado; Ph.D., Oxford University, England. A Rhodes Scholar, ProProfessor
fessor Blumberg is the author of the book One-Party Press? and articles in several periodicals. He
has worked for the Associated Press, the Denver Post, as assistant city editor of the Washington
(D .C .)Post, and associate editor of the Lincoln (N eb.) Star and the Ashland (N eb.) Gazette. He
taught at the University of Nebraska and Michigan State University before coming to the University
of Montana in 1956 as dean, a position he held until his resignation in 1968. He has served as a
visiting professor at Pennsylvania State University, Northwestern University and the University of
California at Berkeley and as an American Specialist for the Department of State in Thailand and
in the Caribbean area. He was on sabbatical leave during the 1970-71 academic year.

W A R R E N J. BR IER
Dean and Professor

B.A., University of Washington; M.S., Columbia University; Ph.D., University of Iowa. Dean
Brier’s experience includes work as a newsman for the Associated Press in Los Angeles, Seattle,
New York and Helena, a reporter for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, and a copy reader for the Seattle
Times. He has taught at San Diego State College and the University of Southern California. Dean
Brier is the author of the book The Frightful Punishment and coauthor, with Howard C. Heyn, of
the text Writing for Newspapers and News Services.

ED W A R D B. D U G A N
Professor

B.J., M.A., University of Missouri. Before joining the University of Montana faculty in 1937, Professor Dugan worked as a reporter and editor on dailies and weeklies in Texas, a newsman for the
United Press, and as public relations director of Hardin-Simmons University. He teaches public
relations in the University’s widely known School of Administrative Leadership and serves on staffs
of agency in-service training programs. His articles, primarily on advertising, have appeared in
several magazines.

DANIEL

B.A., University of Montana; M.S.J., Northwestern University. Mr. Foley, an investigative reporter
f ° r the state bureau of the Lee Newspapers of Montana, taught courses in specialized reporting fall
and spring quarters. A 1965 graduate of the Montana School of Journalism, Mr. Foley served one
summer as editor of the Cut Bank (M ont.) Pioneer Press.

J.

FOLEY

Visiting Lecturer

G A Y LO R D T. G U E N IN
Assistant

B.A., University of Montana. Mr. Guenin has worked for four Montana newspapers— the Missoula
Missoulian, Kalispell Daily Inter Lake, Butte Montana Standard and the Billings Gazette— and for
the Davenport (Iowa) Times-Democrat and the Madison Wisconsin State Journal. He was Sunday
editor of the Missoulian from July, 1967, to October, 1969, then became editor of the Aspen
(Colo.) Illustrated News. He is a correspondent for Ski Racing and a contributing editor for
Skiers’ Gazette.

PHILIP J . HESS
Associate Professor

B.A., M.A., University of Iowa. Professor Hess, chairman of the Radio-Television Department, has
taught at the University of South Dakota, where he also served as production director of the Uni
versity’s educational television station. He has worked as a producer-director at commercial television
stations in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and Portland, Ore., a broadcaster for educational radio stations in
Chicago and Iowa City, Iowa, and as a reporter and copy editor for the Missoula (M ont.) Missoulian.

CH ARLES E. HO O D JR . B.A., M.A., University of Montana. As an undergraduate in the School of Journalism, Mr. Hood
Instructor
worked summers as a reporter for the Lewistown (M ont.) Daily News and as a newsman for the
Helena bureau of United Press International. He was graduated in 1961 and joined the staff of the
Missoula (M ont.) Missoulian. After serving in the Navy, he became a reporter for the Great Falls
(M ont.) Tribune. Since joining the journalism faculty as an assistant in 1967, Mr. Hood has worked
summers as a desk editor for the Missoulian. He was on leave during the 1970-71 academic year.

R O BER T C. M cGIFFERT
Associate Professor

A.B., Princeton University; M.A., Ohio State University. Professor McGiffert taught journalism at
Ohio State for four years before joining the University of Montana faculty in 1966. He worked
for the Easton (P a.) Daily Express for 16 years as reporter and city editor. During the summer of
1967, he worked in the Sunday department and on the national desk at the Washington (D .C .)
Post. Professor McGiffert has been active in programs to improve medical and dental writing,
serving as a consultant to the American Dental Association and as an instructor at writing seminars
sponsored by the ADA and the American Medical Association.

D O N A LD C. M ILLER
Assistant Professor

B.A., M.A., University of South Dakota. Professor Miller has worked as an announcer, newsman
and production director at radio and television stations in South Dakota. During his military service,
he was in charge of the Writers Branch of the U.S. Army Europe Pictorial Center. He taught for
five years at the University of South Dakota, where he also served as film director and program
director of K U SD Radio-TV. During the 1963-64 academic year, he studied at Columbia University
as the recipient of a CBS News and Public Affairs Fellowship. From 1964-66, he was program
director of an educational television station, WDSE-TV, in Duluth, Minn.

SAM REYNOLDS

B.s., M.S., University of Wisconsin; M.S., Columbia University. Mr. Reynolds, editorial-page editor
of the Missoula (M ont.) Missoulian since 1964, also served as a visiting lecturer at the journalism
school in 1966-67. A former reporter for the Wisconsin State Journal at Madison, he has con
tributed articles to the Masthead and to Montana Journalism Review.

Visiting Lecturer

STEPH EN L. SM ITH
B.A., M.A., University of Montana. Professor Smith has worked as a reporter for the Bellingham
Visiting Assistant Professor (W ash.) Herald and as a reporter and sports editor for the Missoula (M ont.) Missoulian. During
the 1969-70 academic year, he was an assistant professor of journalism at the University of Alaska.
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Journalism Building, University of Montana
Missoula, Montana

We intend to fight on principle. I know and am absolutely
certain that our views are not the views of the members of this
body [the Montana Council of Defense]. That is one of the rea
sons why we are over here [in Helena]. There is absolutely no
chance to get together on the proposition, absolutely none, be
cause you think differently than we do. We can’t make you see
our point of view, however much as we try. There are, however,
questions of common sense and justice and fairness that we might
be able to approach one another on, but outside of that it is simply
a question of whether or not a paper or a group or a movement
that is opposed to the dominating interests of a state or a nation
can be persecuted and be put out of business by those interests.
That is the only thing there is to it.
W illiam F. Dunn, editor of the Butte Bulletin, 1918

The University of Montana School of Journalism, founded in 1914, is one of 60
accredited schools and departments of journalism in the United States. It offers
programs leading to the B.A. and M.A. in journalism and the B.A. in radio
television.
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